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Theft G Ne ws 
FRIDAY,  Nov. 6,  1998 A daily independent student press Volume 85- No. 50 
■ The BG Football team 
hosts Akron in Its last 
home game of the 
season. 
:■ The Falcon 
women's soccer 
team plays Ohio 
in the second 
round of the 
MAC playoffs. 
■ The vocal quartet The 
Manhattan Transfer will 
entertain the University 
for Parents' Weekend. A 
list of events is included. 
■ Beck's new album 
Mutations is a mellow 





■ Robert Szorady tells us 
why Little Bo Peep will 
return, and what to do 













"A lot of people who 
are not athletes don't 
know what it takes and 
don't know what it is all 
about being on a 
team." 
Dan Price 
senior hockey playrr 
By DIANA EDELMAN 
 The BG News  
Senior Dan Price has spent more than 
two decades perfecting his craft. 
The captain of the Bowling Green hock- 
ey team began skating at age two and play- 
ing hockey at three. And he has been going 
strong ever since. 
Price grew up in Sarnia, Ont. — a two- 
and-a-half hour drive from BG. But it 
wasn't until the coaches found him in 
Kingsville, Ont., where a camp was 
being held for scouts to come and 
watch junior players. 
After assistant coaches Brian 
Hills and Wayne Wilson saw the 
forward play some games, they 
sent him a letter telling him 
they were impressed with the 
way he played. 
While other schools were 
interested  in the 6-1, 205 
pound  right  winger,  BG 
would   eventually   win 
out. 
Price visited BG when 
Brian Holzinger was in 
his  senior  year.   The 
team   was   playing 
their opener 
against Guelph. 
"I just fell in 
love      with 
it,"     Price 
said. "My 
parents 
fell   in 
Falcon leer Dan Price has learned a great 
deal from his experiences, both on and off 
the ice. His dedication has allowed him to 
become a true team leader. 
BG Newi Photo/DIANA EDELMAN 
love with it. There were no ifs, ands or 
buts: I was coming to Bowling Green." 
Gaining momentum 
Price has come a long way from his days 
in Sarnia. As a child, his family would 
freeze the backyard so he could skate. His 
parents, Joe and Audrey, taught him the 
basics. 
Every morning his parents would have 
to wake up to take him to practice at 5 a.m. 
Those practices would continue up until 
juniors. 
In Price's pre-BG days, he would sit in 
his van, tying up his skates with his fingers 
burning from the cold, while snow was 
piled outside four feet high. 
During his career in juniors, Price 
gained a better appreciation for what his 
parents had to go through. Price's parents 
would wake up at the crack of dawn to 
take their son to practice before having to 
go to work. The Price's were proud of him 
and offered their support. 
Price's parents would travel to his away 
games during his time in juniors as well. 
They wanted to see him play. 
"I loved every minute of it," Price's 
father said. "I couldn't wait to go to tour- 
naments." 
His parents have not missed a game 
since Price began playing at BG. 
Wearing brown and orange 
Once Price got to BG in 1995, things 
changed for him. His first year of wearing 
the Falcon sweater was frustrating. Fresh- 
man mistakes are expected, but Price is the 
type of man that strives to make an exam- 
ple. He set goals for himself, and when he 
did not reach them, disappointment would 
set in. 
From his rookie season on, Price would 
grow to expect more from his performance 
See PRICE, page five. 
Falcon icers to face Marquette 
□ Bowling Green heads to 
Marquette for a weekend 
match-up against the Wildcats. 
By DIANA EDELMAN 
The BG News 
Northern Michigan University is a long 
way from Bowling Green. More than 10 
hours to be exact. And the Falcon hockey 
team is bussing it the whole way there. 
It is obviously a long trip, but that is not 
the most important thing regarding the 
weekend series. 
"I guess the biggest thing is just to be 
rested and being able to pick up from a long 
trip," junior assistant captain Zach Ham 
said. "We have to get eady and be prepared 
and ]ust strap it up every shift." 
NMU  (3-1-0)  is tied  for fourth  with 
Michigan State, with six points; Bowling 
Green (2-2-1) is in sixth, with five points. 
NMU is on a roll right now. Saturday it 
defeated Michigan at Yost Ice Arena, 6-1. 
The Wildcats lost only three players at 
the conclusion of last season, accounting for 
some of this season's success. And this 
weekend they have an advantage — the 
home ice. 
"Northern plays really well at home," 
coach Buddy Powers said. "It is a huge 
advantage for them to be at home, and they 
try to capitalize on that." 
But NMU also has a talented squad all 
the way down the line. The team plays an 
uptempo game, and BG is going to have to 
be prepared for that. The Falcons will need 
to match NMU. There won't be time for BG 
to sit back and think about anything other 
than the moment. NMU is waiting for the 
Falcons to do that, and the second that 
occurs, the Wildcats will pounce. 
'If we lay back at all, they are going to 
shove it down our throats," Powers said. 
"You have to come out with the idea that 'I 
am ready to play, and there is nothing in 
this game that is going to surprise me.'" 
During the week the team has been 
working on a number of things to prepare 
for the weekend. The forwards have 
worked on having more opportunities to 
shoot and drive to the net. They have also 
been working on rebounds, something that 
needed to be addressed after last weekend's 
game against Michigan. 
Last season the Wildcats won the three 
matches against BG. 
"(NMU) might look at us and just say, 
'We killed those guys last year,'" Powers 
said. "You never know, the whole psycholo- 
gy behind the game. We are going to have to 
buckle our chin straps up three notches 






□ The Literacy Serve 
and Learn program is 
tutoring fourth 
graders to help 
improve proficiency 
tests. 
By MELISSA NAYMIK 
The BG News 
Some people are calling them 
blessings, others are calling 
them supporters of education. 
Whatever people refer to them 
as, they are University students 
coming to serve the needs of 
1000 fourth graders in the Tole- 
do public schools. 
The Literacy Serve and Learn 
program (LSL), a service that 
started just a month and a half 
ago in the Office of the Provost, 
is headed by Sallye McKee, spe- 
cial assistant to the provost and 
vice president for academic 
affairs. 
The idea to have college stu- 
dents from higher educational 
institutions of Northwest Ohio 
help area fourth graders 
improve their proficiency tests 
came from Superintendent Mer- 
rill Grant of the Toledo public 
schools. 
Grant has referred to this 
tutoring program as the "war on 
reading and mathematics illiter- 
acy." 
The "war" started last March, 
when the public schools 
received the results of low fourth 
grade proficiency tests, said 
Ellin J. Bick, administrator on 
special assignment in the human 
resource service department. 
Bick said she feels that every 
child is gifted, but some students 
open their "package of knowl- 
edge" later on in life. Elementary 
students are receiving the self- 
confidence they need from Uni- 
versity students. 
The goal is to have 95 percent 
of all fourth graders pass the 
reading and math parts of the 
proficiency test by 2001, Bick 
said. 
Currently, over 125 students 
have been recruited, 116 have 
been scheduled and nine stu- 
dents are still waiting to be 
assigned to the schools, McKee 
said. 
"Any student who wants to 
do this, can," McKee said. "All 
majors and grades are 
involved." 
One group that is participat- 
• See TUTOR, page five. 
Look for more stories, 
horoscopes, weather, 
crossword puzzles and 
more on the updated 
BG News website. 
Check it out at: 
WWW. 
bgnews.com 
Ice Arena houses many 
recreational opportunities 
f you have a news tip or 
have an Idea for a story, 
all anytime and ask to 
fpeak with an editor. 
372-6966 
□ The ice arena offers 
a variety of activities 
for everyone. 
By ERIN BERGER 
 The BG News  
It may be tempting to stay 
home when the weather grows 
colder and winter begins to set 
in, but the Bowling Green Ice 
Arena is a great place to fight this 
temptation. It offers a host of 
opportunities for recreational 
and physical activities. 
Lona Leek, assistant director 
of the ice arena, said it is open 18 
hours every day, 11 months out 
of the year. 
According to Leek, many stu- 
dents  take   advantage  of   the 
activities offered. He said public 
skating is the most popular activ- 
ity. 
Public skating times are 
Wednesdays, 8:30 to 10 p.m.; Fri- 
days, noon to 2 p.m. and 8-10 
p.m.; Saturdays 8-10 p.m.; and 
Sundays 3:30-5:30 p.m. and 7-9 
p.m. Cost for students to skate 
during these times is $2 plus $1 
for skate rental. 
Randy Sokall, director of the 
arena, said the ice arena is used 
by many students and sports 
groups. 
"I think there's no doubt 
we're the most heavily used 
facility on campus," Sokall said. 
The Bowling Green Collegiate 
Hockey Team practices and has 
its games in the arena, as do the 
• See ICE, page five. 
BG Newt Photo/JASON SUGGS 
The Precision Skating team practices their routine in the ice arena lounge for an upcoming per- 
formance before home hockey games. 
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LETTERS 
In response to John Haynik's guest column on Oct. 27, we are 
at a loss as to what he doesn't understand. (Haynik's column "A 
hands on approach to understanding homosexuality") 
Here are some practical things he and others can "do" to 
understand: 
Join either of us with our families: 
-at our place of worship 
-going to a movie or dinner 
-volunteering in our community 
-baking cookies for our children's Halloween party 
-celebrating our anniversaries with our life partners 
-visiting our families at holiday time 
-raising our children and teaching them values of honest, love, 
trust, understanding and respect 
-sit in on classes we teach at the University 
One of us is heterosexual. One of us is homosexual. 
What don't you understand? 
Your words are cruel. Actions are more powerful than words 




(A   SMOKirVCa    COMPANvorv,   CRAFTEX>    CP   cuar, -rwicbS, 
AMD   PirwE      NEEDV.ES,   PROVIDES     COMFORT     1    rliNVTes 
-nc^e      FOR-     TUfc.      UOts/fcUY'    NlCOTlrVE.     FieN£> .) 
Have an opin- 
ion? - Write a 




and 500 words 
long and can 
be emailed to 
bgnews@bgne'~ 
.bgsu.edu or 
brought in on 
disk. Letters to* 
the editor are  £ 
subject to copy 
editing and 
timeliness. 
Today's media: bearer of bad news 
This summer, I received a notice 
from the Dayton Department of 
Human Services. I was sup- 
posed to appear for a paternity 
test hearing for a girl I had never 
met, nor heard of before. So I 
called the girl and found out her 
baby's father was another Josh 
Minton who was in jail. First I 
wiped the sweat from the tissue 
surrounding all major orifices, 
and thought about how sick it is 
that fathers must be hunted 
down by public institutions to 
the extreme of ordering every 
person with the same name to 
appear for paternity tests. 
Then I thought about fathers 
and mothers that raise and love 
children that aren't their own. 
What strength and character it 
must take to clothe and feed 
another person's child! This says 
a lot about the strength of our 
culture. Of course, you'll never 
see stories like this on the news. 
It's always the idiot who leaves 
the house with his baby in the 
microwave, or the woman who 
force-feeds her baby crack 
cocaine. The media plays off our 
fear, and there are certain people 
who want you to believe that 
you live in a chaotic world and 
need state protection to defend 
you. 
Why don't we ever hear about 
biological  fathers and mothers 
who actually pay their child sup- 
port and are a big part of their 
children's lives? What about 
grandmothers and grandfathers 
that help raise their children's 
children? These are strong peo- 
ple that pop the bubble of the 
"decaying family unit" social the- 
ory. Why aren't their stories 
being told? 
The point I'm getting at is when 
did the media go' from simply 
bringing information to the peo- 
ple, to bringing only bad infor- 
mation? 
Journalism today is taking an 
objective view of the news and 
reporting it without bias. It's this 
false guise of objectivism that 
propagates ignorance in our cul- 
ture! 
You cannot be in the game par- 
ticipating, and outside comment- 
ing on it at the same time. The 
idea  is preposterous!     It's the 
same thing with law. I have a 
friend in law school. He said his 
class has been studying abstract 
terms and learning legal defini- 
tions the whole time. He had to 
sit down and have a beer with 
his classmates before he learned 
what their opinions on justice 
were. 
Can there be any ethics in jour- 
nalism and law if lawyers and 
journalists are supposed to take 
an objective view of the situa- 
tion? Heisenberg's Uncertainity 
Principle of Quantum Mechanics 
clearly defines this relationship. 
The more accurately we measure 
the velocity of a sub-atomic par- 
ticle, the less accurate we can 
define the position, and vice- 
versa. So the very act of obser- 
vation changes what we are 
observing. There is no such 
thing as objectivity; it's a farce, a 
ruse, an ideal! 
It's the same thing with the sub- 
conscious in psychology. It does- 
n't exist! Psychologists from 
Freud on have created this con- 
cept of a sub-conscious and 
attributed all human aggression 
to it. You can't create a concept 
(which is the product of the past) 
to measure the content of knowl- 
edge (which is the past). 
Can you measure the present 
with the past? The very act of 
observation   changes   what   is 
observed. Can a corpse analyze 
something living? 
That being said, objectivity 
does have its place, but it's very 
important to come back from 
that idealized viewpoint, to a 
moral definition that is contem- 
porary with the society of the 
day. 
Human beings are moral crea- 
tures. We have many flaws, but 
morality and reason are the 
strength of our species. Compas- 
sion combined with reason is the 
beginning of intelligence. No 
matter who it is that raised you, 
if they did it with these two 
things then you are not from a 
dysfunctional family. A dysfunc- 
tional family is one without rea- 
son and compassion. 
Without constant communica- 
tion and a perpetual defining of 
our society's morals in journal- 
ism, law, education, politics, and 
at the dinner table, our culture 
will crumble like the Coliseum. 
If you do not hold reason and 
compassion then you are no dif- 
ferent from crawling four-legged 
beasts concerned only with 
health, wealth, progeny, and vic- 
tory. 
fosh Minton can be reached at 
jminlon@bgnel.bgsu.edu. 
Copyright © 1998, The BG 
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET 




"Yes, they shouldn't be able 





"No. I'm against strikes. They 
shouldn't be playing basket- 





"Yes. The athletes should be 
playing basketball because 
they love the sport, not 






"Yes. It's their money. They 
have the right to do what 




'I think It's fair, the players 
make enough money as it is. 
They should try being poor 
college students." 
Make it your 
opinion page! 
Get your voice 
heard! 
The BG New* 
welcomes any 
letters, columns 
or other bits of 
opinion to be 
included on this 
page Here's 
how you can get 
your voice heard: 
WRITE E-MAIL 
Letters to the 
editor are encouraged and 
are published on a first 
come, first serve basis, with 
only rare exceptions of time- 
ly Issues. Letters can be 
dropped off at 210 West 
Hall. 
E-mailed 
opinions or story Ideas are 
strongly encouraged. E-mail 
us anytime at 
bgnewsabgnet.bgsu. en 
AH suggestions are 
CALL FAX 
Were avail- 
able! The BO 
News office Is open from 
8 a.m. to 1 a.m. Sunday - 
through Thursday and 8 
a.m, to 5 p.m. on Friday. 
The office Is located In 
210 West Hi 
Need to get 
something over to us 
quickly? Fan it to the 
newsroom at 372-6967 
or 372-0202. 
CONTACT CITY OFFICIALS 
Wesley Hoffman — Mayor 
John Fawcett — Muni< iv-.il   A 4 
Mike Marsh — City / 
.i — Police Divisi 
354-6204 




November & 1998 
D'VIC 
Have a problem? Need some odvfce on what you should do? Write a letter or e-mail THE NEWS at 
bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu. 
Dear BG News: 
Are there any advantages of eat- 
ing five or six smaller meals per 
day, as opposed to three meals 
per day? I've heard it helps to 
lose body fat. 
Curious, Founders 
Dear Curious: 
This is not true, overeating caus- 
es you to gain weight not eating 
a certain number of meals. You 
should eat when your hungry. 
Plan your meals around your 
schedule. And to dispel another 
common myth, snacking is not 
bad for you. As long as your eat- 
ing healthy snack foods, it often 
times can help curb your appetite 
so that you do not overeat at 
your meals. 
Dear BG News: 
Help! Two of the courses I 
would like to take in Spring 




You can check with the depart- 
ments that offer the courses you 
couldn't get to see if they have a 
waiting list. You can also contin- 
ue to check the Star-90 system to 
see if someone drops the classes 
enabling you to get in. Another 
option is to attend the first class 
meeting and see if the instructor 
is willing to sign a Change of 
Schedule Form for you to add a 
full class. 
Dear BG News: 
I still have a large balance 
remaining on my meal plan. 
Can I choose a smaller plan for 
the spring semester? 
Light Eater, Darrow 
Dear Light Eater 
Yes you can if you notify the 
Bursar (419/372-2815) by Jan. 9. 
The balance left on you account 
from fall will carry over to the 
spring- 
Dear BG News: 
I heard that the University 
sponsors programs where stu- 
dents can study in another 
state. How can I find out more 
about this? 
Looking for Adventure, Prout 
Dear Looking: 
Through the National Student 
Exchange Program, you can 
attend a university in another 
state for a semester or an entire 
academic year. The advantage of 
participating through the NSE 
program is that you do not pay 
out-of state fees. Stop by the 
Cooperative Education Office in 
310 Student Services for more 
information. You can also attend 
information sessions this semes- 
ter in the State Room on the 3rd 
floor of the Student Union on 
Thursday, November 12 from 4- 
5 p.m. or on Friday, Dec. 11 from 
2:3O-3:30p.m. You will need to 
turn in your application packet 
by mid-February in order to be 






5 Palm leaf 
10 Memo acronym 
14 Out of control 
15 Burton of "Roots" 




19 "Gods Little 
Acre" co-star Ray 




24 Heavy weights 
25 Successful, in 
old slang 
28 Bettor's marker 
29 Writer Gardner 
30 Female tailor 
37 Wide shoe 
38 Shotgun ammo 
39 Only even prime 
number 
40 Wilhout a mistake 
42 & others 
43 Howl 













58 French farewell 




62 Business outfit 









4 Painter Georgia 
5 Deflated tires 
6 Go back to 




10 AC/DC converter 
11 Outline 
12 Pilgrim John 
13 Farm 
Implements 
21 Jack of "Barney 
Miller" 
25 Complaint 
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C1996 Tntoure Media S»rvtc**. inc. 
AH n^its raMtvad. 
30 Get itv 
31 Golfer Ernie 
32 Gore and Capp 
33 Singer Tillis 
34 Filthy place 








45 Maple product 







55 Give off 
56 Cursesl 
"For the answer*, look on 
the web: www.bfnewexom 
PAGE THREE is 
intended as an 
irreverent look at 
The Univtrtity. We 
at The BO Newt 
consider it an off- 
beat page where 
we try to offer 
something for 
everybody. Opin- 
ions i ^rested 
herein an solely 
those of our staff. 
Have a nice day. 
X>id You 
The first automobile rule appeared in the 1944 Catalog. It 
forbid the use of cars by students attending BGSU because) 
citizen complaints and concerns about "petters.' 
WEBSITE OF THE DAY 
Today 
Partly cloudy 




Creating Web Page* for BGSU 
Employees (Mac) (9 a.m. - 
Noon) 
BGSU. Free for BGSU employ- 
International Festival Ticket 
Sales (10 a.m. - 5 p.m.) 
Union Foyer. Sponsored by 
the World Student Association. 
UAO Concert Survey (10 a.m. 
- 4 p.m.) 
Union Foyer. Come vote for 




HIGH: 45 LOW: 26 
web.mit.edu/will/www/haiku.html 
United Way Penny Drive (10 
a.m. - 2 p.m.) 
Education steps. Sponsored 
by University Ambassadors. 
Catholic Student Connec- 
tion, Hunger Awareness 
Week (11 a.m. - 3 p.m.) 
Union Foyer. 
Men's Soccer - MAC Quarter 
finals (2:30 p.m.) 
Lexington, Ky. Falcons face 
Thundering Herd of Marshall. 
Men's,Women's Swimming 
hosts Eastern Mich. (5 p.m.) 
Cooper Pool. Both men's and 
"Upcoming Event." is a eervice to our reader, borrowed daily via the University web 
page. The calendar of event, on the web page haa a aaevre complete li.ting of event, and 
can be acceeeed through "www.bgsu.edu". 
women s    swimming 
begin at 5 p.m. 
events 
Million Man March Anniver- 
sary (6 p.m.) 
Town Room, Student Union. 
The Black Student Union will be 
presenting Dr. Daryl S. Tukufu, 
sociologist and community 
leader, and his views on the 
African-American male and the 
recent Million Marches. This 
seminar is for men only and is 
free. Immediately following, in 
the same room, there wil be a 
panel discussion, open to every- 
one, on topics such as "loving an 
African-American male/female 
without going insane." Come out 
and support BSU. 
Hockey at Northern Michi- 
gan (7 p.m.) 
Marquette, Mich. 
Volleyball vs. Marshall (7 
p.m.) 
Anderson Arena. 
Dating Game ft Dance (7 
p.m. - 2 a.m.) 
Union Ballroom. Sponsored 
by Delta Sigma Theta. 
Creative Writing Reading 
(7:30 p.m.) 
Prout Chapel. Visiting short 
story writer Brian Evenson will 
read from his work. Free and 
open to the public. 
UAO Movie "Primary Colors" 
(8 p.m.) 
ill Olscamp Hall. Movies are 
shown at 8p.m. and 11p.m. Fri- 
day and Saturday evenings. 
Tickets are $2 each and can be 
bursared. For more information, 
contact Clayton Tinney at the 
UAO office at 419/372-2343. 
Sight and Sounds (8 p.m.) 
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musi- 
cal Arts Center. Concert featur- 
ing    the   Collegiate   Chorale, 
directed by Mark Munson; the 
Bowling Green Philharmonia, 
directed by Emily Freeman 
Brown; and the Wind Ensemble, 
directed by Bruce Moss. Part of 
the College of Musical Arts 
Salute to Ellington and Gersh- 
win Aniversaries. 
The Chairs (8 p.m.) 
Joe E. Brown Theatre. By 
Eugene lonesco. A century-old 
couple prepares for the arrival of 
an outstanding orator who will 
express their "great message" 
before they pass on. For ticket 
information, call 419-372-2719. 
TV GUIDE SECTION (SEE PG. M FOR SAT. & SUN. LISTINGS) 
FRIDAY   NOVEMBER 6,1998 
\m*mwsmwLfr'ms\mMmmwmm^mmwmmw 
I   BROADCAST   STATIONS 
«D Newtl CBS Newt Wheet-Fortun. Jeopardy! X Kldt-Oamdett Candid Camera Buddy Faro Death c, Ant-rush' « Nash Bridges StStgair « NawtX           iLatsShowI 
9 Nml AKWdrfc*. Enl. Tonight Hollywood So. TwootaKlndl Boy Hit World SaMna-WNch    [BrotlWlKpr 2D/20X HewsX             |NtghtltneI 
a) Nmz NSC Newt Crece Under Frailer X Dateline (In Stereo) X Trinity In Loco Parents" X Homicide: LUt on the Strtet I NawtX             TontghtShow 
9 6ED BuetneeeRpl Newthour With J m Lahrac X Wash Week Wall St. Week Al the Grassroots (In Stereo) X Groat Upaatol'41 (R)X Charlie Rota (In Stereo) X 
© NewthourWHnJ mLehrerl Editors McLaughlin Wash Week Wall St. Week At the Grassroots (In Stereo) X Great Uptet ol it (R| X Monty Python Charlie Rote I 
© HoMlmprm. |MadAboutVou Seinfeld I Friend. I Brimstone "Encore" (In Stereo) X stStnaJuti -SkuN and Bones" X Newts           jraswvadioX Skaptontl Jtrry Springer 
CD Sttlwrtetwatche. CotoctttoKteVW CoSMfewKrwiM 
3D SknpuniX     ISimptonaX     IFrtandtX        [Fraalarl Legacy--Emma" (In Stereo) I        ILovt Boat: The Ntit Wave X        [Newt Fritndi X        IFratier X 
CABLE    STATIONS 
AMC Movie: •■• -H)ryiroorfiYoW(l956, Comedy) Dean MaiMi Movie. t< THI*W-(1965. rJograr^) Carre* Batar.MaiUlBaltarn.    ]flmbar WENN    |Movl*:«.. -Oonl Baher to fat*-\1952. Drama) 
COM Canned Hem Make M. Laugh Daily Show (fl)   |!tain's Money Galtigher: The Messiest (R) Movie ... "Snmethno HAW"(1996, Comedy) Jell Daniels. Hay LOtta. Upright Citiien | Drew Cart y 
DISC NewMouee Fls-fl-Un. GlewwShMerlR) Takes ol the Tiger Stunt (fl, Discovery Newt |Storm Warning! GeytertotVeHowttone(R) Juttict Filaa "Agarisl Her WeT (B) 
F.NC [S 50] Movie-vat "lv*»WlriOc'me»Hernr)g*av'|1993) Robert Ouni Movie ... , "Mxma Rif (1979. Jrama) Salty FieU (In Stereo) Movie:..
1.- "The Reel jfcCc,-,, 993. Drama) Km Basmoer X 
F.SPN UpCloee Sportscenter Sport slight NHL Hockey Detroit Red Wngt at Phoenn Coyotes. From the A/nerca V ■ft Arena (Live) I                    ISportecemer X 
FAM Snow-Funny Show-Funny Oh No! Mr. Bin NewAddems AXN               1 UN. earners     IMovie: ee'i "rVaMnat Lampoon's Vacairon (1963] Chevy Chase         ITMClub 
HBO (5 151 Movie: -Vf fellow Amr lntMlnirwlfR)<lnS«ito|I Movie: MS. "M t Out"(1997) Kevn Klra PO-l3*X {Movie: "The SecondAmvaf(i99B. Scrence Fiction) Patrek Mulooon B jChrlt RockX 
HIST wertroeit lo Nightly Newt 20» Century (fl] InMmoue Dteylul AlWr (fl| Mont: .... "?ulu"|1964. Adwniure] Stanley Baker A small Brash patrol battles thousands ol Zulu warriors 
-TV Countdown Cut (In Stereo) Biortiythm (Fl) Newt (In Stereo) Eye Boy Video  jSeyWhet? Family Values Tour (B) (In Stereo) Adam Sandlers Last Laugh ;B) MTV VideoMu«Awsrdt(S) 
sc La* Word SporttNewt Cavt Fast Break FootttHWkly Boring Puerto Rico vs United States Pensaccw. FH (fl) FOX Sports Newt FOX SporttNewt 
son Monsters ScrflEn-rt. Sighting. (R) X Star Tit* APrrvateLffltVlVI Movtt: ••• "DeadAojn"(1991. Suspense) Kenneth Branegh X SlghUngt (R) I [Star Trek K 
TLC Home Again (fl) Home Again (R) hum die trMM LA Tales From the Tower |A| Takes From the Tower |R) Taka From the To*, (ft) Talet From the Tower (R) 
TNT Babylon 5 Soul «:cs stssno) ER  Ml ISM ! rokan WVtgt" X Movte:ee. "et MRS "(1962. Comeoy-Orama) Nek Node Movie:... "«ShW"(i9e2.Comedy.r*s™)r**r*)«a. 
TOON Batman Series [Batman Series Scooby Doo Darters Lab Cartoon Cartoon Weekend                                                                                                  ICartoon Cartoon Wetland 
US* Merailei Legendary Jmye. Kene: Warrior Pr [total (In Sla'to) Warner, Taut Ranger (In Stereo)   [Movie -...', fail WtKHngs md i FuneriT (1994. Comedy) HLjhGranl (In Slereo)X   VTkneoaoes-X 
VH1 Vinyl Justice (R) | Four pity Movie: •• "The .Wscr* An Amencan Dream" (1992. IJiography) Liwrer«.Hi«on J»MC«, Arvj^ 
For Persons 4-64 Years of Age 
$1.25 Fare 
For Elderly, Disabled Persons, & Children 4-13 w/AduIt 
Transit ID. Card Required' 
•Available at Grants Administrator's Office. 354-6203 
w 
Discount T»xi Tickets Available. Please Call 354-6203 For Information 
Children Ride Free* 
"4 Years or Younger, or Under 40 Pounds, with an Adult 
Children Must Ride in Child Restraint Scats Provided 
V 
Van w/Lift Available: Wheelchair Access & Group Seating 
Hours: 6:00 a.m. - Midnight 
Monday - Saturday 
Restricted Hours on Holidays 
Service Ares Bowling Greco 
Please let driver know bow 
many persons will 
t .1. Isiitliiiu Hi ^ ran 
B.C.. Taxi 
352-0796 
This service it financed in pan from 
anoperatini siainsnce innt tram 
ODOTAFTA 
|BG Taxi isUJrjrSBSwloa is 
1 available in lanje pries 
end awko ope Fersaat 
upMleowesl 
illl-vl .11  
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Eye on Central America handles Mitch 
news 
compiled from staff and wire report. 
SCHOOL FUNDING 
Voters kind to school issues 
COLUMBUS (AP) — With no resolution to Ohio's school funding 
system in sight, voters passed more than half of school issues 
statewide. 
"I think voters understand that no matter what decision is made, 
they still need to support their local schools," said Dottie Howe, 
spokeswoman for the Ohio Department of Education. 
Voters approved 128 of 210 school issues or 61 percent, the depart- 
ment reported Wednesday. Some passed by only one or two votes. 
The passage rate equaled that of a year ago, when voters also 
approved 61 percent of 194 issues before them. It beat the five-year 
average approval rate of 56 percent in November elections over that 
span. 
SWISSAIR CRASH 
High temperatures in doomed cockpit 
ZURICH, Switzerland (AP) — Temperatures rose to 572 degrees 
without leaving traces of fire in the cockpit and part of the first-class 
section of Swissair Flight 111 before it crashed, an in-house publica- 
tion of the airline said today. 
There still is no indication of the source of the heat, said the pub- 
lication, "News." It described as "pure speculation" theories that a 
fire was caused by an electrical short that ignited insulation materi- 
al. 
The MD-11 airliner flying from New York to Geneva crashed Sept. 
2 off the coast of Canada, killing all 229 people aboard. The crew 
reported smoke in the cockpit 16 minutes before the crash. 
Investigators, who have found that the high heat melted plastic in 
the first 33 feet of the plane, were surprised that the heat was in the 
ceiling area and not below the cockpit floor, where most of the 
wiring is located, the newsletter said. 
The area involved would have extended into the first-class sec- 
tion, the front row of which was a little more than 27 feet back from 
the nose, according to Canadian documents. 
Q Honduras suspends 
civil liberties as death 
toll and chaos increase. 
The Associated Press 
TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras 
— As flood waters receded and 
communications improved 
today, the "panorama of death" 
left by Hurricane Mitch swelled 
to biblical proportions: An esti- 
mated 7,000 dead in Central 
America, with whole villages 
wiped off the map and hundreds 
of decomposing bodies reeking 
in slowly hardening rivers of 
mud. 
The greatest devastation was 
reported in Honduras, where an 
estimated 5,000 people died and 
600,000 — 10 percent of the pop- 
ulation — were forced to flee 
their homes after last week's 
storm. Countless more were 
lacking fresh water, food and 
medicine. 
Faced with a national catastro- 
phe, President Carlos Flores 
Facusse appealed for interna- 
tional help Monday. 
"We have before us a panora- 
ma of death, desolation and 
ruin," he said in a nationally 
broadcast speech. 
"There are corpses every- 
where, victims of landslides or of 
the (flood) waters," he contin- 
ued. "The most conservative cal- 
culations of the dead are in the 
thousands, not in the hundreds." 
Veterans Day 




McDonald and Commons 
Dining Centers 
10:00 a.m.-6:30 p.m. 
Kreischer and Founders 
Dining Centers 
10:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m. 
Galley 10:00 a.m. - midnight 
Student Union 
Grill, 10 a.m.-11:00 p.m. 
Pizza Outlet, 11:00 a.m -3:00 p.m. 














Chris Klemean Sophomore, Crimi ial Justice 
ARMY ROTC SALUTES OUR SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS. 
Every year Army ROTC 
awards thousands of merit- 
based scholarships to qualified 
students around the coun- 
try and right here in your 
school. These scholarships 
pay most tuition, as well as 
books, lab fees and an allow- 
ance up to S1500/year. But 
more than that, Army ROTC is 
one course that develops 
your leadership abilities 
and confidence, qualities 
that lead to success. 
ARMY ROTC 
TIE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE TDD CAM TAKE 
For details, visit Rm. 151, Memorial Hall or call 
372-2476 
Responding to widespread 
looting and vandalism, Flores 
Facusse suspended constitution- 
al liberties for two weeks, allow- 
ing authorities to seize property, 
detain suspects and conduct 
unlimited searches. A curfew 
was imposed between 9 p.m. and 
5 a.m. 
Many parts of Honduras 
remained cut off almost a week 
after Mitch barreled into the Bay 
Island of Guanaja with 180 mph 
winds. The storm pounded the 
isthmus, dropping up to 25 inch- 
es of rain in one six-hour period, 
before dissipating Monday over 
southern Mexico. 
Virtually all of Honduras suf- 
fered flooding, from the lowland 
marshes on the Atlantic Coast to 
the mountains, hills and plateaus 
of the interior. 
In neighboring Nicaragua, 
preliminary figures showed 
1,330 dead and 1,903 missing. 
As many as 1,500 people may 
have died in mudslides when the 
crater lake of the Casitas Volcano 
collapsed, sending a wall of mud 
and debris miles wide onto sev- 
eral villages below. 
By late Monday, soldiers had 
pulled 808 bodies from the mud. 
Civil defense officials planned to 
begin burning bodies today to 
cut down on the risk of disease. 
Another small mudslide on 
the northern slope of the volcano 
destroyed 34 homes Monday, but 
there were no apparent casual- 
ties, Nicaragua's defense minis- 
ter, Pedro Joaquin Chamorro, 
said. 
Miguel Angel Ortiz waited 
three days with his family on a 
barren hilltop under pouring 
rain after barely escaping the tor- 
rent of mud, trees and rocks that 
Associated Press Photo 
A Honduran man carries his children through floods In north east 
Honduras yesterday. Rescue workers are struggling to aid vic- 
tims of former Hurricane Mitch. 
came crashing down on his vil- 
lage of El Ojochal. 
They were among the few 
lucky enough to get out in time. 
Help never came, and the soggy, 
quicksand-like mud trapped 
them for days. They finally 
walked out Monday, propelled 
I See MITCH, page eight. 
United Parcel Service 
$800 
Bonus 
$8.50-$9.50 hr, Monday thru Friday 
20-25 Hours Per Week 
Immediate positions available on the 
*Midnight Shift 10:30pm -3:30am 
Call 891-6820 for more information. 
EOEM/F 
A 
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Continued from page one. 
Bowling Green High School Var- 
sity and Jr. Varsity hockey teams, 
So kail said. 
The arena also hosts group 
lessons for children to learn how 
to skate and provides practice 
space for the Bowling Green 
Youth Hockey League. 
Basic skating, figure skating, 
hockey and precision skating 
classes offered by the University 
are held at the arena, Leek said. 
The arena is also used by the 
Bowling Green Curling Club. 
Open curling nights are planned 
for Nov. 13, Jan. 8 and Feb. 5. 
In addition to providing space 
for the curling team, the ice 
arena facilitates intramural hock- 
ey and curling. Thad Long, assis- 
tant director of Intramurals and 
Sports Clubs, said the intramural 
hockey season is already under- 
way. 
The arena also provides prac- 
tice and game space for the 
Men's and Women's Club Hock- 
ey Teams, both of which are 
composed of University stu- 
dents, according to Sokall. 
It also houses BG's own figure 
skating team. According to John 
Bresnan, president of the group, 
the Bowling Green Skating Team 
has a junior club that meets Sat- 
urday mornings as well as an 
adult club that meets Thursday 
evenings. 
Bresnan said that typically 
every other year Bowling Green 
will put on an "Ice Horizons" 
show in the spring. A lounge 
area that can be rented out for 
meetings, parties, etc. In addi- 
tion, they have a smaller studio 
ice rink that can be rented out 
privately. 
The arena employs 11 full- 
time staff members in addition 
to 20-30 students. 
"We try to offer programs that 
appeal to as wide a population 
as possible," Sokall said. "We try 
to accommodate everybody the 
best we possibly can." 
TUTOR- PRICE 
We Proudly Support 
United Way 
s   u 
Continued from page one. 
ing in the tutoring program is 
the honors program. 
Sean McGowan, honors pro- 
gram assistant, said he has 
recruited 50 students from the 
honors program. 
"It is a very important pro- 
gram because not enough times 
are there resources to succeed," 
McGowan said. "The students 
receive one-on-one attention 
with an older person (in the ses- 
sions)." 
The students are supporting 
teachers and what they do, 
McKee explained. 
Diana Golob, tutor and fresh- 
man undecided, is thinking 
about majoring in education and 
thought this would be a good 
learning experience. Golob 
hopes she is doing some good 
for the students she is tutoring at 
the Glendale-Fielbach public 
school. 
"The students get really excit- 
ed when we get there (to the 
schools)," Golob said. 
University tutors travel to 
eight Toledo public schools via a 
school bus twice a week for an 
hour tutoring session for seven 
weeks, McKee said. Students 
who are participating in the LSL 
will receive one credit hour per 
semester for their tutoring 
efforts. The "class" can be taken 
up to four semesters, McKee 
said. 
"We would love to have 
freshmen involved because they 
may have a need to make a dif- 
ference in their college educa- 
tion," McKee said. "And they 
have more time since they live 
on campus." 
Bick is very pleased and 
thinks it is marvelous what the 
University students are doing 
for the fourth graders at the 
Toledo public schools. 
"I can't say enough about 
how the BG students are helping 
an individual who wants to suc- 
ceed," Bick said. 
For those students who wish 
to be a tutor for Spring semester, 
visit 306 McFall to register. 
"This is an opportunity for 
BG students to try out new 
skills," McGowan said. "It's a 
valuable learning experience." 
Continued from page one. 
While his first two seasons 
playing for the Falcons were 
rather uneventful, nothing could 
prepare him for, or compare to, 
what he faced last season — his 
junior year. 
Early in the fall of '98, Price 
was involved in a car accident. 
The repercussions of that echoed 
throughout the year. He was sus- 
pended midway through the 
season, appearing in 26 contests 
overall. 
Price grew frustrated during 
the suspension. He wanted to be 
on the ice with the team, helping 
them get into the playoffs, and 
he could not. 
While he could not be on the 
ice, he helped the team out in a 
different way. 
Sophomore Doug Schueller 
remembers one time in particu- 
lar when Price walked into the 
locker room the day after the car 
accident. A meeting was being 
held to discuss the accident, 
among other things. Price 
entered the locker room — 
banged up from the previous 
day's events. 
"If it was someone else, they 
probably wouldn't have come to 
their team the next day," 
Schueller said. "But he came. He 
was there. He just had a pres- 
ence. When he walked in people 
felt bad for him. It was just so 
amazing that he came back so 
quick to the team after his acci- 
dent." 
Schueller also improved his 
game because of Price's help. 
During practices. Price would be 
on the ice and would go around 
Schueller while running drills. 
"He is such a good player and 
he has such good one-on-one 
moves and things like that," 
Schueller said. "When he is on 
the ice he makes you a better 
Enjoy the 
weekend! 
7 love every single one of those guys, 
JTom my freshman year up. When we get 
In the locker room if is Just us, and no one 
else can interfere. I think that is 
incredible." 
Dan Price 
senior Falcon icer 
840 S. Main 1 Gen's Hallmark       '^j/ 
^ 10% Mscount with student ULsvery Wednesday I 
10am - 9pm Mon - Sat 
12 Noon - 5pm Sun 
Mi SERVICES BGSU Parents & Families 
In celebration of Parents/Families Weekend, 
University Dining Services 
is offering free coffee at the Student Union 
and all Dining Centers. 
Please join us for lunch and dinner the weekend of 
November 7-8th 
Weekend hours of operation are: 
Founders Dining Center:    10:00 am. - 7:00 p.m. 
Kreischer Dining Center    10:00 am - 7:00 p.m. 
McDonald Dining Center    Brunch 10:00 am. -2:00 p.m. 
Dinner 4:30 - 6:30 p.m. 
Student Union:    Grill 10:00 am.-6:00 p.m. 
Pizza 0utlet....4:00 p.m. -1:00 am. 
Coffee Shop ....7:00 am. - Noon 
player." 
The Falcons fell short last sea- 
son, recording the worst season 
of BG hockey, going 8-27-3. 
During one of the Falcons' los- 
ing streaks last season. Price 
tried to put things in perspective 
for the other members. 
"He had a good way of just 
making us remember what he 
had gone through and showing 
us a better way to look at 
things," said sophomore Stewart 
Nowosad. "1 can't recall if it got 
us out (of the losing streak) or 
not, but it definitely made me 
personally think. When I see him 
up there on the ice and stuff, 
once in a while I will remember 
when he makes comments about 
not being able to go home on the 
weekend or not being able to go 
to the bar, that hockey is his life. 
That is all he really has, and 1 
guess he is a good captain for 
that — because we want to play 
for him." 
With 18 players on the team 
who were underclassmen, last 
year was more about learning 
and gaining experience. When 
Price returned from his suspen- 
sion he was set on making a dif- 
ference. 
He wanted to be with the 
team through the successes and 
the failures. He wanted to be the 
guy to take the blame. 
"I want to be the hero and 
goat sort of thing," Price said. "1 
just want to be in the middle of it 
all." 
mist of memories. He has moved 
on with his life and his hockey 
career. 
Maybe it was his desire to be 
in the middle of everything that 
earned him the "C" on the front 
of his jersey this season. Or 
maybe it was his leadership abil- 
ity. Regardless, it seems the posi- 
tion is perfect for him. 
His presence is felt in the lock- 
er room. He can be leading the 
team by "yelling and screaming 
at one guy or the whole team, or 
praising one guy or praising 
everybody." He also leads by 
example. 
Price is a hard worker who 
strives to give 110 percent. He 
likes to set an example and hopes 
his teammates will follow. 
He is ready to take on this sea- 
son head first. With some 
improvements coming from last 
season, the squad looks to be a 
"surprise to a lot of people." 
This year the team is older — 
the freshmen are older than the 
sophomores, and all have experi- 
ence. In a way, the whole team is 
made up of veterans. 
Living and learning 
The 24-year old has grown up 
a lot since the beginning of his 
career at BG. Three years can def- 
initely make a difference in a 
person's life. 
"1 have realized life is not a 
big party," he said. "There is a lot 
more to life than hockey and par- 
rying. There is more out there. A 
Others have noticed how he 
has grown as well, in particular, 
coach Buddy Powers. 
"The Dan Price right now is 
far from the Dan Price that was 
here on campus four years ago," 
Powers said of everything Price 
has experienced during his 
tenure here. "I think everything 
goes into the making of a person. 
I think it is how you go through 
your bad times that show what 
kind of person you are, and I 
think he has certainly had his 
share. He is doing the right thing 
with his life right now, and that 
is the important thing. If hockey 
works out for him, that is a huge 
bonus, but I think he is well on 
his way to becoming a produc- 
tive adult in society." 
Price has had his ups and 
downs in his time at BG, but it 
has been a learning experience 
for him. He has learned to rely 
on his friends. He has learned 
that hockey is not everything. 
"Hockey is just one small frac- 
tion of the world," Price said. "I 
know that when it comes time to 
hang up the blades then I am 
going to have to get into the real 
world. When it comes time it 
won't hit me like a ton of bricks." 
Price has also realized how 
important his teammates are to 
him. His best experience here has 
been being on the hockey team. 
His teammates have become his 
family at BG. 
"A lot of people who are not 
athletes don't know what it takes 
and don't know what it is all 
about being on a team," Price 
said. "We are very close knit ... 
it's like our own fraternity. I love 
every single one of those guys, 
from my freshman year up. 
When we get in the locker room 
it is just us, and no one else can 
interfere. I think that is incredi- 
ble." His inninr «a»Asnn i« nnw inst a      !«-»» m^ro nnfinn* ' 
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Delta Gamma Outlawed 1998 
DCs Are Outlawed Once Again 
Kountry-girl King and Foul-Play Falor 
Nasty-Riding Nicholl and Mystery Man #3 
Cactus Kickin' Chris and Jailbreakin' Jenni 
Krazy Kowgirl Kohut and Bucking Bronco Bryan 
Riding O' So Rowdy Russell and Zip 'em up Zetts 
Long Lasso Leigh and Whip me Whitaker 
Cow-Tippin Kim and Hot to Trot Herm 
Ride it Rachel and Jump on it Jim 
Cattle-Ridin' Childs and Cow-Tippin' Cox 
Goldschlogger Guzzling Conzales and Southern Comfort Slammin' Sever 
Wrangler Wearing Whetstine and Bull Riding Black 
Moonshine Murray and Lasso "em up Le Messurier 
Rough Riclin' Rudd and Give it up Gorman 
Easy Ridin* Elwell and Ridin' it Raw Rikestraw 
Wild West Williams and Jailbird Jason 
Sure Shottin' Stu and Cattle Ranchin' Carr 
Saddle 'em up Sarah and Ask-him-to-ride Andy 
Rodeo Ridin' Roman and Saddle 'em up C.C. 
(..illicit in' Kelly anil Jump-in-the-Hay Johnson 
Rodeo Ropin' Abby and Wild Western Jason 
Down n' Dirty Dan and Ass-Kickin' Andrews 
Doin' it Darla and Boot Bin kin' Brent 
Spank me up Salazar and Bent over Kent 
Jump Back Julie and Dust 'em ofTDustin 
Ride 'em Rockwell and Spank me Simon 
Sasparilla Juice Cindy and Kaught in the Kacti Kevin 
Rough Ridin' Rachael and Whip 'em Good Wagner 
Bunkin-Bronko-Burger and Cream-of-Com Cara 
Giddy-up Grassia and Madman Maglosky 
Hnnky Talk Joe and Hick Talkin' Erin 
Night-riding Nicolas and Giddy-up Garcia 
Barbrawling B-Bell and Tanned-hide Titas 
Cow Ropin' Jones and Buckin' Burks 
Hung-over Hamilton and You'll be sorry Sunday Seitz 
GunShootin" Gartrell Mount-em up Marisa 
Down and Dirty DePompei and Rough Ridin' Roche 
Saddle Slammin' Shelly and Bar Brawling Brian 
Crazy Cowgirl Cara and Buckling Bad Boy Boss 
Drop Your Chops Deedy and Too Much Justice 
Boot Kickin' Kelly and Bail 'am out Bevan 
Lock 'em up Laura and Jump on it Jason 
Lassoin, Lauren and One Lucky Cowboy 
Bootstomping' Slapstickin' Steph and Jump on it Josh 
Back in the Hay Bean and Rough Ridin' Ryan 
Shoot 'em up Schiefer and Big Jock Brock 
Cow-Whippin' Wenzel and Rough Ridin' Russo 
High-Noon Hatfield and Shot Gun O'Malley 
Boot Scootin' Barber and Punch 'em out Powers 
Notorious Niese and Vicious Vondeylen 
Lasso n' Lori and Bucking Bronco Brent 
Varmit Eaten' Villani and Hoot V Hollerin' Holly 
Jamboree Jenn and Bootscootin' Baldy 
Mount 'em up Marker and Dude Ranchin' Dave 
Cattle Callin' Kelly and Saddle Straddlin' Scotty 
Buckin' Brechbuhler and Untamed Urban 
Cow Ridin' Karen and Saddle Jumpin' Jeremy 
Cowboy-lovin Cara and Tough-as-beef-jerky Travisi 
CufFem up Colleen and Giddy-up Goekie 
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□ The man nicknamed 
the"Atomic Dog" is 
questioned in the 
killing of an abortion 
doctor in New York. 
The Associated Press 
i 
• BUFFALO. NY. — A shadowy 
figure with an apocalyptic nick- 
name and a lengthy arrest record 
for anti-abortion activism may 
hold the key to the slaying of an 
Upstate New York obstetrician- 
gynecologist. 
: James Charles Kopp. 44. 
reportedly nicknamed the "Atomic 
Dog" In anti-abortion circles, was 
being sought for questioning in 
the Oct. 23 sniper death of Dr. 
Barnett Sleplan inside his subur- 
ban Amherst home. 
• Authorities said Kopp's 1987 
black Chevrolet Cavalier was spot- 
ted in Amherst in the weeks before 
the 52-year-old abortion provider 
was killed by a single rifle bullet 
pfter returning from synagogue 
with his wife. 
'. An international manhunt that 
includes federal and state author- 
ities in the United States and 
Canada was focused on Kopp. but 
law enforcement officials said he 
Is not considered a suspect In the 
fnurder. 
"Mr. Kopp is not a subject of 
this Investigation and Is sought 
lor Information he may be in 
receipt of." FBI Special Agent 
^emard Tolbert said Wednesday. 
fWe don't have any idea where he 
; The FBI released a 1997 photo 
of Kopp. who is listed as a St. 
Albans. Vt.. resident, and asked 
for the public's help in locating 
him. 
In the northwest Vermont town 
of Swanton. about 10 miles from 
St Albans. investigators searched 
a two-story, brown farmhouse for 
about two hours Wednesday. They 
Refused to say whether they were 
looking for Kopp or evidence about 
jjlcpian's death, the first fatality In 
Jive sniper shootings of abortion 
•doctors in upstate New York and 
•Canada in the past four years. 
Investigators also refused to 
;discuss a report that a Vermont 
Snan with ties to the anti-abortion 
movement was seen jogging near 
^Slepian's home the morning of the 
•slaying. 
Kopp's sister. Anne Rodgers of 
Newark. Del., said her brother is 
•prepared to go to Jail for his cause. 
; "If society wants to lock him 
tup. he has already paid the price 
Sin his mind." she told the Burling- 
Ston (Vt.) Free Press. 
; Eric Kenny, who owns the 
house where Kopp lived, said the 
tenant was "Just very against 
Abortion. He was Involved in the 
right-to-life movement a few years 
;o when they did a lot of picket- 
Kenny said Kopp worked In 
onstruction and wanted to 
lecome a Roman Catholic priest. 
"He's not the sort of guy to 
shoot someone." he told the 
feurltngton newspaper. 
j The warrant obtained Wednes- 
fay enables authorities to arrest 
fopp and bring him to western 
Hew York, where he would be 
directed to provide evidence. U.S. 
^ttorney Denlse O'Donnell said. 
"After that he should normally 
6e released." she said. 
» Kopp. who has been arrested In 
fpur states since 1990 for protest- 
tig abortion, first surfaced as far 
Jway as the West Coast. 
• In a 1986 lawsuit, a 26-year - 
f Id woman claimed workers at a 
San Francisco clinic offering free 
pregnancy tests forced her to view 
slides of aborted fetuses before 
providing results. A James Kopp 
was listed as a director of the clln- 
'• The Rev. Robert Schenk. who 
lielped organize the massive 
Spring of Life" abortion protests 
iji Buffalo In 1992. said he was 
unfamiliar with Kopp. 
devastates 
Nicaragua 
Nine-year-old Yolanda Ortiz holds her brother, Esteben, in Nicaragua. Yolanda and her family 
were left homeless when their home was swept away by the Guasarle river. 
□ Officials are over- 
whelmed by the disas- 
ter, and estimate at 
least 7,000 are dead. 
The Associated Press 
CHINANDKGA, Nicaragua 
— Overwhelmed by death and 
chaos, officials in Central Amer- 
ica on Monday estimated more 
than 7,000 people died in floods 
and mudslides triggered by 
Hurricane Mitch. 
As Nicaraguan authorities 
here struggled to account for 
1,500 people feared buried by a 
mudslide, Honduran President 
Carlos Flores Facusse made an 
emotional appeal for interna- 
tional aid and announced he 
was suspending constitutional 
liberties to combat looting. 
"There are corpses every- 
where, victims of landslides or 
of the waters," the president 
said in a nationally broadcast 
speech. "The most conservative 
calculations of the dead are in 
the thousands, not in the hun- 
dreds. 
"I ask the international com- 
munity for human solidarity," 
he said. 
The same was true across the 
border: as many as 1,500 people 
were buried near this town in 
northwest Nicaragua when the 
crater lake of the Casitas Volcano 
collapsed, sending a wall of 
mud and debris onto villages 
below. 
"It looked like a line of heli- 
copters flying really low and 
coming at us. You could see 
houses, trees, everything being 
covered," said Ricardo Antonio 
Garcia, a 23-year-old farmer 
whose leg was amputated after 
it was crushed in the mudslide. 
Nicaraguan Vice President 
Enrique Bolanos said the slide 
apparently killed 1,000 to 1,500 
people and that some 600 other 
people died elsewhere in the 
country. 
"We perhaps will never know 
how many people died," he 
said. 
In Honduras, "more than 
5,000 people" probably died, 
Dimas Alonzo, operations chief 
for the National Emergency 
Committee, told a local radio 
station. He said the exact num- 
ber would never be known. 
Doctors said Monday that 10 
Americans and another person 
were killed when a plane operat- 
ed by the Living Water Teaching 
Mission crashed Sunday in rains 
l See OFFICIALS, page ten. 
Iraq blames Washington for crisis 
□ The Baghdad 
Ambassador wants a 
review to have 
sanctions lifted. 
The Associated Press 
UNITED NATIONS — Iraq 
blamed the United States on 
Monday for forcing Baghdad to 
sever contact with arms inspec- 
tors by blocking any reference to 
lifting sanctions in a review of 
Iraqi compliance with UN. reso- 
lutions. 
Nizar Hamdoon, Baghdad's 
ambassador to the United 
Nations, said Iraq still wants a 
"comprehensive review" that 
offers the prospect that sanctions 
will be lifted or eased if the Secu- 
rity Council finds Saddam Hus- 
sein's government has eliminat- 
ed its weapons of mass destruc- 
tion. 
"I think the ball is in the Secu- 
rity Council and the secretary- 
general's court," he said in an 
interview with The Associated 
Press and Dow Jones 
Newswires. 
The ball right now should be in the secretary-general's court 
because he is the man who has the trust of Iraq, and he should 
be also the man who has the trust of the Security Council," 
Nizar Hamdoon 
Baghdad's Ambassador to the United States 
President Clinton left open 
the possibility of a military 
response to Baghdad's 
announcement Saturday that it 
was cutting off all dealings with 
U.N. weapons inspectors. He 
sent Defense Secretary William 
Cohen on Monday to consult 
with European and Persian Gulf 
allies, saying "no options are off 
the table." 
"Saddam Hussein's latest 
refusal to cooperate with the 
international weapons inspec- 
tors is completely unaccept- 
able," Clinton said shortly after 
meeting with Cohen and his 
other top national security aides. 
Richard Butler, the chief U.N. 
arms inspector, called the deci- 
sion the "worst confrontation" 
by Iraq with the United Nations 
since the end of the 1991 Gulf 
War.     The     sanctions     were 
imposed shortly after Iraqi 
forces invaded Kuwait in 1990. 
In Baghdad, Iraq's Parliament 
unanimously endorsed the gov- 
ernment's decision to halt the 
work of U.N. arms inspectors, 
and Deputy Prime Minister 
Tariq Aziz branded the monitors 
as a "threat to Iraqi security." 
The comments by Iraqi offi- 
cials came as Security Council 
members begin discussions on a 
draft resolution that would reit- 
erate, in a legally binding docu- 
ment, the council's demand that 
Iraq reverse its decision. 
The sticking point, council 
sources said, would be whether 
the council would simply repeat 
its statement Saturday that Iraq 
was in flagrant violation of U.N. 
resolutions or was in "material 
breach" of the resolutions — lan- 
guage that could give the United 
States and its allies the green 
light for military action. 
The Security Council sent a 
letter Friday to U.N. Secretary- 
General Kofi Annan outlining 
the framework of a "comprehen- 
sive review" of Iraq's compli- 
ance with U.N. resolutions. 
But the letter did not meet 
Iraq's demand that a review 
should mention the possibility of 
lifting sanctions. And when 
Baghdad received "the political 
message" that the United States 
was responsible for blocking any 
reference, it responded by ban- 
ning all dealings with U.N. 
weapons inspectors, Hamdoon 
said. 
The Iraqi ambassador called 
on the secretary-general to 
become personally involved in 
attempts to resolve the crisis. 
"The ball right now should be 
in the secretary-general's court 
because he is the man who has 
the trust of Iraq, and he should 
be also the man who has the 
trust of the Security Council," 
Hamdoon said. 
Annan played a key role in 
defusing the last major crisis 
with Iraq, which flared in Febru- 
ary when the Iraqis refused to let 
inspectors enter the Iraqi presi- 
dent's palaces and other sensi- 
tive sites. Annan flew to Bagh- 
dad and reached an agreement 
with the Iraqis allowing inspec- 
tions to resume. 
But Annan's spokesman Fred 
Eckhard stressed that Annan 
would follow the Security Coun- 
cil's instructions in trying to 
resolve the current crisis. 
"It is primarily the council's 
responsibility," he said. "He 
does not see it as a matter of his 
credibility." 
Annan met Butler on Monday 
and was told that technicians 
from the U.N. Special Commis- 
sion, which is charged with elim- 
inating Iraq's weapons of 
destruction, were being allowed 
to keep surveillance equipment. 
Man testifies against 
accomplice in racial murder 
□ The trial resumes in 
a racially-charged 
murder where a man 
was burned and 
beheaded. 
The Associated Press 
INDEPF.NDENCE. Va. - By the 
time the sheriff arrived at 6 a.m.. 
the body of Carnett P. Johnson Jr. 
was still smoldering and the black 
handyman's head lay in a freshly 
dug hole. 
How the easygoing ex-marine 
died has been known since the 
killing on a cool night more than a 
year ago: He was doused with 
gasoline, burned alive and 
beheaded. 
As the racially charged trial 
opened Monday. Jurors were told 
by a man who pleaded guilty to the 
savage attack that it was provoked 
simply because Johnson had 
passed out at a party. Another wit- 
ness, however, described hearing a 
racial epithet and references to a 
"white cross" before the murder. 
The trial was to resume today. 
The slaying outraged black 
leaders nationally and prompted 
the Justice Department to Investi- 
gate whether it was a racially 
motivated hate crime. Attorney 
General Janet Reno will wait until 
Virginia finishes its prosecution 
before deciding whether to pursue 
federal charges. 
The 40-year-old Johnson was 
already drunk when he hopped In 
a car with two white friends. Louis 
Ceparano and Hazel Louise Ander- 
son, at a convenience store, 
according to pretrta) testimony. 
They bought beer and drove to 
Ceparano's trailer home where 
Emmett Cressell Jr. and his girl- 
friend, Christy Harden. Joined 
them. It was Ms. Hardens 21st 
birthday. 
Ceparano. 43. told Jurors that 
the party had been good-natured 
before Cressell. who is also white, 
called Johnson a party pooper for 
passing out. 
"Let's take him outside and tie 
him up to a tree and let the wild 
animals get  to him," Ceparano 
said Cressell told him before John- 
son was dragged Into the woods in 
Jury 1997. 
Ceparano pleaded guilty to the 
killing in May and was sentenced 
to life in prison In exchange for his 
testimony against Cressell. He 
Insisted he didn't commit the 
crime but conceded there was 
enough evidence to convict him. 
Cressell, 37, faces a possible 
death sentence If convicted. 
Ceparano told Jurors that Cres- 
sell asked him to help carry John- 
son outside. He said he lost his 
footing, dropped Johnson's feet 
and Instead went back Inside to 
mix another drink and smoke a 
cigarette. 
"I thought It was Just fooling 
around." Ceparano said. 
Ceparano said he had con- 
sumed so much alcohol, tranquil 
Izers and anti-depressants that he 
could not remember what hap- 
pened next. 
Ms. Anderson recalled things in 
more detail. She testified that 
Cressell pulled Johnson off a 
couch by his shirt collar and used 
a racial epithet. 
Associated Pre.. 1 
Emmett Cressell Jr. It led out of the Grayson County Court- 
house in Independence, VA, after the defense rested in his trial. 
* 
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Ground beef recalled in 33 states 
□ No illnesses have been 
reported yet, but potential 
sickness and complications 
from the contaminated meat 
are very serious. 
 The Associated Press 
OMAHA, Neb. — More than half a 
million pounds of ground beef in 33 
slates have been recalled because the 
meat might contain a deadly strain of E. 
coli. 
No illnesses have been reported by 
customers who ate the meat, said Gary 
Mickelson, a spokesman for the meat- 
packing giant IBP Inc. 
IBP officials said Wednesday a sam- 
ple of beef taken Oct. 22 from its Dakota 
City plant was tested by a distributor 
before being sent to a supermarket and 
found to be tainted with E. coli 0157:H7. 
Complications associated with the 
0157:H7 strain can lead to kidney fail- 
ure, severe anemia, clotting problems 
and, in some cases, coma and death. 
Mickelson said 71 retail, food service 
and distribution customers bought the 
fine and coarsely ground beef, sold in 
vacuum-packaged tubes. The recall does 
not include any prepackaged fresh or 
frozen beef patties. 
About 7 percent went directly to con- 
sumers, sold in generic retail tubes 
labeled "Ground Beef (20 percent fat)" 
or "Ground Beef (27 percent fat)" with 
the product code: EST 245C 
SELL/FREEZE BY NOV 09 B. 
"The vast majority of this product is 
further processed by restaurants and 
grocers before it's sold to consumers," 
Mickelson said today. 
Although the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture was still testing the meat, 
the company decided Wednesday after- 
noon to recall 556,226 pounds "out of an 
abundance of caution," Mickelson said. 
Mickelson declined to specify which 
restaurants or distributors were affect- 
ed. IBP said the bacteria presented no 
danger as long as the meat was thor- 
oughly cooked. 
A USDA spokesman said meat sam- 
ples were being tested today and that a 
formal recall notification was expected. 
Affected states are Alabama, Califor- 
nia, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Illi- 
nois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, 
Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, 
Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Missis- 
sippi, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, 
New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Okla- 
homa, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Ten- 
nessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia, Washing- 
ton, West Virginia and Wisconsin. 
Consumer spending 
healthy in October 
□ October sales are 
mixed and discounters 
are strong. 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK — Uncertainty 
about the slowing economy and 
volatile stock market didn't stall 
consumer spending in October, 
with many of the nation's retail- 
ers today reporting healthy sales 
gains for the month. 
Even with October's gains 
reported by major chain stores, 
many merchants still remain cau- 
tious with their expectations for 
the upcoming holiday season, 
especially given the fickleness of 
consumers today. 
"For the first time in five 
years, many retailers aren't say- 
ing this is going to be a great 
Christmas," said Jeffrey Feiner, 
managing director at Lehman 
Brothers Inc. "But it's premature 
to say exactly what will happen." 
Retailers were experiencing 
one of their best years in recent 
history until late summer, when 
global economic and political 
turmoil began to slow the U.S. 
economy, sent the stock market 
plunging and dampened con- 
sumer confidence. 
After a steep decline on Wall 
Street the first week of the 
month, many anticipated a disas- 
trous October. Sentiment 
improved as stocks surged at 
midmonth. The Dow Jones 
industrial average finished Octo- 
ber with its biggest one-month 
gain since January 1987. 
"The consumer was not in the 
negative mood in October that 
many had expected," said Walter 
Loeb, who runs the retail con- 
sulting firm Loeb Associates. 
"Yes, everyone felt poor at the 
beginning of the month, but that 
had relatively little to do with 
how the consumer spent for the 
entire month." 
The Labor Department report- 
ed that the nation's employers 
added 116,000 positions to their 
payrolls in October, suggesting 
U.S. economic growth is slowing. 
The figure was at least 80,000 
smaller than most economists 
were predicting. September's 
payroll increase was revised to 
157,000, up from an earlier esti- 
mate of 69,000. 
The figures were scheduled 
for release Friday morning, but 
were inadvertently posted today 
on the Bureau of Labor Statistics 
site on the Internet. They were 
confirmed by Bill Parks, a special 
assistant to BLS Commissioner 
Katharine G. Abraham. 
Wal-Mart, the nation's largest 
retailer, reported sales from 
stores open at least a year rose 7.7 
percent from a year earlier, while 
total sales were up 13.5 percent. 
Sales from stores open at least a 
year, known as same-store sales, 
are considered the most accurate 
measure of a retailer's strength. 
Other retailers' reports: 
—Sears: Same-store sales 
down 1.9 percent, total sales 
down 1.4 percent. 
—Kmart: Same-store sales up 
4 percent, total sales up 4.3 per- 
cent. 
—J.C. Penney: Same-store 
department store sales down 2.8 
percent, same-store sales at Eck- 
erd drugstores up 10.7 percent, 
total sales up 4.8 percent. 
—Dayton Hudson: Same-store 
sales up 2.3 percent, total sales 
up 6.8 percent. 
—Federated: Same-store sales 
down 1.9 percent, total sales 
down 2.7 percent. 
—May Department Stores: 
Same-store sales up 2.8 percent, 
total sales up 6.5 percent. 
—Limited: Same-store sales 
up 3 percent, total sales down 5 
percent. 
—Gap: Same-store sales up 18 
percent, total sales up 40 percent. 
State regulators set 
rules for area codes 
□ The Public Utilities 
Commission voted on 
a new procedure. 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS - State utilities 
regulators figure that If they're 
going to take the heat for the way 
area codes are divided up. they 
might as well take a more active 
role In the process. 
The Public Utilities Commission 
of Ohio voted manlmously Thurs- 
day to lay out a new procedure for 
dealing with the Increasing need to 
divvy up the state's telephone 
numbers. 
Currently, the telephone com- 
panies that serve a part of the 
state that Is running out of avail- 
able numbers determine the 
boundaries of the old area code 
and the new one created to meet 
the Increased demand from fax 
machines, cellular phones, auto- 
mated teller machines and other 
high-tech communication devices. 
The PUCO has always had to 
approve the final product but gen- 
erally stayed out of the process. 
That was fine for the Industry's 
needs, but customers, businesses 
and local government officials 
often complained about being left 
out of the process. This year, 
protests dared up near Cleveland 
and in Central Ohio. 
Residents of the Cleveland sub- 
urb of Parma objected to their city 
being split between the old 216 
area code and the new 440, and 
people in the counties around 
Columbus argued over who would 
stay in 614 and who would move 
to 740 with most of southeastern 
Ohio. 
"We found ourselves In the mid- 
dle of complaints," explained Com- 
missioner Ronda IIUI1III.UI Fergus. 
"In every Instance it all boiled 
down to horrible process." 
In both cases this year, the tele- 
phone companies were urging 
quick action from the commission 
because they were nearly out of 
available numbers, she added. At 
the same time, local officials com- 
plained they were never notified of 
the impending change. 
Under the new system, the 
PUCO will begin planning for a 
change two years before It expects 
to run out of telephone numbers In 
a particular area code. Industry 
experts and PUCO staffs then will 
seek out comments from affected 
communities and come up with a 
set of options. Finally, there will be 
public hearings before a final plan 
Is chosen. 
Customers also would have at 
least six months to use either the 
old or new area code before a 
switch to the new one was manda- 
tory. 
Ameritech, Ohio's largest local 
telephone company, has no objec- 
tion to the new plan, said Kim Nor- 
ris, spokeswoman. 
"It has memories of every time he would go overseas into combat, on his last 
launching a long time ago, and then this. I didn't know he was going to give it to 
me, so it was a really, very touching moment." 
Annie Glenn 
after her husband gave her a pack of gum 
memories 
Glenn gave his wife a pack 
of gum just before take-off 
J The gesture brought 
back sentimental 
memories for Annie 
Glenn. 
The Associated Press 
SPACE CENTER. Houston — 
The night before he rocketed away 
last week, John Glenn gave his 
sweetheart a pack of chewing 
gum. a gesture that brought tears 
to her eyes and memories of 36 
years ago, when the dashing 
young astronaut called from the 
launch p;.'l to say he was "Just 
going down to the corner to get 
chewing gum." 
During the past week. Annie 
Glenn has carried that pack of 
gum everywhere in a pocket over 
her heart. The whole family — 
grandsons included — will chew 
the pieces once the world's oldest 
space traveler returns to Earth on 
Saturday. 
That was the last thing he 
handed me. That was the last 
thing." Mrs. Glenn said Thursday, 
pulling out the gum. "It has mem- 
ories of every time he would go 
overseas into combat, on his last 
launching a long time ago, and 
then this. I didn't know he was 
going to give it to me, so It was a 
really, very touching moment." 
"I can hardly wait to chew It," 
she said, smiling. 
Mrs. Glenn and the couple's 
two children, David and Lyn. met 
with reporters Thursday for the 
first time since the nine-day 
space shuttle flight began. They 
said that he looks happier than 
they have ever seen him and that 
he has the effervescence of a 
child, especially in the e-mail he 
has sent them from Discovery. 
"He is really like a kid." Mrs. 
Glenn. 78. said of her husband of 
55 years. "He looks like a young 
man. you know what I mean? He 
looks great. He's not 77." 
Dr. David Glenn. 52, who ini- 
tially opposed his father returning 
to space, said he hasn't worried 
about him since last Thursday's 
launeh — which, by the way. was 
"really scary." He said: "I'll feel a 
whole lot better when he's back 
on Earth." 
His mother and sister. Lyn. 51. 
couldn't agree more. 
"All I can tell you is I feel 100 
percent better than I did one week 
ago at this time. I was scared. I 
was really excited for John." 
Glenn's wife said. "But now I can 
say day after tomorrow I'm going 
to be able to touch him. That's 
very, very special to me." 
In a crew news conference 1 
1/2 hours later. Glenn acknowl- 
edged that he misses his wife and 
the rest of the family, but would- 
n't mind another week in orbit. 
The last time he flew, as the 
first American to orbit the Earth 
on Feb. 20. 1962, he spent a 
scant five hours aloft. He talked 
Associated Press Photo 
Annie Glenn holds the pack of gum her husband gave her 
minutes before he went back to space. Before his first trip to 
space, he told her he was just going to the corner for gum. 
with his wife by radio an hour 
before liftoff that day while hying 
on his back Inside Friendship 7. 
"It's a long time there on the 
ground for them to wait. But we're 
doing a lot of good work up here," 
said Glenn, the first geriatric test 
subject in space. Mrs. Glenn 
"knows that and appreciates the 
purpose of what we're doing here. 
So we'll be home shortly. Just a 
couple more days." 
Mrs. Glenn was adamant when 
asked by reporters if there might 
be a third space flight in her hus- 
band's future. The only trip in his 
immediate future, she said, will 
entail "taking at least five days 
alone In our car as Mr. and Mrs. 
John Glenn." 
"As far as I'm concerned." she 
said, "there are going to be no 
more other flights." 
David Glenn said If his father 
even thinks about going back up, 
he plans to tell him: "Forget It, 
Dad.' And less politely, probably." 
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Authors bring life, meaning to literary works 
□ The creative writing department 
is sponsoring a reading series to 
give students a chance to hear a 
variety of literary works. 
By AMYJO L. BROWN 
 The BG News 
Curling up to read good books takes on a new 
meaning as their authors take the words off the 
page and bring them to life. 
The creative writing department is sponsoring a 
reading series that will bring well-known authors 
to the University throughout the year. 
"A reading is not like listening to your grand- 
mother read," said Brian Evenson, the author 
scheduled to speak tonight as the first part of the 
reading series. "It's like watching a performance." 
The department is very proud of their tradition 
of giving students the opportunity to hear modem, 
award-winning authors and poets. 
"The reading series gives students the opportu- 
nity to see what is being written right now," said 
George Looney, editor of the Mid-American 
Review and coordinator of the series. "The authors 
will read works that have sometimes not been pub- 
lished yet, and the students will hear them for the 
very first time." 
A small committee is put together each year to 
decide on which authors will speak. 
"We sit down and begin throwing out names of 
people we'd like to see," Looney said. "Then we 
find out who's available." 
This year's program will feature Rick Moody, 
who will arrive in March. Moody's novel "The Ice 
Storm" was turned into a movie starring Kevin 
Kline and Sigourney Weaver. 
Evenson, author of the short story collections 
"Altmannis Tongue" and "Din of Celestial Birds" 
will begin the series tonight in Prout Chapel at 
7:30. 
Evenson describes his writing as "formally care- 
ful." He says it has moments of violence with 
humorous elements included, similar to black 
comedy. He has published four books which all 
confront the notion of violence. His most recent 
book focuses on child abuse within religious set- 
tings. 
Gary Lutz, also a fiction writer, is scheduled to 
read on Nov. 13. His fascination with words and 
what can be done with them led him to his writing 
career. He used the words "concentrated" and 
"intense" to describe his writing. 
Lutz's "Stories in the Worst Way," is a collection 
of short stories interconnected by their themes of 
alienation and despair. However, he also noted 
that his stories are not plot driven, but rather, 
sketches of characters. 
The third speaker of the series is Wendall Mayo. 
Mayo is not only the director of the Creative Writ- 
ing Department, but he is also a writer. His interest 
in writing stemmed from his love of reading. 
"I wanted to write like the writers I read," Mayo 
said. 
Mayo uses his writing to discover new things. 
For example, one of his books is about Russia dur- 
ing the Cold War. Mayo traveled to Russia and has 
spent his past six summers visiting and talking to 
the Russian people in order to write his novel. 
Mayo's other books illustrate his broad inter- 
ests. One follows the generations of one family 
while another is a collection of literary horror sto- 
Along with authors, poets will also speak 
throughout the Series. Larissa Szporluk, Kathy 
Fagan and Stephen Dunn will be at the University 
at various times throughout the spring semester. 
What can a student expect when he lirst attends 
a reading? After an introduction of the author, the 
writer will read selections from his published 
works or he may read some new material. When he 
finishes, students may ask him questions. 
Providing students with an opportunity to hear 
the written words of professional writers inter- 
preted by the writer and to ask questions of the 
authors is invaluable experience for any student 
interested in writing. 
All the writers encourage students to experience 
at least one reading. 
"You'll gain something in the quality of the 
voice and the interpretation of the work that you 
can't get by just reading," Evenson said. 
George Looney added that readings not only 
allow students to see a variety of approaches to 
writing, but also give them the opportunity to see 
contemporary work being done today. 
"Stop by a reading and check it out," Looney 
said. 
CLC hosts discussion MITCH 
□ A migrant panel 
voices concerns over 
exploitation. 
By SARAH DELANEY 
 The BG News  
Students from the Chapman 
Learning Community (CLC) 
hosted a panel discussion at St. 
Thomas More Gymnasium enti- 
tled "Issues Concerning Migrant 
and Seasonal Farm Workers." 
The students, part of Loma 
Gonsalves-Pinto's Ethnic Studies 
class, are studying Mexican- 
Americans and the migrant 
experience. 
The purpose of this panel dis- 
cussion was "basically to bring 
awareness to the Bowling Green 
community and the campus 
about the migrant issue," said 
Ricco Guerrero, a student in Dr. 
Gonsalves-Pinto's class. He said 
this issue is usually kept quiet 
and consequently not many Uni- 
versity students know about the 
exploitation migrant workers 
face. 
The seven panel members 
were from throughout Ohio. 
Two members from the Bowling 
Green are include David Garcia, 
Assistant Director of Admissions 
at the University and Bellanira 
Vega, a University senior. 
Each panelist spoke about 
their own experiences as well as 
their work with the migrant 
community. The CLC students 
facilitated the entire discussion 
which was attended by both 
University students and commu- 
nity members. The audience 
was able to ask questions follow- 
ing the discussion. 
The panelists and the CLC 
students echoed the same senti- 
ment concerning the general lack 
of knowledge on this issue. 
"A gap exists in our education 
where race and ethnicity are con- 
cerned," said CLC student 
Dorothy Wrona, in her opening 
remarks. 
Viola Gomez, a panelist and 
director of the Primadora Pro- 
gram at Rural Opportunities, 
Inc. (ROI) talked about the dan- 
gers involved in farm work. As a 
migrant worker, she fractured 
her back while picking crops 
when she was pregnant. Many 
other migrant workers are 
exposed to harmful pesticides 
while picking in the fields, but 
the effects of this exposure are 
not widely known. 
Each panelist included 
improving education on the 
plight of the migrant workers on 
their agenda. They also recom- 
mended ways in which Univer- 
sity students can get involved to 
help the migrant and seasonal 
farm workers. 
Some of these recommenda- 
tions included volunteering in 
English as a Second Language 
classes, joining the Latino Stu- 
dent Union, visiting the area 
migrant camps, volunteering at 
ROI and donating to the clothes 
drives held each spring for the 
migrant families. 
Continued from page four. 
by desperate hunger and thirst. 
"There was no food, no water 
and a lot of disease, a lot of 
death," the 33-year-old Ortiz 
said. "We needed to get out of 
there." 
They headed to Chichigalpa, 
six miles away, where doctors 
attended to survivors in an ele- 
mentary school. 
Among the casualties in other 
Central American countries. El 
Salvador listed 174 dead, 96 
missing and 27,000 homeless. 
Guatemala reported 100 storm- 
related deaths. Mexico reported 
The U.S. Coast Guard said 
Monday it had searched a Col- 
orado-sized section of the 
Caribbean for 31 people missing 
since Oct. 27 aboard a 282-foot 
schooner, the Fantome, operated 
by Windjammer Barefoot Tours 
of Miami. 
A plane crash in western 
Guatemala blamed on the rem- 
nants of Mitch killed 11 people, 
10 of them Americans bringing 
emergency aid, and injured 
another seven U.S. citizens Sun- 
day, doctors said. 
Bad weather and lack of radar 
may have caused the crash of the 
C-47 cargo plane operated by the 
Living Water Teaching Mission, 
airport officials in Guatemala 
said. The plane went down near 
the town of San Andreas Xecul, 
60 miles west of Guatemala City, 
as it was pelted by rain. 
Given the widening scope of 
the disaster, the Red Cross 
tripled its appeal Monday to $7.4 
million to help those hit by 
Mitch. 
President Clinton said the 
U.S. government was providing 
$2 million in food, medicine, 
water and other emergency relief 
supplies. 
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University Bookstore 
will be closed 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11 
in observance of 
VETERAN'S DAY 
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Apartment living NOT 
what you expected? 
• call now for Spring and Summer leasing 
• utilities included 
• space available immediately 
• no rent payments during school breaks 
• semester leases 
• close to campus 
• on-site laundry facility 
Call Newman Housing 
for details on hassle-free living! 
354-2191 




Beginning November 9th 
the Pheasant Room 
will be accepting 
Debit Dining Select 
Premium Hollkil Water tor Just 25c a Gallon 
• Chemical & Sodium Free 
• Natural Hydration 
• Serviced & Sanitized Daily 
• Open 24 Hours 
• Tested By the State 
•Self Serve-BYOB 
•NAMA Approved 
(Look For The Watermilb) 
2 Convenient BG Locations 
Soulh: 989 S. Main 
(next to Pagliai i. BG) 
North: 1058 N. Main 
tmfmnlofTCBY. BG) 
HM 
Accepting Debit Dining Select, 
BIG CHARGE, 
Faculty/Staff & Department Charges, 
MasterCard, VISA, Discover and cash 
I 
Every night $1.00 drink specials 
7:00 to 9:00 
Monday 
coming soon Monday Nitro 
Tuesday 
Bar and Restaurant appreciation night 
Wednesday 
Phishin with Dave 
Thursday 
Fish Bowl drink specials 
Friday & Saturday 
Draft specials 
Phone-352-2447 532 E. Wooster 
wmmi 
$ 
8 YEARS IN A ROW.    BE ONE OF THE BEST. 
"We are Recruiting" 
Sign up for grill cook, server, or Dishwasher. 
We pay Top wages 
$    WE WILL BE CONDUCTING INTERVIEWS THIS MONTH.    $ 
$ Stop in and see as. 
§ We offer: 
■DSaU*D 5iJ  Stock Purchase Plan 
$     HBIJjrjCSJ'      Health Insuranse 
A oucou*»»«~^      Flexible Schedules 
Paid Vacations 
Management Development Program 
ft 
$ Cracker Barrel Old Country Store 2 
$   874-7481 • 27491 Helen Dr. Perrysburg, OH    $ 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$&& 
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Saudi millionaire indicted 
The While House announced that Osama bin Laden and 
Muhammad Atef were indicted for the Aug. 7,1996 U.S. 
Embassy bombing in Africa. 
□ A record reward is 
offered for the capture 
of Osama bin Laden. 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK — Federal prosecu- 
tors believe there were few limits to 
where Osama bin Laden went to 
expand his campaign of terror 
against Americans. 
The exiled Saudi millionaire 
centered his operation in Sudan 
but allegedly set up cells in Kenya. 
Tanzania, the United Kingdom and 
even the United States. Prosecu- 
tors say he made deals with like- 
minded groups in Iran. Egypt. 
Saudi Arabia. Yemen and Somalia. 
Federal agents for weeks have 
suspected bin Laden of master- 
minding the August bombings of 
the U.S. embassies in Kenya and 
Tanzania, which killed 224 people, 
including 12 Americans. 
Prosecutors on Wednesday 
unsealed a 238-count Indictment 
that charges bin Laden and 
Muhammad Atef. the alleged mili- 
tary commander of the terrorist 
organization, with murder and 
conspiracy in the bombings. They 
also offered a record S5 million 
reward for bin Laden's capture. If 
convicted, the two men could be 
sentenced to death. 
The indictment also outlines 
the wide and unnerving scope of 
bin Laden's alleged Influence. 
For example, the indictment 
claims that his group, al Qaeda, 
trained militants who killed 18 
U.S. soldiers in Mogadishu, Soma- 
lia. It also allegedly forged 
alliances with Iran, with the 
National Islamic Front in Sudan 
and with an Iranian terrorist 
group, Hezbollah. 
Bin Laden's influence even 
reached an office in the New York 
City borough of Brooklyn that 
aided refugees from the war in 
Afghanistan in the 1980s, prose- 
cutors said. 
The indictment contained other 
chilling allegations: It said that as 
early as 1993. bin Laden and asso- 
ciates tried to obtain components 
of nuclear and chemical weapons. 
U.S. Attorney Maiy Jo White 
said bin Laden kept increasing his 
hateful rhetoric until February, 
when he directed Muslims 'to kill 
Americans anywhere in the world 
they can be found." 
"In a greater sense, all of the 
citizens of the world are also vic- 
tims whenever and wherever the 
cruel and cowardly acts of interna- 
tional terrorism strike." White 
said. "And it is up to the authori- 
ties of the world to respond vigor- 
ously and unrelentingly to such 
terrorist acts." 
Three co-defendants — 
Mohamed Sadeek Odeh, Mohamed 
Rashed Daoud Al-'Owhali and 
Wadih el Hage. a Texan — arc 
jailed in New York and have plead- 
ed innocent. Another defendant is 
a fugitive. 
Lewis D. Schiliro. assistant 
director of the FBI's New York 
office, said the terrorists were 
being tracked down by the largest 
contingent of agents his agency 
had ever sent abroad. 
But he conceded that the $5 
million reward — the largest ever 
offered by the State Department — 
and everything the FBI could do 
might not be enough to track down 
bin Laden, who is believed to be 
living in Afghanistan. 
"There's no doubt he has the 
resources to stay hidden." Schiliro 
said. "He's a man of resources." 
Prosecutors also said bin 
Laden's organization acted not 
only on its own but through other 
terrorist organizations operating 
under Its umbrella. 
Those other organizations 
allegedly were Al Jihad, an Egypt- 
based Islamic group once led by 
Sheik Omar Abdel-Rahman. and a 
number of Al Jihad groups in 
other countries, including Sudan, 
Egypt, Saudi Arabia. Yemen and 
Somalia. 
Abdel-Rahman is serving a life 
sentence in the United States for 
conspiring to blow up New York 
landmarks including the United 
Nations and plotting to murder 
Egyptian President Hosni 
Mubarak. 
Robbers finally pay for largest heist in History 
□ The Trench Coat Robbers are 
caught after several robberies 
totaling up to 8 million. 
The Associated Press 
TACOMA. Wash. — Odd, Kathleen Prentice 
thought, as she and another bank employee were 
locking up the cash at the end of the day: There 
shouldn't be a man in the vault. 
Stranger still, the man said he was with the FBI 
and had come for the money. He showed no ID. And 
what kind of FBI agent enters a bank wearing a base- 
ball cap. big sunglasses, gloves and a trench coat? 
As his partner rounded up another employee In the 
lobby, the man whose presence had so baffled the 
bank staff felt compelled to explain the obvious: This 
Is a robbery." 
In the next 90 minutes, the man and his similarly 
clad accomplice would drain the Seaflrst Bank branch 
in suburban Lakewood of $4,461,681 — what real FBI 
agents say was the most ever taken in an American 
bank robbery. The Job was so professional that cus- 
tomers outside continued to use the ATM without 
noticing anything wrong. 
In a federal courtroom here. Ms. Prentice and other 
government witnesses described the last big haul by 
the Trench Coat Robbers — two men who for 15 years 
made crime pay very well. 
The FBI contends Ray Lewis Bowman. 50. of 
Parkvtlle. Mo., and his partner, William Arthur Kirk- 
patrick. 57. of Hovland. Minn., stole $8 million in 28 
robberies dating to 1982. The crimes, some of which 
are beyond the statute of limitations, took place in 17 
Western and Midwestern states. 
Bowman is on trial in connection with the Seaflrst 
robbery as well as holdups in Des Moines. Iowa: Sag- 
inaw. Mich.; Portland. Ore.; and West Carrollton. 
Ohio. Kirkpatrick will stand trial later, in Minnesota. 
Bowman, who was sentenced to 2 1/2 years in 
prison earlier this year for illegally possessing gun 
silencer parts, could get an additional 25 years if con- 
victed in Tacoma. 
Both he and Kirkpatrick have denied any wrongdo- 
ing. Defense attorney Peter Camiel said that Bowman 
does not match witnesses' descriptions and that there 
is no physical evidence linking him to any of the bank 
Jobs. 
The prosecution is expected to wind up its case this 
week. 
U.S. Attorney Kate Pflaumer described the Trench 
Coat Robbers as pros who spent weeks casing their 
targets. Both were master lock picks and had a full set 
of master keys for Chryslers, their preferred getaway 
cars. 
They struck Just before banks opened or closed, 
quickly tying up tellers and rifling vaults and expertly 
evading alarms. 
For the most part, the jobs were slickly done: in 
and out quickly, no fingerprints, minimal violence — 
though a teller was shot in a 1983 holdup, and dur- 
ing a Las Vegas heist the robbers exchanged shots 
with police and took a hostage. 
Descriptions of the Trench Coat Robbers were 
vague: two middle-aged men, one short, one tall, usu- 
ally in trench coats and often wearing disguises such 
as wigs and fake moustaches. 
Seaflrst employee Rachel Johnson said the two 
were businesslike and terrifying. She testified she was 
gently ushered by a robber Into a vault where cash 
was counted. There, the man she identified as Bow- 
man told her: "If you don't cooperate. you'U be coming 
with us. If you do what you're told, you'll go home 
tonight." 
She. Ms. Prentice and a third teller were ques- 
tioned closely about the workings of the alarm sys- 
tem, tied with plastic cuffs and told to shut their eyes. 
Ms. Johnson said that as she sobbed in fear, she 
heard one man say, "Look at all that money." The haul 
weighed 355 pounds. 
For all the Trench Coat Robbers' precision, it was 
small acts of carelessness — waving cash around, 
falling behind on a storage bill, speeding — that ulti- 
mately led to the two arrests. 
In 1996, the IRS got a tip that Kirkpatrick and his 
girlfriend had paid $183,000 in cash for a custom- 
built log home in Minnesota. 
In 1997, Bowman failed to pay a bill at a Missouri 
storage company. When an auctioneer found guns 
inside, federal agents were called in. 
That same year, a Nebraska state trooper pulled 
Kirkpatrick over for doing 7 mph above the limit. 
Inside his car. police found four pistols, ski masks, 
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Cr- Internet 
Direct 
...unless you just like 
to fight to get online... 
354-4678     wwwbghost.com 
$15 month • unlimited access ■ email   56K v.90 • unlimited newsgroups 
BG Mail Service   local BG company   no setup fees   30-day free trial 
1998 United Way Penny Drive 
Creating a World of Happiness 
*Most Creative Container*The Most Raised by an Organization 
Containers Due TODAY!!! 
at the Education Steps from 10a.m. to 2p.m. 
Sponsored by the UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS 
IP WBGU Radio Sports 
Weekend Lineup 
Saturday: The Falcons, fresh off their 
upset of Marshall, look to keep thier MAC 
Title hopes alive as they take on the 
Akron Zips. 
Pregame • 11 a.m. LIVE 
Kick off - Noon LIVE 
.On-The-Line Sports Talk 
More Games Than Any Other College Station 
      88.1 FM, WBGU  
JX Company 
Reynolds Road 
Toledo, OH 43615 
EEO/AA   (1 mile north of Airport Hwy.) 
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Violence worries Santa Monica 
community families, police 
□ Residents, police 
clamp down as 
violence continues. 
The Associated Press 
SANTA MONICA. Calif. —Kevin 
Daly and his family loved to kick 
around the soccer ball at night, 
right up until last week when two 
brothers were shot to death not far 
from his 9-year-old daughter's 
school. 
"I don't know how to explain it 
to myself." Daly said. "It's no more 
dangerous than two years ago. but 
In the middle of a flat field with 
nobody around but a bunch of 
young guys, are we Just tempting 
fate?" 
Residents clutch their children 
a bit more tightly and think twice 
before walking to the corner gro- 
cery at night. A wave of violence in 
Santa Monica has grown worse, 
with six slayings in the past three 
weeks. Most recently, a homeless 
man was found Sunday, beaten to 
death on the beach. 
"People are shaking their heads 
thinking. What's going on?" said 
Frank Gruber. a member of the 
city Planning Commission and a 
resident since 1983. 
This city of 86.500 is known for 
its palm-lined beach and famous 
pier. Popular night spots like the 
Third Street Promenade are 
packed on the weekends with 
thousands of people visiting Its 
upscale restaurants, pool halls 
and bars. 
But In poorer areas, gang-relat- 
ed violence has spilled over from 
nearby Venice. Mar Vista and Cul- 
ver City. 
There was Just one homicide 
last year and four In 1996. So far 
this year, there have been nine. 
Police believe four of those were 
gang-related retaliatory attacks. 
"When you live In an urban set- 
ting like we do. we're surrounded 
by Los Angeles and there's going to 
be a spill-over effect." said IX. Gary 
Gallinot. a police spokesman. "No 
community can be an island." 
In the most recent killing, a 46- 
year-old homeless man from Boul- 
der, Colo., was allegedly beaten to 
death by two other transients fol- 
lowing an argument. Much of the 
attention, however, has been 
focused on gangs. 
Tom Hayden. a state lawmaker 
and former resident, and other 
community leaders have been try- 
ing to organize a truce between 
warring gangs in Santa Monica 
and Culver City. 
Police have beefed up patrols 
throughout the city. Authorities 
are keeping closer track of alleged 
gang members and parole condi- 
tions. 
On Halloween, the streets were 
flooded with 170 officers, probably 
the highest at any one time in 
department history. Previously, 
about 40 officers patrolled the city 
on a typical shift. 
Walkout results in uncertainty 
□ The ABC walkout 
has 2,200 off-camera 
employees unclear. 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK IAP) — The 2,200 
off-camera employees of ABC who 
walked off their jobs in a one-day 
strike over health benefits were 
uncertain whether they would be 
able to return to work today as 
planned. 
The network said the camera 
operators, couriers and other 
employees would be locked out 
until they promise to give ABC 
warning of future strikes. 
"We cannot and will not allow 
our programming to be held 
hostage to sneak attacks by the 
union." ABC spokeswoman Julie 
Hoover said. 
Members of the National Asso- 
ciation of Broadcast Employees 
and Technicians offered not to 
strike again on the health Issue, a 
proposal rejected by ABC. 
ABC used management 
employees and non-union per- 
sonnel to fill In. but Monday's 
walkout still resulted in technical 
glitches in news programs, a 
shutdown of two soap operas and 
a traffic-snarling picket line out- 
side a football stadium. 
Subtle effects of the walkout 
were visible to viewers of "Good 
Morning America": On-air per- 
sonnel looked into the wrong 
camera, and a camera was briefly 
visible on the set. The union said 
Incorrect graphics were aired, 
though Hoover said such mis- 
takes are made "every day." 
"You could definitely see the 
difference In the quality of the 
show," said Joseph Clark, a strik- 
ing technician. 
New York tapings of "One Life 
to Live" and "All My Children" 
were canceled. Since the show 
tapes weeks In advance, the one- 
day disruption will not be noticed 
by viewers, Hoover said. 
A replacement crew worked 
ABC's broadcast of Monday 
night's National Football League 
game between the Philadelphia 
Eagles and the Dallas Cowboys. 
About two dozen union members 
delayed traffic by picketing in 
front of an entrance to a main 
parking lot at Veterans Stadium 
in Philadelphia. No arrests were 
reported. 
ABC canceled a planned 
pregame show segment that was 
to originate from Baltimore. 
Other than that, there was little 
Impact obvious to viewers. 
Half of the 2.200 strikers were 
based In New York, with the rest 
in Los Angeles. Washington. 
Chicago and San Francisco. They 
include camera operators, desk 
assistants, couriers and the 75- 
person crew for the football game. 
The union, which has been 
without a contract since March 
1997. accuses ABC and its par- 
ent, the Walt Disney Co., of con- 
cealing rates for health care ser- 
vices that Disney wants the union 
to accept. The union filed a com- 
plaint with the National Labor 
Relations Board over the sum- 
MITCH 
Continued from page one. 
in Guatemala. At least 100 peo- 
ple have died in that country due 
to Mitch. 
The US. Coast Guard said it 
has searched a Colorado-sized 
section of the Caribbean for 31 
people missing since Tuesday 
aboard a 282-foot tour schooner, 
the Fantome, operated by Wind- 
jammer Barefoot Tours of Miami. 
Many parts of Honduras 
remained cut off almost a week 
after Mitch barreled into the Bay 
Island of Guanaja with 180 mph 
winds. The storm pounded 
across the isthmus, dropping up 
to 25 inches of rain in a six-hour 
period. It was still bringing rain 
Monday to southern Mexico and 
Guatemala. 
Flores Facusse said "the 
floods and landslides erased 
from the map many villages and 
households as well as whole 
neighborhoods of cities. 
"We have before us a panora- 
ma of death, desolation and ruin 
throughout the national territo- 
ry," the president said. 
He announced a "state of 
exception" suspending constitu- 
tional liberties to help officials 
fight looting and vandalism. 
The president said 70 percent 
of the nation's crops had been 
destroyed. Chiquita Brands 
International Inc. announced 
from its headquarters in Cincin- 
nati that its plantations had suf- 
fered massive damage. 
"Our first priority is literally 
to save lives," said Chiquita 
President Steve Warshaw. "We 
have had several thousand peo- 
ple stranded on rooftops." 
AP photographer Victor 
Caivano, who visited Guanaja, 
said only 10 of the 146 houses in 
the town of Mangrove Bight 
there survived the storm, which 
hovered over the island for two 
days. The island, where flowers 
once abounded, was a desolate 
gray, with naked sticks of trees 
jutting out of the mud. 
Floodwaters receded in the 
Honduran capital of Tegucigalpa 
on Monday, but some residents 
carried machetes and guns 
because of reports that looters 
with     automatic     rifles     had 
attacked several houses. 
All four bridges across the Rio 
Choluteca, which splits the city 
of 800,000 people, were damaged 
and remained out of service 
Monday. 
Many victims have waited 
days without aid. 
In Chinandega, about 50 miles 
northwest of the Nicaraguan 
capital of Managua, Garcia said 
relatives pulled him from the 
debris after the mudslide Friday. 
He and 40 others were taken to a 
one-room, hilltop shack over- 
looking the village of Rolando 
Rodriguez. 
"We thought that help would 
come but it never did," Garcia 
said. 
He   said   a   3-year-old   girl 
beside him was so badly injured 
she could not move. "When she 
asked me for water, I would 
drink some and give it to her 
from my mouth." 
By the time rescuers finally 
arrived Sunday, three of the 
injured had died. But the 3-year- 
old girl survived. 
Miguel Rostran Laguna, 42, 
who was in a hospital bed beside 
Garcia, said that from the door of 
the shack, "All you could see 
was mud where the village had 
been. Nothing is left of Rolando 
Rodriguez." 
It was unclear how many resi- 
dents of Rolando Rodriguez and 
nearby villages had escaped. By 
early Monday, soldiers had 
found     360     bodies,     army 
spokesman Capt. Milton San- 
doval said. 
The international Red Cross 
on Monday tripled its appeal for 
assistance to those hit by Mitch 
to $7.4 million. 
In Washington, President 
Clinton said the U.S. government 
was providing $2 million in food, 
medicine, water and other emer- 
gency relief supplies. 
"We'll be looking at what else 
we can do," Clinton said. 
At least one rescue effort led 
to additional deaths: the mayor 
of the Honduran capital and 
three others died Sunday in a 
helicopter crash while surveying 
flood damage. 
BOSU FOOTBALL vs AKRON 
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All students get in free with valid BGSU ID 
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All right, let's have a quick 
head count. One ... two... fif- 
teen thousand, three-hundred 
and forty-two. 
But I thought... wasn't 
someone supposed to have died 
last weekend? Something about 
Little Bo Peep or some sheep? 
Simply being a living and 
breathing carbon-based organ- 
ism last week on the sunny, 
ever-bucolic campus of BGSU 
gave us a rather odd crash- 
course in the psychology of 
large groups. 
One moment we students 
were sitting around our dorms 
and off-campus "housing," 
debating the existence and pur- 
pose of the human spirit (for 
philosophy majors) or trying to 
balance shot glasses full of gin 
on our foreheads (for all other 
majors). The next moment we 
were all instantaneously turned 
into a disturbing pack of 
rumor-mongers, scaredy cats, 
and drama kings and queens. 
(For the hopelessly lost, dur- 
ing the Halloween weekend, 
there was a rumor going 
around that those unfortunate 
souls among us living in an "H- 
shaped" dorm should beware 
of a person dressed as, of all 
things, Little Bo Peep, who 
would be on the lookout for 
college women who probably 
look like Sarah Michelle Cellar 
or Jennifer Love Hewitt.) 
So yet again, we humans let 
an inane, senseless rumor get to 
us and frighten almost the liv- 
ing daylights out of us. Of 
course, these "urban legends" 
have been around fecyears and 
years, such as, uh, the one in 
the graveyard, or, um, the one 
with the guy with the weird 
hand. 
O.K., my memory isn't the 
best. I suppose I've been eating 
too many high protein, low fat 
foods from the Student Union. 
Those of us left were divided 
into two camps: the fervent 
believers and the un-believers. 
The un-believers made mocking 
fun of the believers, but the for- 
mer still had some answers for 
the latter. For example, take an 
overheard conversation in front 
of the Math Science building: 
Boy: "Are you going home 
this weekend?" Girl: "Yeah, I'm 
totally scared. I don't want to 
die while I'm still young and 
not fat." Boy: "That's so stu- 
pid." Girl: "It is not. By the 
way, aren't you going home this 
weekend?" Boy: (Embarrassed 
silence). 
While the believers' ram- 
blings seemed irrational, it was 
nothing next to those people 
parading around with printouts 
from the Internet explaining 
how the whole thing was sim- 
ply a hoax. Thanks, you guys, 
for that vital piece of public ser- 
vice. What's next? "Food Is 
Good" protest marches? "Glue 
Tends To Be Sticky" rallies? 
At this time in our lives, we 
should actually reflect on the 
grave consequences of being so 
•»• See BO PEEP, page N-4 
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* BGSU's Weekly Entertainment Section * 
Beck's long-awaited new 
album Mutations finds 
the eclectic artist defying 
expectations once again. 
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James Eldred and 
Dimitri Tong offer 
different opinions on the 
new PlayStation 










Parents' Weekend '98 offers variety 
By BRANDI BARHITE 
 The BG News  
Besides bringing homemade 
cookies, a new supply of Moun- 
tain Dew and a favorite sweater 
from home. Parents' Weekend 
gives students an opportunity to 
reconnect with their family. 
Parents' Weekend is a Bowl- 
ing Green State University tradi- 
tion. According to Tonia Stewart, 
associate vice president for stu- 
dent affairs, the event has been 
around forever. It originally 
began as an Alumni Affairs pro- 
ject, but in the last decade it was 
turned over to Student Activities 
in effort to make it more student 
and parent-orientated. 
"This weekend provides an 
opportunity for the University to 
show off for parents and for stu- 
dents and parents to interact," 
Stewart said. 
Stanley Gajda, graduate inter- 
im for Parents' Weekend, said 
students are often urged to cut 
the "apron strings" when they 
get to college, yet he said family 
is an important part of student's 
lives. 
He said students feel an envi- 
ronmental pressure to stand on 
their own two feet, but often for- 
get that families are an impera- 
tive for personal and academic 
growth. 
"For the most part, student 
success is dependent on support 
from family," Gajda said. 
Gajda also noted  that stu- 
dents, especially first year stu- 
dents, go through certain issues 
during their first year on cam- 
pus. He said right now students 
are suffering anxiety from 
midterms and registering for 
classes. He said family can pro- 
vide not only advice, but encour- 
agement during this stressful 
time. 
He also said Parents' Week- 
end allows students a chance to 
give their parents a taste of their 
life. 
"It's an opportunity to show 
how much we have grown and 
what our lives are shaping up to 
be," Gajda said. 
Gajda said Parents' Weekend 
allows the University to show 
that they care about students 
personally, as well as academi- 
cally. 
"This event shows that the 
University is glad students are 
here and wants them to succeed, 
and will do everything in their 
power to ensure that success." 
Stewart agreed. She said this 
weekend will provide an oppor- 
tunity for the University to illus- 
trate to parents what resources 
the University is offering to their 
children. She said the weekend 
also reassures parents that their 
children are in good hands. 
"We bring parents down to 
see that we are doing all that we_ 
can," Stewart said. 
See page N-2 for a com- 
plete list of activities. 
Essay nominates 
Parents of the Year 
By TRACY WOOD 
 The BG News  
UAO will be announcing the 
Parents of the Year award this 
weekend during half-time at 
the home football game. 
Jennifer Cans, sophomore 
MIS major and coordinator of 
the contest and Public Relations 
for UAO, will be one of the per- 
sons announcing the winner 
during this weekend's game. 
It was up to students to nom- 
inate their parents for the 
award. According to Cans, stu- 
dents were required to write an 
essay about "the most valuable 
lesson I learned from my par- 
ents or caregivers." 
There were a total of eigh- 
teen entries and the winner is 
showered with a variety of 
gifts. 
They include a weekend stay 
in a Presidential guest house, 
an engraved silver bowl with 
the family name and many gifts 
from local businesses including 
gift certificates, flowers, sweat- 
shirts and box seats at the foot- 
ball game. 
Cans said that even the run- 
ners-up will receive a letter of 
certificate to show them they 
were nominated and appreciat- 
ed by their son or daughter. 
Gans encourages students to 
take the time to show their par- 
ents they care and nominate 
them for Parents of the Year. 
+ See ESSAY, page N-4 
Photo prorided 
The vocal quartet The Manhattan Transfer will perform at 8 p.m. in Anderson Arena Saturday. 
From \-r. Alan Paul, Cheryl Benryne, Tim Hauser and Janis Siegel. 
Transfer to perform Saturday 
By NATALIE FLICKINGER 
The BG News 
n In conjunction  with Parents Weekend, the University has always tried to stage events ^ 
that  would  interest 
both students and their families. 
One way to do this is to offer 
a concert. Last year, Judy Collins 
entertained the crowd with her 
amazing vocals, and this year, 
another vocal act, The Manhat- 
tan Transfer, will be in the spot- 
light. 
The Manhattan Transfer has 
recently released a new album, 
"Swing" on Atlantic Records. 
However, the quartet has a long 
record of success in the music 
business.   Having  released  20 
albums over the course of 25 
years, The Manhattan Transfer 
has made a name for themselves. 
They've received 10 Grammy 
Awards, including one for each 
of their last six albums since 
1979. The sensational vocal 
ensemble is made up of Tim 
Hauser, Cheryl Bentyne, Alan 
Paul and Janis Siegel. 
They have mastered the abili- 
ty to mix various types of music 
and create a sound unlike any 
other. Their music contains hints 
of jazz, R&B, doo-wop, Brazil- 
ian, rock and roll and recently, 
they've added swing to their 
repertoire. 
The group's signature mark is 
their four-part harmony, basing 
their voicing on the structure of 
the saxophone section featured 
in the Count Basie Band. The 
Manhattan Transfer's unique 
approach to vocal music has 
turned them into a hit, as their 
shows are frequently sold-out. 
The music is purely of the 
"feel-good" variety, with superb 
harmonizing and danceable 
melodies. The group's take on 
Swing should excite anyone 
attending, no matter what age. 
With the new popularity of this 
music genre, The Manhattan 
Transfer will be hitting the right 
note as they get the audience 
swinging along with them. 
The Manhattan Transfer will 
perform at Anderson Arena in 
Memorial Hall Saturday, Nov. 7 
at 9 p.m. Tickets, which are $24, 
$21 and $18, may be purchased 
at the Student Activities Office. 





releases new CD 
The ever-popular Jam 
band ekoostlk Hookah are 
set to release a 2-dlsc live 
CD called Sharp in the 
Flats. The CD. which 
"was recorded at Cleve- 
land's Odeon on April 
18. 1998. will be released at the 
ame venue during two concerts 
[Nov. 27 & 28. Tickets for the 
f shows, which start at 8 p.m., 
are available through Ticket- 
master. On Nov. 25. however. 
Hookah will play a little closer 
to home at the Cltl Theater In 
Toledo. Tickets for the all-ages 
show are 810. 
The Ark Band 
plays are shows 
The Reggae sounds 
of The Ark Band will 
flood Northwest Ohio 
In the next couple 
months. Tomorrow 
night they'll play the 
22nd Annual Show and Dance 
for the Jamaican Social Club of 
Toledo. Inc. at 238 16th St. In 
Toledo. 
Jl 
On Nov. 12 they'll visit Easy 
Street Cafe, and on Dec. 1 
they'll perform In Columbus as 
openers for Beres Hammond. 
Internationally known reggae 
artist. For more information 








erary magazine. Is 
currently accept- 
ing submissions for fiction, art 
and poetry. The only submission 
guideline is that any art must 
m 
be 8.5" x 14 or smaller. 
The submission deadline Is 
Thursday. Dec. 17. For more 
information contact Mike Ham- 
mer at hammerm©bgnet or Sara 
Waggoner at waggons@bgnet. 
'Chairs' continues 





this weekend at Joe 
E. Brown theater. 
The play, which has been 
running since Nov. 4, will be 
performed today and tomorrow 
at 8 p.m.. and Sunday at 2 p.m. 
For ticket Information call the 
Box Office at 372-2719 or the 












will play at 
the Junc- 
tion Bar & 
Grill Sunday. Nov. 8 at 7 p.m. 
si 
Eberhardt has been described 
as writing with an "ear for the 
blues of Mississippi John Hurt 
and Muddy Waters, 
the folk of Jesse Win- 
chester and Jonl 
Mitchell, the pop and 
rock of Elvis Costello 
and Tom Waits and 
the standards of Cole Porter and 
the Gershwlns." 
The singer-songwriter will 
perform tunes from his fourth 
and newest album 12 Songs of 
Good and Evil on Red House 
Records. 
Tickets are $8 for general 
admission and $7 for students, 
and are available at the door or 
in advance by calling (419) 
352-7453. 




Whereas the 1996 album Odelay represented the 
chart-topping, body-rockin', "get down and jam" 
side of Beck, Mutations, is the sensitive, sincere and 
solemn side which only a few have heard. 
There are no samples, no drum machines and 
no psychedelic robotic lyrics. They've been 
replaced with sitars, trumpets, trombones, steel 
guitars and harpsichords. The styles are so differ- 
ent, in fact, that Mutations is even said not to be the 
follow-up to Odelay, but rather a logical product of 
Beck's 1994 folk-driven One Foot in the Crave. 
The only way to relate Mutations to any of 
Beck's earlier albums, however, would be if One 
Foot in the Grave had a love child with 1994's Mel- 
low Cold. Mutations does possess the folk style of 
One Foot but it contains the lyrical confidence and 
patterns that Mellow Cold set down. It's definitely 
lyrically driven, but what Beck album isn't? 
Mutations was recorded in just two 
weeks last March and was originally 
scheduled for release by Bong Load 
Records in June. However, David Gef- 
fen Company (DGC), Beck's major 
label, became interested in the album as well. Due 
to contractual disputes, the album was pushed 
back to mid- October, and finally to Nov. 3, with 
DGC in charge of CD and cassette sales and Bong 
Load left with just the rights to vinyl sales. DGC 
has stated that they have no plans of releasing any 
singles or videos from Mutations, however, that 
will not likely last. 
tj2 
In recording the album Beck enlisted the help of 
his touring band: drummer Joey Waronker, bassist 
Justin Medal-Johnsen, keyboardist Roger Manning 
and guitarist Smokey Hormel. He also had Radio- 
head's OK Computer producer Nigel Godrich help 
him record as well. 
You can hear Godrich's influence in the album's 
first track "Cold Brains." Its synthesizer-driven 
background gives the song a very Radiohead- 
esque sound, but with Beck's unique lyrical style. 
The second track is the extremely solemn, sitar- 
flowing "Nobody's Fault But My Own." This song 
illustrates the sincere tone of the album, with lyrics 
that border on confessions. 
Other sincere tracks are "Bottle of Blues" and 
"O Maria," which are two distinct blues songs 
with great lyrics and catchy harmonica riffs. "Bot- 
tle of Blues" contains some of the album's best 
instrumentation, and some of Beck's best vocals. 
"O Maria" has many of the same elements. One of 
its more memorable lyrics is "There's no whisky, 
there's no wine/Just the concrete and a worried 
mind." 
Due to the folky atmosphere, most of the songs 
are soft and mellow. The hardest song on the 
album is a hidden track that appears five and a half 
minutes into the last song "Static." Rumored to be 
called "Diamond Bollock," the hidden track is 
wholly electric and strays from the rest of the 
album. However, it doesn't take anything away. 
By far one of the album's best songs is "Lazy 
Flies." Its frenzied percussive undertones blend 
well with the synthesizer and guitar arrangements, 
as well as the lyrics. If singles are to be released 
from the album, this should definitely be one of 
them. Another of the album's better songs is 
"Tropicalia," which has a bit of a salsa flavor to it. 
It too should be a definite consideration for pro- 
motion. 
There is little to dis- 
like     about     this 
album,       unless x 
you're expecting 
another   Odelay.  ' 
True  Beck   fans | 
however,   should 
appreciate   that   he 
keeps  returning  to 
his   roots    and 








The Manhattan Transfer 
8:00 p.m. Saturday 
Anderson Arena 
Tickets $21 and $18 
Available in the Office of Student Activities 
330 Student Union 
372-2343 
Sponsored by The Office of Student Activities 
fl Family/Parent's Weekend '98 
FRIDAY. NOV. 6 EVENTS: 
•ART GALLERY EXHIBIT 
10 a.m.-4 p.m., Fine Arts Building 
•HOCKEY GAME 
7 p.m., Ice Arena 
• WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL GAME 
7 p.m., Anderson Arena 
• UAO MOVIE — "Primary Colors" 
8 p.m. and 11 p.m., Ill Olscamp Hall 
Admission $1 for parents 
•THEATRE PRODUCTION — "The Chairs" 
8 p.m., Joe E. Brown Theater, University Hall 
Call ahead to reserve tickets 
•MUSICAL PRESENTATION — "Sight and 
Sound" 8 p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical 
Arts Center. Admission is free 
•PLANETARIUM SHOW 
8 p.m., Planetarium by Physical Sciences 
Building. $1 donation accepted 
SATURDAY. NOV. 7 EVENTS: 
•PARENTS' ADVISORY COUNCIL 
9:15-11 a.m.. Alumni Room, 3rd floor of 
Student Union 
•COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRA- 
TION RECEPTION 
9-11 a.m., 2nd floor lounge of Business 
Administration Building 
•COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN 
DEVELOPMENT BREAKFAST RECEPTION 
9-11 a.m., 2nd floor Education Building 
•COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY RECEPTION 
9-11 a.m., 105 Technology Building 
• "GET WIRED" INTERNET PRESENTATION 
10-11 a.m., Main Lobby, Jerome Library 
•ART GALLERY EXHIBIT 
10 a.m.-4 p.m., Fine Arts Building 
• LITTLE RED SCHOOL HOUSE TOUR 
10 a.m.-5 p.m. 
•CAREER SERVICES PRESENTATION 
11 a.m.-Noon, 113 Business Administration 
Building 
• HONORS FAMILY DAY LUNCHEON 
11 a.m.-l p.m., McDonald Countryside 
•FOOTBALL GAME 
Noon, Doyt L. Perry Stadium 
•PLANETARIUM SHOW 
2-8 p.m.. Planetarium in the Physical Sciences 
Building 
$1 donation accepted 
• BUFFET DINNER 
6-7:15 p.m., Lenhart Grand Ballroom, 
Student Union 
Cost is $12 per person 
•THE MANHATTAN TRANSFER CONCERT 
8 p.m., Anderson Arena, Memorial Hall 
•UAO MOVIE — "Primary Colors" 
8 p.m. and 11 p.m.. Ill Olscamp Hall 
Admission $1 for parents 
•THEATRE PRODUCTION — "The Chairs 
Joe E Brown Theater, University Hall 
Call ahead to reserve tickets 
SUNDAY. NOV. 8 EVENTS: 
•FALCON PARENTS' CONNECTION 
10-11 a.m., Ohio Suite, 2nd Floor of Student 
Union 
• UNION BUFFET BRUNCH 
11:30 a.m.-l p.m., Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
Cost is $8 per person 
•GREEK AFFAIRS DESSERT BUFFET 
1-3 p.m., MacDonald Hall 
•PLANETARIUM SHOW 
1-7:30 p.m., Planetarium, Physical Sciences 
Building 
$1 donation accepted 
•THEATRE PRODUCTION — "The Chairs" 
2 p.m., Joe E. Brown Theater, University Hall 
Call ahead to reserve tickets 
•BRYAN CHAMBER SERIES 
3 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical 
Arts Center. Admission is free. 
P.L.U.S. educates new Greek 
members and their parents 
By TRACY WOOD 
 The BG News  
New members of the Greek 
community are learning how to 
become more involved in Greek 
life and develop their leadership 
abilities through a special pro- 
gram for newcomers. 
The Promoting Leadership in 
a Unified System (P.L.U.S.) pro- 
gram provides activities for the 
new members where they can 
learn what it means to be Greek. 
The first session of the pro- 
gram took place last week, while 
the second will take place during 
Family/Parents' Weekend. This 
will allow parents with students 
interested in joining the Greek 
system the opportunity to leam 
more about Greek life. 
Parents will have the oppor- 
tunity to express their fears and 
concerns and ask questions 
about Greek life in general. 
According to Ali Trotta, senior 
biology major and vice president 
of membership and develop- 
ment for the Panhellenic council, 
the program strives to inform 
new members to be aware of 
their place in Bowling Green and 
its community. 
"The program is a great way 
for new members to find out 
ways to get involved and pro- 
vide them with more opportuni- 
ties and develop leadership 
skills," Trotta said. 
In the past, the program has 
typically been a one-day event 
with two main speakers and new 
members breaking into small 
groups for discussion. This year 
it has been divided into three 
shorter programs instead of 
cramming it all into the same 
day. Each program will have a 
guest speaker to discuss the 
theme of the particular session. 
Last weekend's inaugural ses- 
sion focused on values and how 
they relate to Greek life. New 
members were asked to compare 
their values with their actions 
and discuss them with facilita- 
tors. 
Facilitators attend the pro- 
grams to help guide discussion 
among the new members and 
relate the discussion to the 
theme of the program and the 
speaker. 
Sandy Karlen, senior mer- 
chandising and product devel- 
opment major, attended the first 
session as a facilitator to put new 
members into teams and focus 
the discussion on the day's topic. 
"P.L.U.S. is a great way for 
new members to realize their full 
potentials and to develop leader- 
ship skills early on in their col- 
lege careers," Karlen said. 
According to Karlen, the first 
session helped new members 
realize their values and apply 
them to the Greek experience. 
She encourages new members to 
come to the programs to realize 
their potential in the Greek com- 
munity. 
"Younger members are 
encouraged to attend so they 
will be aware that they have 
potential to become leaders in 
their chapters and know their 
contributions are important to 
the chapter," Karlen said. 
The final session will focus on 
Greek students and what it 
means to be Greek. New mem- 
bers will be informed about 
what values the Greek system 
expects its members to uphold. 
Brad Dickenson, junior 
human resource management 
major and vice-president of 
membership and development 
for the interfratemity council, 
wants new members to know 
that there are benefits to attend- 
ing the programs, and that it's 
not a waste of time. 
"New members who attend 
will learn about leadership 
opportunities available to see as 
a whole what Greek life is about, 
not just what it's like in their 
own chapters," Dickenson said. 
A Gift They'll Treasure... 
For Keeps 
• Exclusive Design 
Throw Blanket 
• 100% Cotton 
• Size: 50"x65" 
• Made In U.S.A. 
ONLY 
$59»5 
Sure to become a 
treasured heirloom! 
FOR KEEPS 
144 S. MAIN ST. • BOWLING GREEN 
(419) 353-2232 
HOURS: M-SAT 9-9; SUN 12-5 
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Head-tohead on Sony's 'Metal Gear Solid' if 
TOGS' is fun and 
exciting, however too 
easy to conquer 
By JAMES ELDRED 
The BG News 
Metal Gear Solid 
is the long-awaited 
third chapter in the 
Metal Gear saga that 
first appeared in 
America on the Nintendo Enter- 
tainment System over 10 years 
ago. Of course, this version is 
designed for the PlayStation, so 
it's infinitely more advanced 
than the first two. 
The game revolves around a 
complex and deep story with 
more twists and turns than I 
want to give away. The simple 
story is this: terrorists that used 
to work for the government have 
taken over a base in Alaska that 
has the capabilities to launch a 
nuclear strike. Instead of giving 
into their demands, they send in 
Solid Snake, the government's 
most skilled secret agent. 
Once the game starts you can 
see how much they immerse you 
in this environment. In the 
beginning you have no weapons, 
almost no equipment and are 
surrounded by enemies that can 
kill you easily. 
Needless to say, stealth is the 
key to survival. This is not a 
game where you can simply kill 
everyone in sight. Even when 
you get a gun you can't fire it 
whenever you want, because 
others will hear it. If you attempt 
to "break the enemy's neck from 
behind, his falling body might be 
heard from his fellow soldiers. 
Technically speaking, this 
game is unbelievable. The con- 
trol is responsive and the layout 
Cinematics overshadow 
gam eplay in TOGS' 
is simple to leam, but the 
amount of moves you can 
do with are huge. This 
makes MGS even more 
involving and allows full 
interaction with the envi- 
ronment. 
For example, you can 
crawl under tanks and 
jeeps, hide behind or inside 
cardboard boxes, slide 
along walls and even peer 
over the side. If an enemy is 
nearby, you can tap on the 
wall and draw him closer in 
order to attack him. 
The graphics are equally 
impressive, with the envi- 
ronment being truly three- Pl,0t0 pr0Tided 
dimensional. The camera   Molal Gear Solid it tho follow-up to tho popular Metal Gear series 
angles constantly  change   that began 10 years ago on the Nintendo Entertainment System, 
according to the situation 
you're in. If you approach a cor- 
ner, the angle sweeps down, 
revealing what's on the other 
side. If you really want a close 
view, you can switch into first- 
person mode and view the area 
in any angle you wish. 
However, MGS has one big 
flaw: it's very easy. To an experi- 
enced gamer, it can be beaten 
within a week's time. After the 
initial challenge of hiding from 
the enemy, the game becomes 
exceedingly simple. With a few 
exceptions, hiding gets easier as 
you progress. 
The only real challenge occurs 
later in the game with the bosses, 
but even then the game loses its 
challenge. Before any major fight 
you're purposely given extra 
weapons, with no chance of run- 
ning out of ammunition. And 
your cohorts that communicate 
with you throughout the game 
give away any surprise. They 
point out any weak spot the 
enemy may have, often making 
it ridiculously easy. 
They do put some secrets in 
the game to make you play it 
more, but they aren't really 
worth following. The only incen- 
tive to playing it more than once 
is to get the second ending, 
which is completely different 
than the first. But after you've 
beaten it twice, what's the point 
of playing it again? The secret 
items are verv cool (which 
include a Predator-like stealth 
suit) but they quickly get tire- 
some. 
However, there are some 
other features that will keep you 
playing. The VR Training Mode 
eventually gets harder than the 
game itself. It's made up of three 
games that consist of 10 stages 
each. The first two games, train- 
ing and time-attack mode, are 
moderately easy. 
It's the last mode, Gun Shoot- 
ing, that's the real challenge (I 
still haven't beaten it). Also, if 
you beat the game twice, a secret 
difficulty level opens up, called 
"Extreme." Now this is hard. 
There are almost no ways to 
replenish your health, or see the 
enemies before they see you. The 
only downside to this mode is 
that to get to it, you have to of 
already beaten the game. The 
makers should have made this 
available right from the start. It 
would have given the game a 
much longer life-span. 
Metal Gear Solid is a great 
game, but it's far from perfect. 
It's too bad the game is so easy 
and short, because it gets old 
quickly. 
By DIMTTRI TONG 
 The BG News  
Metal Gear Solid is one of the 
most recent and highly-antici- 
pated games to be added to the 
PlayStation arsenal. 
And if you're already familiar 
with the Metal Gear series, you 
know the games consist of espi- 
onage action with an emphasis 
on being stealthy and unseen. 
The gameplay in MGS is 
much like its predecessors, a 
top-down, third-person per- 
spective with additional camera 
angles depending on the situa- 
tion. Your character, Solid 
Snake, is very responsive and 
moves as though he were an 
extension of your thoughts. 
Graphically, the game is top- 
notch, although slightly grainy. 
Cinematics, which are created 
by the game's 3-D engine, are 
seemlessly strewn throughout 
your mission. This helps 
immerse the player in the story 
and gives the game a very 
movie-like feel. As you play you 
will also have several conversa- 
tions with Snake's support team 
(via up-link/codec) to help you 
along the way. 
MGS's sound quality is also 
one to be praised. The music 
seems as if it's straight out of a 
movie, and the sound effects are 
on a pedestal as far as video 
games go. For example, if you 
shoot a gun in an enclosed room 
it's very loud and even echoes, 
which is far different from the 
sound you'll hear if you fire one 
outside. 
MGS does have a couple of 
flaws, though. For one, it seems 
as if there are more cinematics 
than actual gameplay. In fact, 
the cinematics are so many that 
the game-time seemed like little 
mini-adventures rather than one 
long mission. MGS also leaves 
the player nothing to figure out 
on their own. Almost every cou- 
ple minutes your codec beeps 
and your support team tells you 
what to do and where to go. 
They even go as far as to tell you 
what buttons do what. I thought 
that's what the instruction book- 
let was for. 
Aside from the little quirks, 
MGS is an incredible game and 
will probably be honored as 
PlayStation's game of the year. If 
your a gamer, I highly recom- 
mend that you pick this one up. 
Metal Gear Solid1 
Format: Sony PlayStation 
Game Type: 3-D fighting/strategy 
James says: A revolutionary       Dimitri says: Besides some 
game that ends much too 
quickly. Rent it first. 
*** 
1 star: just go to the bar 
2 stars: go to the bar first 
quirks, MGS could be PlaySta- 
tion's game of the year. 
*••• 
3 stars: game, then bar      . 
4 stars: game, then game again | 
WELCOME PARENTS 










Stadium Seat Cushions 
Baseball Caps 
Decals 
and other BGSU Merchandise 
Good Luck to Coach Blackney & The Falcons 
University Bookstore 
Conveniently Located on Campus 
Main Floor Student Services Building 
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Parents' Weekend 
activities could use 
some student feedback 
By MELISSA NAYMIK 
The BG News 
II 
Parents' Weekend 
has arrived once 
ii. And once 
again, restaurants 
will be packed, parking will be 
near impossible and people 
will be crowding the streets and 
sidewalks of Bowling Green. 
1 know from experience that 
this is a weekend of helter-skel- 
ter confusion in Bowling Green, 
iv parents have made it a 
point to drive up here the past 
two years to spend time with 
me. Since they only have to 
drive about an hour, it was no 
big deal to them, but for those 
parents who have never been 
here during Parent's Weekend, 
boy are they in for a treat! 
Now granted, I love when 
my i it me and what 
student wouldn't? A free meal, 
perhaps a trip to the Toledo or 
BG mall and a weekend of 
entertainment provided by the 
University. 
My first year, we made the 
mistake of eating at a crowded 
restaurant and waiting for a 
table for at least an hour, (not to 
mention the fact that the park- 
ing was ridiculous). Now 
granted, the hour wait did 
allow us time to "catch up," but 
I just wanted to eat! 
Later on that evening, I 
dreaded the thought of going to 
a Four Tops concert with my 
parents. (Yes, they were the 
entertainment for the evening.) 
Not so much because I didn't 
want to be seen with them, but 
because I didn't know who the 
Four Tops were. I remember sit- 
ting in Anderson Area, watch- 
ing all these old people groove 
to their favorite Motown hits. 
Me and other students I am 
sure, just sat there, laughed and 
felt rather odd, yet were 
amused by the reactions of our 
parents. In a weird way it was 
rather uplifting to see them 
have fun and not 
care what other 
people thought 
about the way they 
danced. 
Then came my 
second year to attend Parent's 
Weekend. This time it was bet- 
ter since we drove to Toledo to 
eat at Don Pablo's. There was 
no wait and the traffic was 
much better since  there are 
ft 
more than two roads to travel 
on. 
However, the downfall of 
the evening for me and my 
father was the Judy Collins 
concert. Who was she anyway? 
My mother loved the concert, 
while my dad and I just rolled 
eyes at one another and 
laughed. I still remember a 
young man sitting behind us 
saying, "Who is she?" and 
"This should be fun!" 
My question is simply this, 
who schedules the concerts and 
don't they take into considera- 
tion all the students who must 
attend these concerts? I think 
that whoever decides who 
should perform, should have 
had a survey from the Four 
Tops or from a concert further 
back to see who both parents 
and students wanted to see per- 
form the following year. 
In my opinion, if there was 
better entertainment for both 
age groups, more parents 
would be apt to coming to see 
their children at college and 
students would actually want 
to attend a concert with their 
parents. 
'X-Files' begins new season 
q 
BO PEEP 
■f Continued from N-1 
gullible to the latest fad or gossip. 
After all, we are equally blessed 
and cursed by the circumstances of 
being human, which should 
account for at least 75% of the peo- 
ple here at BG. 
Not to probe this experience as 
an armchair psychologist too 
deeply, but the next time we find 
ourselves to be so trusting, will the 
rumor be as frivolous as this one? 
History is rife with haywire occur- 
rences of human nature at its worst, 
and it will remain so until we take 
what we hear and see with a grain 
of salt. 
But, in the end, however, that's 
no fun. Anyway, I heard from the 
Oprah show or Nostradamus or 
something that on Friday, Novem- 
ber 13th, a left-handed blond 20- 
year-old coed will be horribly blud- 
geoned with a frozen turkey by a 
man dressed as McGruff the Crime 
Dog. But you didn't hear that here. 
The Associated Press 
LOS    ANGELES       — 
There's a lull on the set of "The 
X-Files,"      allowing 
star David Duchovny 
to smoothly demon- 
strate disco moves to' 
"Rock     the     Boat." 
Then he engages in a trivia battle 
to name the band responsible for 
the 1970s hit. 
"Tell him what he's won," a 
playful Duchovny says in his 
best quiz show voice after a crew 
member comes up with the 
answer, the Hues Corporation. 
It's easy for Duchovny to be 
cheerful now that he is finally 
living and working in Southern 
California. But what about all 
those dedicated "X-Files" view- 
ers who fret that moving the Fox 
drama from misty, mysterious 
Vancouver, British Columbia, 
will undercut its dark nature? 
Give these fans alien inva- 
sions, government conspiracies 
and grisly things that go bump 
in the night. Don't subject them 
to lighthearted romps, especially 
bathed in sunshine. 
The harsh reality: There will, 
unavoidably, be a brighter look 
as "The X-Files" returns at 9 p.m. 
EST Sunday for its sixth season. 
The first episode opens with a 
wink toward the series' new 
digs, says Chris Carter, its cre- 
ator and executive producer. 
"It's a shot in which we're 
looking at the sun, the bright, 
blazing sun, and we hold on it 
maybe longer than we should — 
to make a point — before we pan 
down to a desert which we'd 
never see in Vancouver," Carter 
says. 
Before fans grab their sun- 
glasses Carter asks that they con- 
sider the value of a fresh 
approach. While Canada provid- 
ed wonderfully dense, forbid- 
ding forests in which to track the 
bad guys, FBI agents Fox Mulder 
(Duchovny) and Dana Scully 
(Gillian Anderson) now are able 




















24195 Front Street ♦ 
Grand Rapids, OH 43522 
419-8320625 ♦ 
Toll Free:l-888-6l7-6565 
Julie A. Beutler, Artist 6 Owner 
♦ Angelwood Gallery features the finest works of many 
regional artists in such media as 
pottery, glass, jewelry, wood and paintings ♦ 
♦ Located on our premises is a working pottery studio ♦ 
♦ Our gallery is the area representative for angel artist, 
Andy Lakey of California ♦ 
♦ Remember that gift giving is a fine art, 
so why not give fine art from Angelwood Gallery. ♦ 
PREFERRED 
NOW LEASING 
Spring and Fall 1999 
Call Today! 
352-9378 
Fox Run • Haven House Manor 
Piedmont • Birchwood Place • Mini Mall 
Small Buildings Frontier Housing • Houses 
All residents receive a membership to 
Cherrywood Health Spa 
(Indoor heated swimming pool, sauna. Hydra-Spa Whirlpool, complete 
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MonTri. MAM4PM JL 
Dinner 
Featuring 
Caned Roast Beef 
and Country Ham 
Mon.Fri 
4PM. til Close 
All Day 
Sat. & Sun. 
"Like most 
problems, if you 
can figure out a 
way to turn them 
into virtues or an 
interesting solu- 
tion, it's a good 
thing," Carter 
says. "The only 
thing you can't 
get here is (visi- 
ble) breath and 
the nice con- 
densed windows. 
We can still do 
that, but it doesn't 
come free. When 
we need rain or 
fog or atmos- 
phere, we'll do 
it." 
Locations used li.tlVAV" 
or   planned   for 
this        season's   A scene from 
shows     include 
the Queen Mary, the grand old 
luxury ship anchored in nearby 
Long Beach; a decommissioned 
Air Force base; farm land, and 
even a spot that mimics Virginia. 
On this day, filming is taking 
place in the Culver City High 
School gym, just a few miles 
from Twentieth Century Fox's 
lot on the westside. Mulder is 
crashing a class reunion dance as 
part of a fraud investigation. 
There are drawbacks to film- 
ing in the Los Angeles area, 
Carter acknowledges, such as 
higher labor costs and the time it 
takes to get around on the exten- 
sive, usually jammed freeway 
system. 
The payoff is happier actors. 
Duchovny lobbied for the Los 
Angeles move to be closer to his 
actress wife. Tea Leoni, and 
Anderson has endorsed the 
change despite her affection for 
Vancouver. 
What else can Carter do to 
keep his stars content? 
"We're writing good scripts. 
David is really excited, so is 
Gillian, and they're both 
extremely happy not to just be 
here but they think the work is 
Photo provided 
this summer's X-Files movie. 
really good this year," Carter 
says. "That's all you can do for 
them, ultimately, is give them 
good material." 
The busy Carter is dividing 
his attention between "The X- 
Files" and his other Fox series, 
"Millennium," which he is try- 
ing to nurture to story and rat- 
ings health. Carter considers "X- 
Files" his "first child" and is 
writing and directing a number 
of episodes. 
Duchovny also is taking the 
opportunity to write an episode 
and is slated to direct. 
The season will include a con- 
tinued emphasis on what Carter 
terms the show's "mythology," 
Mulder's obsessive quest to 
solve his sister's long-ago 
abduction and uncover the intri- 
cate conspiracy he believes fes- 
ters in government's dark cor- 
ners. 
It won't be a one-note season, 
Carter promises. 
"I think this year there are 
quite a few funnier stories in the 
beginning of the year .... before 
we come back to solid 'X-Files' 
scare," he says. "We've done 
some stuff that made me laugh 
out loud this year." 
ESSAY- 
•*• Continued from N-1 
"Parents have done a lot for 
students, and this is a way for 
students to pay them back," 
Gans said, as well let them know 
"they're greatly appreciated." 
Graduate student Aaron 
Gardner was one of the three 
judges  evaluating   the  essays 
written. Gardner said the essays 
were critiqued on their organiza- 
tion, theme, development, word 
choice and grammar Gardner 
said it shows a lot about the stu- 
dents when they take time out of 
their busy schedules to show 
their parents they are appreciat- 
ed. 
Don't just sit there!   X 
Stop in today for 
a complete 1999/2000 . 
apartment listing. 
RE Managment 
next to Kinko's 
Now Leasing for Summer and Fall 
Campus Manor 
615 Second St. 
716 Fourth St. 
Rockledge Manor 
640 EighthSt. 
841 Eighth St. 
733, 755, 777 Manville 
825 Third St. 
315 N. Main 
317 N. Main 
710 Elm 
710 1/2 Elm 
237 N. Prospect 
138 1/2 N. Main St. 
313 N. Main St. 
G.Alex Montetth 
1544 E Wooster (Across from the Stadium) 
113 Railroad St. 
Open Mon thru Fri 
8:00am - 5:00pm 
Sat 8-12 
Call Now!     352-9302 
Sports fi 
BG looking to continue streak 
Tod McCloskey 
Sports Editor 
The BG News 
372-2602 
□ The Falcons still 
have a chance to finish 
the season with a 
winning record and 
continue their current 
winning streak. 
ByTODMcCLOSKEY 
The BG News 
It has been over two years 
since the Bowling Green football 
team has won three games in a 
row. Saturday at noon at Doyt 
Perry Stadium the Falcons will 
have the chance. 
BG is in a position to finish the 
home Mid-American Conference 
schedule undefeated after the 34- 
13 upset of Marshall last Satur- 
day. 
BG is currently 3-5 and 3-2 in 
the MAC, with the possibility of 
recording its first winning season 
since 1994. The Falcons host 
Akron (3-5, 2-4 MAC), who has 
lost three in a row. But, the Fal- 
cons' confidence remains high on 
their two-game winning streak. 
"This is a team that hasn't 
won a lot and is starting to enjoy 
winning," coach Gary Blackney 
said. 
After the Falcons' drubbing of 
I :■■-■; 
#9 
BG (3-5, 3-2 MAC) 
vs. 
Akron (3-5, 2-4 MAC) 
kickoff noon at 
Perry Stadium 
Broadcast on WBGU 88.1 FM 
Pre-Game at 11 a.m. 
with Mike Rypel and Jen Ebinger 
BG Newt Photo/ SCOTT FAUBER 
Senior quarterback Bob Niemet gets ready to throw a pass during Saturday's upset of Marshall. 
The Falcons are in the midst of a two-game winning streak and play Akron tommorrow noon 
at Doyt L. Perry Stadium. 
the Thundering Herd, Blackney 
isn't concerned the team will be 
overconfident against the Zips. 
"I would like to think that's it 
not going to be a problem with 
this football team," he said. "We 
won a nice game on Saturday. I 
just don't see that kind of atti- 
tude, that kind of complacency 
set in this team." 
Senior      quarterback      Bob 
Niemet will lead the offensive 
attack. Niemet, who has come on 
strong in the past two victories, 
will play in his last home game 
of the season. 
Niemet, the co-MAC Offen- 
sive Player of the Week threw for 
233 yards and passed for two 
touchdowns against Marshall. 
But, the Falcon offense will 
face a strong Akron pass defense. 
The Zips allow only 174.6 pass- 
ing yards per game, while giving 
up 173.8 on the ground per 
game. 
BG freshman tailback Godfrey 
Lewis has continued to be both- 
ered by a bad ankle. But, the Fal- 
cons have depth at the back posi- 
tion. Junior Steve Holmes and 
freshman John Gibson have both 
seen lots of carries the past two 
weeks. Over that time the two 
backups have rushed for 349 
yards and three touchdowns. 
That is a 6.01 average per carry. 
Defensively, senior Junior 
Williams leads a defense that 
held Marshall to 13 points. 
Williams won the MAC Defen- 
sive Player of the Week for his 
performance against the Thun- 
dering Herd, in which Marshall 
quarterback Chad Pennington 
was held to 175 yards passing. 
The BG defense must be pre- 
pared to stop the run. The Zips 
average 193.8 yards on the 
ground per game and are lead by 
Greg Lomax. The Akron senior 
tailback has 692 yards and nine 
touchdowns in eight games. 
The Zips have lost a lot of 
close games and Blackney said 
the two teams are very similar. 
"They honestly could be sit- 
ting here 6-2, as opposed to being 
3-5," Blackney said. "The only 
two games I saw they were out of 
were Pittsburgh and OU. But 
every other game, including 
Marshall, Toledo and Central 
Michigan they've been ahead or 
in the game until the last couple 
of minutes." 
WELCOME PARENTS! 
Stop in and see us for all your BGSU souvenirs! ! 
GOOD LUCK 
TO COACH BLACKNEY 
& THE FALCONS 
BEAT AKRON! 






• BGSU JACKETS & CAPS 
• STADIUM BLANKETS 
• PARENTS SPORTSWEAR 
• STADIUM CUSHIONS 
• T-SHIRTS & SHORTS 
• SWEATSHIRTS 
• GLASSWARE 
• MUGS & OTHER 
BGSU MERCHANDISE 
PARENTS' WEEKEND HOURS 
SATURDAY 9:00-7:00 
SUNDAY 10:00-4:00 
WXKR 94.5 - LIVE BROADCAST SAT. FROM 3-5, TONS OF GIVEAWAYS 
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Seniors lead BG to tourney 
□ The Falcons count 
on three seniors to lead 
them in the Mid-Amer- 
ican Conference tour- 
nament. 
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM 
The BG News  
In tournament time, it's 
always nice to have crafty veter- 
ans to lead the way. And for 
Bowling Green men's soccer 
team, it's even nicer to have 
players who have experienced 
the thrill of winning the Mid- 
American Conference tourna- 
ment. 
Those three seniors are goal- 
keeper Scott Vallow, midfielder 
Darren Niles and forward Nick 
Kolliniatis. 
The three will lead the Falcon 
flock into the quarterfinals of the 
MAC tournament today at 2:30 
in a rematch against Marshall. 
BG (8-7-2), the fourth seed, beat 
fifth seed Thundering Herd last 
week 1-0. 
Top-seeded and regular sea- 
son champion Akron is the 
favorite to win, but BG kept the 
Zips from going unblemished in 
the regular season with a score- 
less tie at Cochrane Field Oct. 3. 
BG is 9-1-0 since the tourna- 
ment's inception in 1994, which 
was the only year the team did- 
n't win it, losing to Miami 3-1 in 
overtime. 
"I feel that we're a good tour- 
nament team," coach Mel Mahler 
said. "There's enough guys that 
have been a part of at least one, if 
not two or three, MAC champi- 
onships that they know what it 
takes. Having been in big games 
before, I think we have to be one 
of the favorites as welL" 
The Falcons will look to Val- 
low to boost the team. The 
offense has struggled all year. 
Vallow has been a tremendous 
asset to the team. He makes a lot 
of tough saves and directs the 
team on offense and defense. He 
has eight shutouts on the season, 
which is a credit to the team's 
philosophy on defense. 
"He's always played his best 
in big games," Mahler said of his 
goalkeeper. "There have been a 
lot of close games. Therefore, 
every shot-on-goal is that more 
magnified. If the rest of the team 
can watch how those three 
(Niles, Vallow and Kolliniatis) 
guys get the job done and what 
they do to get themselves ready, I 
think we're in good shape." 
Vallow said the team is trying 
to stress the importance of this 
game. He knows if the team 
wins, they go on. If they lose, 
they go home. 
"As a senior, you don't want 
to see that happen," Vallow said. 
"So, me, Darren and Nick are 
going to try to do all we can to 
pump everyone up. We don't 
want this to be our last game." 
Niles has been stressing to the 
younger guys not to be intimi- 
dated by their physical play. He 
and Kolliniatis have been among 
the players that have moved to 
different positions. It has paid off 
for both as they have had key 
goals and assists lately. 
"A lot of teams come out so 
fired up that they get out of con- 
trol," Niles said. "Some teams 
even have a lot of red cards. We 
need to have composure and 
play our game. If we do that, 
we'll be all right." 
BG New» Photo/ SCOTT FAUBER 
BG seniors (from left to right) Nick Kolliniatis, Scott Vallow and 
Darren Niles will face Marshall in their first MAC playoff game. 
Ailing Falcons face Herd, Bobcats in search of playoffs 
□ The volleyball team 
plays Marshall and 
Ohio this weekend. 
By MATT STEINER 
 The BG News  
The time is now. 
There are only six matches 
remaining for the Falcon volley- 
ball team. BG is in ninth place (4- 
8), just a half a game behind 
eighth place Central Michigan 
(5-8) in the Mid-American Con- 
ference. Eight teams will enter 
the MAC postseason playoffs at 
the end of the season. 
The Falcons, 11-15 overall, 
will be^in the chase this week- 
end. In 'wo very critical matches, 
BG will face Marshall Friday and 
Ohio Saturday. 
"All the matches right now 
are very important," coach 
Denise Van De Walle said. "They 
will determine whether or not 
we are in the tournament. At this 
point a win, or a couple of wins, 
is what we need." 
BG showed signs of breaking 
out of an eight game slump Tues- 
day. Assistant coach Tom Hanna 
said that the Falcons' passing, 
especially getting the ball to set- 
ters Heather Greig and Natalie 
Becker, improved against Cleve- 
land State. 
Marshall comes in 16-12 over- 
all, 8-6 in the MAC. The Thun- 
dering Herd is coming off a loss 
to Ohio. 
BG defeated Marshall in four 
games earlier in the year with 
sound passing. 
"We went down there (Mar- 
shall) and we passed the ball 
very well," Hanna said. "If we 
can do that against any team, we 
are certainly going to be in the 
match." 
Ohio, who swept the Falcons 
in Athens, will play BG in the 
Charles E. Perry Field House. 
The Bobcats are 10-4 in the con- 
ference, 17-10 overall. Bad BG 
serving led to the Ohio victory, 
but the Falcons are more con- 
scious of what needs to be done 
in order to make the playoffs. 
"We have got to serve the ball 
effectively," Hanna said. "That is 
something we did not do down 
at OU. They passed very well. 
Their setter was right at the net. 
We need to serve well so they 
pass the ball to their setter away 
from the net. If we can get the 
setter off the net, can they still be 
effective? I would like to find 
out." 
Offensively, both Ohio and 
Marshall have strong middle 
attacks. 
Marshall's Juanita Venable 
had a season high 22 kills in a 
recent match against Central 
Mich. She is averaging 2.79 per 
game for a respectable .239 hit- 
ting percentage. She also had 
nine blocks against CMU. It was 
the fourth time in her career with 
nine blocks. 
Wendy Williams leads the 
team in kills with 2.99 per game. 
Williams has over 300 for the 
year. Three others including Ven- 
able, Michelle Sammarco and 
Jessica Downs are on pace to get 
300. 
The Falcons have been shift- 
ing around the lineup lately. Sev- 
eral players saw action against 
Cleveland State Tuesday. Fresh- 
man Amber Vorst started. Senior 
Bridgett Mclntyre saw signifi- 
cant playing time, as well as 
freshmen Natalie Becker and 
Chris Shepherd. 
"Right now everybody is 
improving," Van De Walle said. 
"Everybody is practicing hard. 
We're going to the bench a little 
bit more now. We know that we 
can go to the bench and make a 
change, and that's a good feel- 
ing." 
BG has never lost to Marshall. 
The Falcons are 3-0 in a series 
that began last season. Against 
Ohio, BG is 35-9 all-time. The 
Bobcats have won the last two 
meetings and four of the last five, 






Friday • 7 p.m. 
Anderson Arena 
Saturday • 7 p.m. 
Perry Field 
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BG: 11-15 overall. 4-8 MAC 
Marshall: 16-12 overall, 8-6 MAC 





Monday-Saturday 10am to 9pm 
Sunday Noon to 5pm 
354-1077 
JC Penney Styling Salon Hours: 
Monday-Friday 8:30am to 8:30pm 
Saturday 8:30am to 6pm 
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TV GUIDE SECTION (CONT. FROM PG. 3) 
SATURDAY   NOVEMBER 7,1998 
I   11:00 12:30 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 




Coaegs Footbell Notre Uame al Bo$lon College (lure) X 
Co*egs Football Perm SUM al Michigan (Uvt) X 
CoHogo Football: Alabama at Loutskvia Stale (Live) ] 
Hang Time X     |lnoldo8luti 
(10 30) Cooks Your House 
Michigan Northern Eipor 
Horners-Wkshp TrankFestl 
Horse Racing: Breeders' Cup. OwmpanHp Thorougrsxsd races horn ChucM Downs (Livi 
College Football: Regonal Coverage - Mich. SI. al Oho SI or Va. al Fla. SI. 
Ivfr&alton 
Thle Old House 
This Old House 
YantoeShop 
Yankee Shop Homelime: Base 
HOIMUIMICOI Am VVcodahop 
Know You Fire 
Mo»le:««^rommi»OT-(l9e9.SuJp«nM|CM»KichiiWilu>n 
(11:00) Antiques 
Movie:**'7 TheReturn of Jar-e/"(1994) VoicesdScon Wenger 
raeturMHIetory Collectibles 
CABLE   STATIONS 
Jacques Pepin 
Star Trek: Deep Spece Nine I 
Cooking Secret 
Cucina Amoce 
Joanna Lund Trailslde: Adv. 
Joy ol Painting 















Movie: *••• The K*rs" (1946 Mystery) Butt Lancaster. B 
Daily Show (R)   [Daily Show [RT 
Houieiman! 'h 
Movie: *»Vi The SATOM" (1993. Comedy-Oramal Tom Gg«y. 
Movle7*M7!c»>5»Taee^196oTus^^ 
| Viper "Honest AM" (In Slereo) X 
Nature |ln Slereo) X 
New Garden     IVMory Garden 
Xena: Warrior Princess (In Stereo) 
Natural History Collectibles 
| Living Single X 
(9-50) Movie: ThetcrigeslOay" 
Young Comedians (R 
Discovery News | Storm Warning! 
College Football MmatcU al Wisconsin. (Live) 
Movie:**'. "7h«BM/MpCo,"(l993)KimBasinger 
Movie: •• "Blame n on Re"(i983. Comedy) Michael Cane 
[Mystery Univ.    [Discover Magailne (R) Mystery Univ 
Movie:*** "Young arr*Mrf"(1954, Musical) Dons Day, Frank Sinatra. 
AiEolussiyFab [Absolutely Fabulous (R) 
WM Style (R) 
Absolutely Fab. 
Geysers of Yellowstone (R) 
Real Ghostbstrs IKsrveytoon       Irlssthclrrl 
Movie: •* 1oc4rvno,sTa*«ijrVow"(l993),PG-l3' 
Tales ol the Gun |R 
Movie: *«.'fr "rvbrma flaa"(1979. Drama) Salty Field. (In Stereo)        [Movie: 'Revenge ol me Nerds II: Nerds n ParaoW 
Senior PGA Golt Tour Championship - Third Round lAuto Rscing College Gmday 
Mouse-Monster 
Making-That 
IWeepone at War * Aircraft earners" 
Sports A Music  [Freestyle Moto-X (In Stern Sports A Music 
College Football Air Force al Army (Live) 
(II CO) Movie: "Galaxy Erp' 
Eekletravag[Bad Dog Monster Farm 
Family Video Diaries 
Vinegar Jos (R) 
Bate Street |SeyWhetKrka 
Walter Melon     3 Friends. Jerry Countdown (R)  IAXN 
Movie: **>v The ManrHw Knew Too Li»V(1997) 
Air Combat "Paratroopers" | Masters ol War 
Brutal Crashes 
Home Again |R) [Hone Again (R) 
Movie: ■ 
SUdere "Caktomia Reich" (R) I Welcome lo Paradox (In Slereo) X 
Men-Toorbens   IMsjn-ToostksnT 
"WrWe PalaM"(l990. Drama) Susan Sarandon. 
Cartoon Cartoon Weekend 
Hoe»eSevvy(R)|Home Savvy iR, 
NHL Cool Shots 
Lite, Camera 
Movie: *'i "Vegas Vai»ri)n"(t997)ChevyChase I 
Sworn to Secrecy (R) 
Inline Street 
Hardcore Footba I Rl 
Say What Krka Sports*Music IB** Vert 
Movie:*'* VocO»"(i995. Horror) Corey FeUman Sarah Douglas 
Homobme (Rj    iHomelims(R) Home Again (R) [Home Again (R) 
:«•• "Flry Misty rrxA«"(1971. Suspense) Cum Eastwood 
Baywatch "Leap ol Fasti" X 
Behind-Muslc    IRock-Roli Jeo. 
Movie: The Fury vVWi«"(i998. Horror) Asy Sheedy (1nSlereo)X 
Big Chill: Than   [Big Chill Pram.  [Hollywood A Vinyl: Disney s 101 
Csrloon Cartoon Weekend 
GoH: World Open ChampMnslup 
Mystery Science Theeter 3000 iR' 
Teles From the Tower (R) 
Movie: ** "Breakout" (1975. Adventure) Charles Brcnson, JM Iralend 
Movie: •*•') "Four IrecBrgj and a Funerar(1994, Comedy) Hugh Grant (in Slereo) X  [«• "Beaches"! 
«V40:40 Years ol the Top 40 Four decades ol lop rats (R) (In Slereo) 
SATURDAY 
(•MM)           ft:.Ml           7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
Q)   Co-^ftoSil:Alal«fnaatLSU   ER Happy New Year (kiStsreo)     E*\y£mon'VoCb\xk'X i Laf*r 'TracMwn'' I 
HOW to 
Save $$ 
NEW!  BGSU 
student discounts 
from BG's preferred 
Internet provider. 
m DACOR C OMFUTE*   SYSTEMS  
Go ahead ~ ask our customers! 
519 W. WoosterSt., BG 
352.3568   www.dacor.net 
Serving the world from BG since 1975- 
CD SisksliEbert    Home Videos     Home Videos     Fantasy Island "Dreamt" X 
IreBCNsm BetterHomes     Cash Eiptosion Saturday Night Uve: Cervey        Pretender "Someone lo Trust "X 
CupidPiO .OpS-.rVks   at ■f.,-jM-.:>< . 
Austin City Limits (R) (In Slereo)     Lawrence Welk Show 
»"Bout* Vision" (In Slereo)  News 9 
BaHykissangel Greet Performances "Cats" (m Stereo) X 
Sal Night Uve 
Sessions et West 54th (In Slereo, 
Travels-Europe -Travels-Europe   Lawrence Welk Show Rockies by Rail (In Stereo) I        Antiques Roadshow X Keeping Up       I Keeping Up        Evening With Patti LuPone 
Hercules: Legendary Jmys. VIP. ■ Deconstrucung Pen" CopeX [Cope "Teras'T America's Most Wanted X-Files "Tunguska" I 
(5 00) Natural History Collectibles 
Med TV (In Slereo) X 
gg   Home Improve. [Home Improve. [Friends X 
CABLE   STATIONS 
AMC   Movie: «•* "Land of tie Pharaohs" (J955. Drama) Jack Hawkns. 
Showbir Collection 
[Movie: ••♦•■riile»iceo<IWlamM"(l99i.Susr«nse) Jodie Foster, Anthony Hopkrs. |NewaI~ 
Showbiz Collection 
Home Improve.   New Yort Undercover (In Stei 
COM  BcWtsrgeret    [Critic 
DISC 
ENC   .«';.'Movie.      Movie.*..  Sutem Canb.'«''|i 964 .Comedy, t     Movie .'.'.  S.-Mn -,199:1 v :racuai it- ie  I     WtrleKtaK 
,l*dr^>'(rlY>3)r«a^He«jei eVnts: -Unit me End ol tie rVorkr 
ESPN  Auto Racing: NASCAR Grand National 
FAM  Leo-Mania: OiCsprio's Story        [Hanson: The AJbartane Tour        [Movie: *.'i "The Karate AM. CM Two-(i996. Drama) Ralph Maccha. (In Slereo) 
HBO (4.45) Movie:     [Bee Gees- One Night Only (R) (In Stereo) X Movie: "LA Cortf^a«iar(1997)Ayrjungpol»otricer searches lor |uslice n 1950s L A R' Movie: ... "The Peopti vs. Larry Frynr (1996) WI 




Young ComedUne (R) Comedy Showcase 
FBI Fwae The Crazy Don" (R)        WM Dsicovery: Deadliest SnakeT Lost Warriors ol the Clouds |R)     Justice Files "Con Artisis" (R)       New Detectives: Case Studes 
Bran Butler       [One Mght Stand South Park (R)   |Viva Variety (R. IComedy Showcase 
I College Football Syracuse al West Vrgmia (L^el College Gsmenighl 
(Secrets ol World War N (R) 
MTV  (5 30) Biks Vsrl   Sports snd Music Fight Night      [Celebrity Death  Adam Sendler's Last Laugh (R)    [RoadRutss(R) [Road Rules (R) [Celebrity Death  Belly Movie (R) IRodman World  IRodman World 
Movie: "TrViTilSSe. Suspense) Antonio Sabato Jr 
America Held Hostage: 444 Dsys to Freedom (Rj 
College Footbell: Pac-10 Game - Teams lo Be Announced, (live) 
TL£  Telee From the Tower (Rj Tslss From the Tower (R) 
TKX  Movie: •• "Aces /rori£ao»ir(l992.Adveniure)LouisGosteltJt.. 
Cartoon Cartoon Weekend 
[Sportscsntsr X 
Hiroshima' The Decision to Drop the Bomb (R, 
FOX Sports News 
SCIF1 Mystary SrJei»M TheeMt 3000 (R) [Movie: *»'i "Shocker-(1989. Horror) Peter Berg. Michael Murphy.       I Movie:* II Came from OuW Space lr-(IS96| Bran Kerwn I 
Houston - Emergency Reeponee  Diana - Secrets Behind the Crash Accident 
ie: •* "MortalICom6al"(199S, Adventure) Robin Shou 
USA  (5 30) Movie: ••  8eacfies"(t988. Drama) BetteMkser. (In Stereo) I   [La Femme NUUta "Hal lie" (R) X  The Net "Fireball" (R) (In Slereo) I ISina of the City Pilot (In Slereo)  ISilk Stealings "Forever" (In Stereo) 
VHI   40140:40 Years ol lheTop40(R)  [Behind the Music Bdly Joel" |R)    Rock-Roll Jso.   IRockRoll Jeo. 
Cartoon Cartoon Weekend 
FOX Sports News 
Mystery Science Theeler 3000 1R.1 
Houston - Emsrgsncy F 
Movie: ••• MMItaxBeyondlni*io»yr»>ne"(l985) MelGbeon. 
fiOl     Celine, Aretha, Gloria, Shania 
If you would like to see 
your advertisement 
appear here... 
contact the BG News Ad 
Department at 372-2606 
or 204 West Hall. 
SUNDAY  NOVEMBER 8,1998 
12:00 J    12:30    1     1:00          1:30         2:00         2:30         3:00         3:30         4:00         4:30         5:00         5:30 
0) NFL Football Cmcsviali Bengals at Jadcsonvie Jaguars. From AaW9adsjnMLm)I NFL Footbell Ssn Diego Chargers al Denver Broncos. (Uve) I 
CD Gary Pinkel Gary Blackney Movie: ***'i "The Color Purple"(i985, Drama) Based on Alee Wallers portrait ola rural black woman Figure Skating: Skate America. Ladies, men's, pairs and dance drvrsions. 
a> Toledo Storm VPDarton Rotoiip-Sew     [Sit n Fit           [Beautiful U       [HiTech Toys lor the Holidays Printable Exprs Movie: »«'i "Batmanfi«iums"(l992. Adventure)MichaelKealon. I 
at Firing Una: Dark Cooks "Appeiaog Appetizers"                                                                         [Market-Market Week-Business McLaughlin      [McLaughlin      [Nova (In Slereo) X 
<D (609) Hand in Hand: How lo Raise Healthy, Happy Kids Raring kids   [Hand in Hand: How to Raise Heslthy. Happy Kids Raising kids (R) 
© Foi NFL Sunday (In Slereo) X     [NFL Footbell Detroit Lions al Philadelphia Eagles From Veterans Stadium (In Stereo Uve) X                   [NFL Postgame  [Figure Skating Grand Slam ol International Skating. 
CD (11.001 AWc Auction ColectMa Knives Collectible Knives 
3D Movie: •* "Harlem Ntfirs"(1969. Comedy-Drama) EdrM Murphy. Movie: ...1 "The Color Purple" (1965. Drama) Based on Akce Walter's portrait ol a rural black woman. New York Undercover "Tasha" X 
AMC Movie:..*'i "PA>wra*"(1959. Comedy) Rock Hudson. Dons Day X Movie: •*'; "TheGrass/sGreener'',1960.Cornedy)CaryGranL Mov»i^ione^ir»77c«
!!l994^ran^ 
COM Movie: •• -H'Story aline Woru Pinl"(1961. Comedy) Mel Brooks Comedy Hall      [Robin Williams: Ofl the Well (R)    [Comedy Show Bill Mahw-Stufl That Struck Me Co—spy Halt     [ Dana Carvsy 
DISC Storm Warning! [Discovery News Into Unknown    [Strsnge-True Salvaged Ltvte (R)                       [Treasures ol ths Earth (R) Top Secret (R) (Pan 3 013) Real ER (R) 
ENC (II15)Movie: "TheHeaven*rUT Movie: **'i True STw«s"(i9e6) David Byrne X     [Movie: **'i ■&weenCjr>o)es"(19e4. Comedy)! Movie*. "rtird»Ho»r(1984)R«*Springfield       [Movie: Isttsyey- 
ESPN NFL Counldwn Auto Facing NASCAR Winston Cup - NAPA 500 From Ailanla Motor Speedway in Hampton. Ga (Lure) X NASCAR-Ta* Senior PGA Got! 
FAM Real Ghoslbslrs Herveyloon Heathclifl         [MouatvMonsler [Eeklstrsvag Bed Dog          [ Monster Farm   [ Walter Melon 3 Friends, Jeny Pee-weePley. Show-Funny      [Show-Funny 
HBO 11' 00) Movie: "Searcf>*c«y- Movie:.« "Budoy"(l997)ReneRusso.'PGI Movie:.* "LAefainer,LAeSon-llSSTi'PG-IT Siege-Look Movie:.. "Space Jam"(i996) Michael Jordan. 'PG' 
HtST (10 30) Movie: -ruler's SS Portrait n fvir (1985) Empires of Musky (Part 1 ol 4) Empires ol Industry .raT2ct4' Empires of Industry (Part 3 of 4) Empires ol Industry (Part 4 of 4) America Held 
MTV Sports 4 Music [Brutal Crashes  |8eo>0«rt(R) Sports A Music Adam Sendler's Last Laugh iR)     [Road Rules Road Rules      [Road Rules Road Rulee      | Road Rules Sports A Music 
SC Women's College VoUeyball Aruona al Southern Can xnia. Gor1:GeneSarajenWaldCk)enChampensf«p--F«uiRcurid Braseiton Ga College Basketball: NABC Classic - Ind vs. SC. 
SCI Fl C-Nst Central New Edge (R) Web(R)           [Cool Tech (R) Movie: ••• "Ssckra me Future Pan ir (1989. Fantasy! UcnaeU. Foi. Lea Thornpson X Movie: ••• "Battlo tie Future Pan!»"(1990) 
TLC Home Savvy (R) Home Savvy :R) Secrets ol ths Super Psychics |R) Wolkvan-MythandSclenca        |Uss Altar Daeth (fl)                   [Life After 0eelh{ B) Kitkrr Bees |Rj 
TNT In the Hset ol the Night ,ln Slereo, Movie: m-i -Any Which Way YouCan"(i980. Comedy) Can Eastwood. Sondra Locke     [Movie: ••• "MadMa.Beyond Thundercome"(1985) Mi Gibson         | -KlonalKomoT 
TOON Csrloon Cartoon Weekend Cartoon Cartoon Weekend 
USA (ii 00)Movie: *'r "BitterHarvest   [Movie:«» "fluneOAh*»"(1997. Suspense)Tim Malheson X Movie:... HedRock WesT(1993. Suspense) Nicolas Cage. X Movie: *** "Dealfi Becomes Htr 
VHI Storytellers      | Behind the Music John Me.iercamp (in Slereo)      [MeNencamp     |Artist: Video Alsnn Morissstte in Concert (R)   [Top 10 Countdown Top 10 hits. (R) Behind the Music "Steve Nicks' 
Display Personals 
L        * . Happy 21st 
£   Birthdays! 
"We love you 
guys!" 
-Jana and Megan 
Send a special message for all the 
campus to see. Great for birthdays, 
anniversaries, or any surprise! 
Size shown: 2 column x 2" ■ $20 
Size not shown: 1 column x 3" = $15 
Come to 204 West Hall to place your adl 
Or call 372-6977 for more information. 
IT'S BURSARABLE Hi Deadline 2 days prior to publication by 4:00 NEWS 
SUNDAY 
I    6:00    I    6:30    I    7:00    I    7:30    I    8:00    I    8:30    I    9:00    I    9:30    I   10:00   I    10:30   1   11:00   1   11:30 
|   BROADCAST   STATIONS 
ID NFL Football: Chargers at Broncos 60 Minutes (in Slereo) I              Touched by en Angel (In Slereo) Movie: •MarnaFfera'sFam,V"|i998.Drama)CicelyTyson.I NewsX ER (in Stereo) X 
V NswsX ABCWldr*™. Movie: "Alusorii«i(>rieer(l99e. Fanusy) VVhoopiGoBbeig X 20/20 X                                      [Practice "One ol Those Days" X NewsX Siskai A Ebefl 
ft) NewsX NBCNsws DaMne (in Stereo) X Motile: "Hurled A Law A Oder «ov«" (1996, Drama) Cnns Notn X NswsX Pensecola-Wing 
® Lawrence Welk Show Classical Visions (In Stereo) Nature (R) (In Stereo) X Misletplece TlisMie "The Linknown Soldier' X        1 Saving-Eagles Monty Python Monty Python 
03 (2 00) Hand In Hand: How to Raise Healthy, Happy Kids Rarsng kids Nature (Rj (in Stereo) I Mastsrpiece Theatre "The Unknown Sckjier X        [Mystsryl Touching Evil" X (OK Air) 
09 SelnMdX       [FriendeX        [World's Funniest! (In Slereo) X Simpsons X      [That 70s Show X-Files "The Begmng"!           [X-files Terrna" ■ Walker, Texas Ranger (In Stereo) 
CD IS 00) Collectible Knives Oamelonee Gemstonss 
W ISlai Trek: Peep Space Nine X     [Sier Trek: Voyeoer In ine Flesh YHL Hockey Detroit Red Wrgsat Mqhry Duckso" Anaheim. (Ln|                             [NewsX Sports Xtra       [Transition 
AMC Movie: •>• 'WrrSScosssTSfFBTfta^^ Movie: »♦•• 'A letter lo Tnreelrlv«Tl949Trams)Je«mCr3i Movle^T*T!ienireaMa)aa«)en^J974)0^ 
COM Dana Cervey      [Comedy Show Robin WHIiems: i)lt the Wen (R) Hone: ** Tssloryotlhe World Pan/"(1961. Comedy) Mel Brooks Dana Carvsy: Critic's Choice (R) Daily Show (R)   [Upright Omen 
DISC Survive ■ (ft) Nature's Wrash I |R) t*» Discovery: Rhino                  |Vlatnem POWs - Stories Behind Enemy Lines Justice FHoa "Con Artists" (R) 
ENC i5 «5) Movie: **'7 -|L*oway-(i97a, Drama)Charton Heston. Movie:***  C»or»yPar*"(l9e3,%stei>)WseamHur1.LeeMarvin Movie: •• "Crusnc;"(1980. Drams) Al Paono, Paul Sonmo I 
ESPN Senior PGA Golt                           jSportacenter     |NaPrimetlrne NFL Football. Tennessee Otlen al Tampa Bay Buccaneers Raymond James Stadium. (Live)                                           |Sportscenter I 
FAM 
HBO 
Movie: •* "TheGraaiAlomSw«p"(l99S)Valera)Harper (InSiereo) Movie: "Pei»»aL«lle Ano8is"(i996. Suspense) Cheryl Ladd X Movie: CcJumoo and ine Wurder ol a Roc* Star-(19»l) Peter Fait I 
Movw: • "Speed? CrurseCor»ror'(l997)SandraBuWck fG-13'1 Movie: *'4 -lir (1997. Drama) Samuel L. Jackson. (In Stereo) W X Movie: "IKnow Wiar You D«J last Summer-(1997) I Mr. Show-Bob 
HIST (5 30) America Hold Hostaoa: 444 Days lo'Freedom (R) Teles ol the Gun                          [Coming Home: The Vetersn Eiperienc in Amencs True Action 
MTVj 
ctaestyle Moto-X (R) (In Slereo) Sports A Musk [Inline Street |R) SayWhalKrke   [Bike Vert (R) (In Stereo)                [Sports 4 Music Sports and Music Fight Night |R) R.E.M. Uplink (R) (In Stereo) 
SC College Basketball: Ind vs SC College Basketball NABC Classc - Seton Hal vs. Valparaiso (Live) Goin'Deep FOX Sports News FOX Sports News 
SCIFI (4:30) Movie: "Beat-Future III" Space: Above and Beyond X Earth 2 "Survival ol the Fittest' X Alienation The Game" I Slglrangs(R) (In Stereo) X Space: Above and Beyond X 
TLC Woridr-Weaihr  [Wondr-Wsethr How'd They Do Thai' Mega Tech "Below New York" Mega Tech "Subterranean Secrets" Mega Tech Mega Tech "Below New York" (R) 
TNT 5 45) Movie: *• TMortalKomoar ( 995. Adventure) Rotwi Shou Mo*:-to»ytti5.S«r0/SouS"| 998) Tracy Scoggns X Movie: "BaDyior S Rrvet ol Souls'( 998) Tracy Scoggro. (In Slereo) X 
TOON tanoon Cartoon Weekend Cartoon Cartoon Weekend 
USA 500)Movle: ■DeitKBecomei-     [WWFSunday Mght Heat            [PacsSc Blue "Silver Oollar" |R)i Silk Staking* "Hidden Agenda" X [La Femme Nrkrta (R) (In Stereo) X [The Net "Firebar |R) (In Slereo) X 
VH1 DO Men ol the Year Awards (B) (In Stereo)                                    BehlnrJ the Music "Shana Twar." Behind the Music "John Melencamp" (R) (In Slereo) [Storytsllere "John Mellencamp" (R) (In Slereo) 
Are Mid Terms 
Stressing You Out? 
Relax With Your Parents 
This Weekend On 
"Parents Weekend!" 





□ Togetherness is the 
women's swimming 
team's greatest asset. 
By KEVIN GUTEKUNST 
 The BG News  
The women's swimming and 
diving team at Bowling Green is 
tired of competing in a pool of 
mediocrity. 
The Falcons, with 16 return- 
ing letterwinners, are looking to 
improve on previous seasons 
and compete at a higher level in 
the Mid-American Conference. 
Senior co-captains Katie 
Rosinsky, who swims the 50- 
meter and 100-meter Freestyle 
and Tina Sullivan, who swims 
the 100-back and the 200 Indi- 
vidual Medley, lead the anxious, 
motivated squad. BG will be 
supported by its top returning 
swimmers juniors Bethany 
Budde, Nancy Simpson and 
sophomore Jen Jarjosa. 
Budde will be competing in 
the 200 IM, the 100 Breaststroke 
and the 400 Medley relay, while 
Simpson will be swimming the 
400 Medley, the 200 IM and the 
200 back. The versatile Jarjosa 
competes in the 400 Medley, 400 
Free Relay, and the 500 Free. 
"The team has holes being 
.filled that in the past have not 
'been," coach Kendra Lowe said. 
"The freshman are really step- 
: ping it up and pushing the 
upperclassmen to work that 
much harder." 
The team has been working 
hard this week to prepare for the 
dual meet Friday against Eastern 
Michigan at Cooper Pool. 
"We have not let down at all," 
Rosinsky said. "We are trying to 
keep focused on the training. We 
want to give this meet our best 
ttffort and compete hard." 
Senior co-captain Tina Sulli- 
van added her thoughts. 
"We have high expectations 
and intend to achieve our goals," 
she said. 
Junior Ellyn Vreeland, who 
dives the 1-3 meter springboard, 
spoke confidently about the div- 
ing team's chances against EMU. 
"We are going to be well on 
our way to reaching our goals," 
Vreeland said. 
Among BG's season goals are 
;to move up in the conference, 
swim personal records and win 
dual meets. They would also like 
to qualify at least one Falcon 
swimmer or diver for the NCAA 
Championships. 
Sullivan believes the team is 
a very close group. 
"We are together for over 20 
hours a week," Sullivan said. 
"And that's only including prac- 
tice. We eat, sleep and swim 
together." 
BG New* Photo/ SCOTT FAUBER 
The men's and women'* swimming and diving  teams host Eastern Michigan Friday at the Cooper Pool in the Student Rec Center. 
Eagles offer challenge to swimmers 
□ The men's swim 
team will try to 
flipover the defending 
conference champion 
Eagles. 
By NICK HURM 
 The BG News  
The Bowling Green men's 
swimming team will find out 
this weekend how tough they 
are with a big dual meet against 
last year's Mid-American Con- 
ference champion, Eastern 
Michigan. 
The meet will begin at 5 p.m. 
in the one and only Cooper pool. 
Bowling Green will need to carry 
its momentum from the Xavier 
match with an even better per- 
formance to compete with the 
talent-packed roster of the 
Eagles. EMU has 34 out of 37 let- 
ter winners returning for the 
men. 
Peter Linn, the Eagles' head 
coach, has kept EMU a dominant 
force in the MAC with a confer- 
ence record of 45-6, including a 
record of 5-1 last year. The Eagles 
went on to place 29th at the 
NCAA tournament. 
"It's going to be tough against 
EMU," junior swim captain Matt 
Johnsen said. "Our key is going 
to have to be to swim our own 
race. We can't afford to swim 
their race because we've been 
training our way." 
The Eagles' race can be con- 
sidered nothing but explosive. 
They are led by senior Matt 
Leonard, who was named to the 
All-America team. Leonard's 
specialty is distance swimming. 
During the MAC championship 
meet last year, he set the meet 
record with a 14:56.87 in the 1650 
Freestyle. Junior Chris Dix leads 
the freestyle sprint attack for 
Eastern. He set the team best last 
year with a 20.46 in the 50 Free 
and 45.05 in the 100 Free. 
BG will try to answer the 
explosive Eagles with a little 
bomb of its own. Johnsen, Andy 
Jenkins, Bill Roehl, and Tom 
Mohlman all had a big meet 
against Xavier. Junior Geoff 
Reeves also could rise to the 
occasion. 
"We need everyone to pull 
through and give it their all,'' 
assistant coach  Kendra  Akers 
said. "I think it will be a really 
good competition." 
Diving will also be a major 
key for the Falcon's success. The 
orange and brown divers will 
need to get some nice rips 
through the water to help the 
cause. Senior diving captain Jeff 
Allen will lead the Falcons. 
"Traditionally, they (EMU) 
have been at the top of the MAC 
and we haven't," Allen said. 
"Our goal for the next two weeks 
is to come back the best we can." 
Falcons want revenge 
_1 Falcons look for 
revenge in playoffs 
after a regular season 
loss to Northern 
Illinois. 
By PETE STELLA 
The BG News  
Big games are important and 
exciting in the world of sports. 
They separate the good teams 
from the lesser ones. For the 
Bowling Green women's soccer 
team, their game against North- 
em Illinois Friday will be the one 
of the biggest games of their 
lives. 
BG holds the sixth seed in the 
Mid-American Conference play- 
offs with the Northern Illinois 
Huskies sitting on the second 
seed. NIU tied with Ohio for the 
regular season title. 
"We knew that we had to go 
through Northern Illinois if we 
wanted a MAC championship," 
coach Tom Piccirillo said. "We 
match up well with them, but we 
need to have tight markings with 
their players." 
With a big win against Eastern 
Michigan on Tuesday (1-0), the 
Falcons posted the program's 
first-ever postseason victory. 
Freshman midfielder Cari 
Combs scored the lone goal 
against the Eagles giving BG the 
win. Combs, who is known for 
great assists and hustle, said this 
goal was special. 
"It was probably the biggest 
goal of my life," Combs said. 
"Our team played tough 
throughout    the    match    and 
Michelle Lisy made some big 
saves for us." 
In a match-up earlier in the 
season with NIU, BG played 
strong and tough, but couldn't 
come back from an early Husky 
lead. BG ended up losing the 
match 4-2. 
"I think that we hung with 
them pretty well last time we 
played them," Combs said. "If 
our team really wants to win, we 
will, because we have the heart." 
After a successful regular sea- 
son, the Falcons have several 
records to show off their many 
accomplishments. 
"We are on the road that we 
want to be on," Piccirillo said. 
"We had a great defensive game 
against Eastern and we need 
everyone on the team to step it 
up for Northern." 
4     * 
It 
BG News Photo/ SCOTT FAUBER 
Junior Michelle Lisy kicks the ball away from an opponent. 
Men's team battles with top teams at ITA Rolex Regionals 
□ Men's tennis Radu 
Bartan and Vitek Wild 
closes the fall season 
this weekend at East 
Lansing in singles and 
doubles competition. 
By DAVE TRUMAN 
The BG News 
It has been three weeks since 
the Bowling Green men's tennis 
team has played in the Kentucky 
Invitational, but the Falcons 
aren't concerned about a possi- 
ble accumulation of rust on their 
racquets. 
Two Falcons, senior co-cap- 
tain Radu Bartan and freshman 
Vitek Wild, will travel Friday 
with coach Jay  Harris to East 
Lansing. They will compete in 
the ITA Rolex Regionals. 
Wild and Bartan will compete 
in singles and will also team up 
to represent BG in doubles. 
According to Harris, senior 
co-captain Matt Wiles would 
have joined Bartan and Wild and 
played either singles or doubles. 
He will not make the trip due to 
a muscle pull along his rib cage. 
"I expect Radu and Vitek both 
to do well in singles," he said. 
"They'll both be sleepers there. 
We will have two players there 
that are as good as most of the 
players from the Big Ten schools. 
We will have a chance to do 
some damage." 
This tournament will include 
players from all the schools in 
the Midwest, including the Big 
Ten, Mid-American Conference, 
and other schools like Notre 
Dame. 
Wild is 11-2 in his first season, 
compiling most of his record in 
the third flight. 
He is looking forward to the 
tournament but expects it to be a 
challenge. 
"I am excited about it," Wild 
said. "It will be better players 
and better competition than in 
Kentucky. Coach told us it is a 
better tournament than UK. We 
hope to win two or three 
rounds." 
Bartan and Wild have won 
both of their doubles matches 
this season. 
Wiles and Bartan were 5-2 
this fall, including three wins in 
Texas. 
LOOKING FOR GREAT DEALS? 
Check out our coupons in the 
campus phone directory! 
352-7677 ■ 128 N. Main Street 
LIVING CANVAS 
445 LWoostcr* 354-5203 
"In the Vault- 
Tattoo & Body Piercing 
Hospital type sterilization/health department 
licensed B.G.'s oldest established tattoo shop. 
Always read 
The BG News 
sports section 
fee little &hep 
(University Union) 
WILL BE CLOSED 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11 
in observance of 
Veteran's Day 
Attention Athletes/Body Builders 
If we don't have it, you don't need it! 
treatine-1000 g only $55.00 
Andro-6 only $52.00 
We have guaranteed lowest prices on Mel Rx, EAS, 
Designer Protein. Energy bars, foods, and drinks, 
Workout Apparel & much more! 
Slet's Power Source 
Vitamin Outlets 
Perrysburg Fort Meigs Plaza 
148 E. South Boundary (Next to Alteration's Express) 
872-0099 
Perrysburg 
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Moo Nov. 9 ©a 30 pm 
InrheGalleria 
Into about: CnicagoAiichtoan 
Design Cantor 
Oac tund raiaaf 
Ordar your t-shirtsl 
CLUB BASEBALL TRYOUTS 
NOV.748 
NOON© FIELD HOUSE 
Coma and discuss: 
"COLLEGE STUDENTS AND SAFER SEX" 
MondayllAI 
9:30 p.m. BA1000 
HOPE Info Nlghl 
Pius a Pop will ba provldad 
Gel involved m what is happening al BGSU 
USG General assembly meetings are held 
every Monday at 7 30 pm at 116BA 
Neil Weak Only 
Senior Portraits 
Neil Weak Only 
Senior Portrait* 
Any senior graduating in Dec., May or August 
should attend. This may be your last chance 
this year. Carl Wolf Studios will ba on campus 
next wee* M, W, TH, F Irom I0am-6pm and 
Tues from lOam-flpm H you missed the last 
session, can 372-8634 now to reserve a sitting 
time. The $6 sitting lee can be bursared and a 
session only takes 15-20 minutes. Portraits 
taken in dress clothes and cap & gown. Por- 
traits taken m 28 West Hall Don't be left out ol 
the Historic 1999 Key Yearbook 
United Way Panny Drive 
Don't lor get: Containers due Nov. 8 on the Ed- 
ucation Building Steps! 
SoulolAlricaEihrbitl 
Come see the Soul ol Africa Exhibit 
al the Toledo Museum ol Art on 
Nov. uth i We will be departing 
from BG at 0:30am. The cost is only 
$8 tor students and S9 tor the 
community l Transportation is included! 
Sign-up In the UAO office 
through Nov. 10th! 
STUDENTS: 
Come pin us tor the "Growing Through Grief 
Series 
Neit Workshop: "Coping with the Hobdays and 
Other Special Days" 
8-730pm..Mon., Novembers 
Counseling Ctr 320 Saddlemire Student Serv 
No advance registration necessary 
Questions? Call 3722011 
Wondering what to do w/ your family when 
Ihey come to BG lor Parents/Family Week 
end? 
We*, stop wondering! And start doing by order- 
ing your tickets lor the Manhattan Transler 
Parents/Family Weekend. Concert, on Sat., 
Nov. 7, at 8 pm in Anderson Arena. Simply can 
372-2343 to reserve your seats lor this live 
swing concen A dance 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST Gold faced watch wr roman numerals s> 
second hand A silver A gold wrist band. Sent), 
mental value. Substantial reward. Call 
3730223 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Learn guitar: Jason Quick Freelance Musi- 
cian/instructor with master's degree from 
BGSU. For more into, contact creative arts 
program 372-8177 
Pregnant? Free pregnancy tests 
Confidential A caring 
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center. 
'KD Kappa Delta KD- 
Lil Kirslen 
I can't wait til 
Friday night. 
You are such a sweetie 
Love, Your Big 
PERSONALS 
4   Dec.    Graduation   tickets   needed.   Call 
419-382-7670 or 372-3896  
Accent On Pets 
(419)872-9503 
15 Hln. North ol BO on Rt. 25 (Main St) 
Puppies, Kittens. Ferrets. Hedgehogs, Small 
Animals. Fresh and Saltwater Fish. Live Cor- 
als, Sharks. Reptiles and Exotic Birds 
Free Hamster or Gerbll with purchase ol a 
Cage Setup this Month!! 
Alpha Phi - Little Can F • Alpha Phi 
Only tour more days and 
you will see 
just who your Big will be* 
Love, your Big 
Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi 
Ur Nicole Messman. 
I'm a  sophomore?, |umor?.  senior?, or al 
three?! Don't worry, on Monday you wil see, 
E xacdy who your big win be> 
Love, 
Big??? 
Alpha Phi Alpha Phi Alpha Phi 
Lil'Meredith Pieisol. 
You're my Tootsie Roll 
Like chocolate you're sweet 
Ican'twaittiwemeei 
Love, Big 
Alpha Phi Alpha Phi Alpha Phi 
Alpha Phi • Alpha Pin 
Little Laura Clue «3 
I hold an ollioe 
Maybe you will too 
The Pin Bear is Jolly 
Guess Who?' 
Love Your Bigll 
Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi 
A stroke can 
change your 
life forever 
As BG wind begins lo howl.... 
Columbia Parkas, Yukon boots 
hats, wool socks, gloves 
polar fleece, long underwear 
Feeling warmer yet? 
Falcon House A Campos Outtttlers 
900 E. Wooster at S. College 
352-3385 
EARTH FRIENDLY food. 
Altematlvee is now carrying flour, juice, rice 
and other organic and cruelty-free grocery 
ilems. Yes. we still have "wilch stuff'-larol. in- 
cense, crystals, herbs, oils, etc Call352-SEED 
(352-733) for into. r( 
—— 
Friday's and Saturday s 
al KAMIKAZE'S 
60s and 90s dance 
GET INVOLVED IN INTRAMURALSI' INTRA 
MURAL ADVISORY BOARD APPLICATIONS 
FOR SPRING 1999 ARE BEING ACCEPTED 
THROUGH NOV. 16. STOP BY IM OFFICE, 
130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE. FOR AN APPLI 
CATION AND TO SIGN UP FOR AN INTER 
VCW. INTERVCWS ARE LIMITE0, ON A 
FIRST COME. FIRST SERVE BASIS AND 
WILL BE HELD NOV. 19-20  
Hey hi Meghan, torapht is the night, get excied! 
After this confusing week you wil finally Know 
who I ami 
Love BIG'" 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE BY 3 P.M. IN 
»30 PERRY FIELD HOUSE: NOV. 9 - M. W 
SWIMMING; NOV. 11 - M. W 3-PLAYER 




I hope you are as excited as me 
to find out who your big will be1 
In a lew more hours you will know 
how much my love lor you will growl 
love your Dig' 
KD * AOT'KD 
KD'LdCarokne'KD 
I am so excited. I just 
can! wait. On Friday night 
I won't be late Soon you 
will see just who your b*g 
might be. 
KD* Lil Caroline'KD 
KD Amanda Oostra KD 
Lil Amanda - Tonight's 
the night! Only a lew 
more hours until you 
join me and your family1 
I love you! Love, your Big 
KD Amanda Ooslra KD 
Alpha Phi Alpha Phi 
Lil'Kami 
No clowning around. 
you're the best L-l" in town! 
Soon you will find out 
what Monday is all about. 
LoveB»g?? 
Alpha Phi * LH Casey * Alpha Phi 
You'll never guess 
who lam 
but. we wiil be the 
best big/til par 
in the end. 
Love. BIG???? 
Kappa Mia 
Lil Stephanie Friedman 
The last day is here 
See you ion ite I 
Love Your Big 
Kappa Delta 
lil Amanda Keith 
I can't wail untiitonighil 
Get Exotedi Well Finally 
be together. 
Love Your BIG 
Kay DIDDLE DEE-DEE 
A KD hi to Del I can't wait cause 
tonights the night! We're a pair that's 
outta sight!! 
KD * Knsta ' KD 
ASM SPRING BREAK .. 
HOURS & HOURS OF FREE DRINKS" 
Earn 2 FREE Trips 4 $*$$$' 
Cancun. Jamaica. Florida, 
Barbados. Bahamas 
Lowest Prices/Best Meal Plan 
1-800-426-77i0Avww.sunsplashiours com 
BGSU ICE ARENA 
Public Skating Schedule 
Friday, Nov. 6 +Sat Nov. 7, 8-10 pm 
Sunday, Nov. 8th, 3:30 -5:30pm + 7-9 pm 
BGSU Students (w/I.D. 
$2.00 admission 
$1.00 rental skates of all sizes 
Parents free with BGSU Students (w/ID) 
$2.00 skate rental 
BGSU Ice Arena is also available for private 
rentals. 
public skating will not be available when the 
varsity hockey team is at home. 
CALL 372-2264 for more information and 
confirmation of these times. 





Brother, Aunt & 
Uncle Sweatshirts 
Available 
BG's Largest selection of Greek Merchandise 
M? 
$2.00 OFF 
Mom and Dad 
Sweatshirts or 
$5.00 OFF a Pair 
Exp. 11/30/98 
Best Service - Best Quality - Best Prices 
"Sewn on, embroidery and silk screening. 
Over 350 Fabrics to choose from 
Collegiate Connection 
531 Ridge St. 
352-8333 
lokdo s Italian 
fystaumnt 
KOKsppa Darts KD 
Lil Maggie. 
Haw you played my gams7 
Hava you guessed my name? 
Until now. my lips hava been sealed. 
But tonigh t all secrets will be 
revealed. 
Get ended lor Revealing' 
 KD Kappa Delia KD 
KDK0KDKD 
LirLeura- 
Wnether rain or shine 
I'm so glad you're rmoa I 
Love, Your Big 
KDKDKDKD 
KOKDLIIGina.KDKD 
Don't Be Ian lo the 
house on Friday night 
so you can find out 
just who I am and so 
we can be one ol the 
bestbHcyU pain that 
KAY-DEE has ever seem 
KD Love. Your &g KD 
KDKDLil Nicole KDKD 
Get psyched lor tonight 
because you'l finally know 
who I am! Don't be late 
so we can show everyone 
what a great big/lil pair 
we make) 
Love. Your Big 
KD KDKD KDKD KDKD 
KDLilAmyKD 
Tonight all games will be al an end. 
And I wil have you. a lifelong friend 
Memories, laughter, and tears well share 
Together as the best bigrsl pair 
I love you. Little one! 
KDLilAmyKD 
KD Lil Brandy KD 
Today is the day you finally find out who I am. 
Here's another due lor the big day. I donl live 
on campu. but not very lar away. 
KD Love BIG'??? KD 
KDLilJaneseKD 
I'd like IO see ya. 
I'm ready to lei you know 
I wanna be with ya even/day 
cause together we're gonna grow. 
Now there's only one thing to say 
You'll find out who I am today. 
Love, your Big7? 
Buy 1 sandwich & 
get a 2nd sandwich 
*^%^ 1/2 OFF 
This gft certificate entitles you to J5 to^aa*swpurcnase of $20.00 or more. Offer vaM 
anytime. Great Italian or Mexican food al Dominic's A Carttas. or your Italian favortee 
at Dominica. Enjoy a fun, oome-asyou-are atrrtoapheref Valid at Dominic's or Dominic's 
& Carina s Not valid witn other special offers Muet rclude $10 in food. Certificate 
expires 11/31/90 
















(00 S.   Main St.   Il.inntown 
II i.   Phoae SR3 -SIM 
N.xt to Mid ■ Am Hank 
Help Wanted 
sa&Mlf 




■*]    tot/ 
Call: 
IIITIIT 
or apply in person at: 
5630 
Airport Highway 






• 3 Locations 
• 1 & 2 Bedrooms 
• Fum. & Unfuri,. 
• Paid heat, water & trash 
pick-up 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Full-time Maintenance 
• Campus Shuttle 
• No Snow Shoveling 
Taking Applications For 
2nd Semester 
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KDLil Jamaica KD 
I wonder. "Oo you know me?" 
WoU. in a few more days, you 
will and there will Do good times 
foryouandme Ijustcan'twait 
until we a/* together 
-Love, 
Your Big" 
KO Lit Stephanie Rapp KD 
SMILE i Only a lew more 
days until fun. fun. fun1 
I hope you are getting 
excited because I am and I 




Tomgnr s the mght when you find 
thai it's me 
What a great Big4.il' pair we wil be 
So be at the house at six o'clock 
from then on out the night will rock! 
Love-Your Big??' 
KDLil'JenKD 
KD Stephana Reed KD 
LitDe Sieph -1 cant wait 
to see you ton-grit i Your 
whole family is so excited 
to have you join us1 
Especially mel I Love 
you liDe one* Love, your Big 
KO Stephanie Reed KD 
Lit Jenny, the moment you've been waiting tor 
will finally be here tonight! Cant wait to see 
you* Get excited I! 
Love your BIG 
LrTEnn- 
The Day it here, 
I cant wart my dear 




Little Little Alison cant you see 
Sometimes your words just hypnotize me 
And I just love your nasty wasy 
This is why I'm your big and 
together we're so great 
A-Ph. A Phi 
Next Week Only 
Senior Portraits 
Next Week Only 
Senior Portraits 
Any senior graduating m Dec.. May or August 
should attend This may be your last chance 
this year. Carl Woll Studios will be on campus 
next week M. W. TH. F from I0ejn-6pm and 
this Tues from iQam-8pm. If you missed tie 
last session, call 372-8634 now to reserve a sit- 
ting time. The $6 sitting fee can be bursamd 
and a session only takes 15-20 minutes. Por- 
traits taken in dress clothes and cap A gown. 
Portraits taken in 28 West Hall. Don't be left out 
of the Historic 1999 Key Yearbook 
Parents Day Sale 
BGSU embroidered sweatshirts 
BGSU Tackle twill sweatshirts 
20% oft with student I.D. 
Now thru Saturday 
Falcon Campus Outfitters 
900 E. Wooster St   @ S. College 
352-3365 
SPRING BREAK 
CANCUN * JAMAICA 
FLORIDA' S PADRE 
Guaranteed best prices. 
hotels A biggest partiesi 
Earn Cash A Free Trips" 
Campus Rep. Positions Aval 
CalM-800-327-6013 
TAROT CLASSES 
Start Mon.. Nov.9. 7-0pm 
S session $25 
Com. sign up at Alternatives 
or c#" 352-SEED (352-7333) 
B&B 
Truck and Auto Repair 
10% Discount 
w Student ID 
•Oil Change $19.99* 
'most vehicles 
• Low Shop Rates 
• Engine Service 
• Transmission Work 
• Brakes 
13040 Bishop Rd 
Bowling Greec OH 
353-2526 
Free Towing if we 








Is Now Hiring: 
Cooks, Servers & 
Hosts/Hostesses 
V Top wages 
V Flexible Hours 
V Paid Vacations 
V Health/Dental 
Insurance 
V Employee Stock 
Option Plan 
are just a few of the great 
benefits waiting for you! 
Apply in person 
Mon. - Fri. 2-4 
401 W. Dussel Road 
Maumee. OH 43537 
IJutl ■ few minutea from BG! 
:• 1-475W to DuM4>l-turn right.) 
Thursday* at KAMIKAZE S 
Dvners from 7-fl pm 
Dollar pitchers all rsottt long 
Tuesday's at KAMIKAZE'S 
Swing is Here 
Lessons from 9:30pm-10:30pm 
DJ Patrick Keenan 
Spings swing music all night 
USMC OFFICER PROGRAMS 
College Students-All Majors 
Summer internship at Officer Candidate 
Scnool NO school year requirements 
Now accepting applications 
CaH 1-800-892-7318 
We're ready to be loving parents Eager to 
adopt a baby. Our family can give a child a life- 
time of happiness, security and most importan- 
tly, love. Cat 1 -800-637-7999 anytime Diana 
and Tom.  
Wednesday's at KAMKAZE S 
Karaoke with Rich Uchels 
from 10-2 
Wondering what lo do w/your family when 
they come to BG for Parents/Family Week- 
end? 
WeH. stop wondering! And stan doing by order. 
ing your tickets for the Manhattan Transfer 
Parents/Family Weekend. Concert on Sat.. 
Nov. 7. at 8pm in Anderson Arena. Simply can 
372*2343 to reserve your seats for this live 
swing concert & dancb. 
Would you Ilka to spend your spring break 
In New York City to learn about poverty and 
racism first hand, and also aam 3 hours 
academic credit. For information call Bit 
Thompson at 352-7534 or email 
wthomp@Dgnet.bgsu.edu. 
WANTED 
2 subleasera needed for spring semester. 2 
bdrm.. 1 1/2 bath turn apt $520/mo. Contact 
Greg or Ken at 353-2355  
2-3 subleasers needed for spring semester. 
Call 352 8136  
SUB LEASER NEEDEDSprmg semester lor 
spacous 1 bedroom apt $34f>mo. plus utili- 
ties CaH 353-6389 
Subieaser needed for spnng semester. Will get 
own room S2SO/mo .elec CJ1352 3116 
Subleaser(s) spring semester for 1 bdrm apt 
Newly remodeled w/dishwasher. AC. free 
cable plus HBO. Call 3540323.  
HELP WANTED 
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars 




MUST HAVE CAR 
$17 00 AN HOUR GUARANTEED 
EVENING ANO WEEKEND HOURS 
IS-20HOURSAWEEK 
CALL 419-8977712 
Attention: FUN 4 MONEY 
New office seeks people 
w/ great image A attitudei 
$2,000. month potential PT/FT 
(419) 842 0551 
Babysitter for 11 mo. & 3 yr. old m my home 
9-noon two days per week and some Fridays 
and Saturdays Must be 16. non-smoking, and 
have eipenence caring for young children 
References required 8231547  
FOODSERVICE JOB part-time. 20 hours per 
week (3-7pm, Monday-Friday) Duties include: 
completing preparation of evening meal, serv- 
ing meals lo children; cleaning dmmg room and 
kitchen areas and prepanng evening snack 
Salary $7.45/hr Send resume to Children's 
Resource Center. PO Boi 738, Bowkng Green. 
OH 43402 or contact Lisa at 352 7588 WORK 
STUDYEUGIBLE APPLICANTS ONLY. 
















Hmng cooks, good wages. FlesiWe hrs. Imme- 
diate openings. Apply at Quarter's Bar & Grill 
Woodland Mall. 
Immediately worship pianist ■ $50 per service. 
Community ol Christ Lutheran Church. 
352-5101. 
Local Goodwin store looking to hire FT and PT 
Head Cashier with prior cashier experience 
and supervisory eipenence preferred: FT 
Household Sorter; and PT person o do tight 
duty janitorial and loading/unloading trucks. 
Competitive wages, thorough training and 
benefits available. Stop in today and see Lisa 
at 1058 N Main Si.. Bowling Green. OH EOF. 
NURSING ASSISTANTS 
BLAKELY CARE  CENTER IS TAKING AP- 
PLICATIONS FOR THE DAY SHIFT WE ARE 
LOOKING FOR  HIGHLY MOTIVATED. RE- 
SPONSIBLE. DEDICATED NURSING ASSIS- 
TANTS    IF  YOU   FU.   THESE   REQUIRE 
MENTS.   COME   JON   OUR   TEAM.   THE 
BENEFITS INCLUDE: 
•$7.00 AN HOUR FOR STATE TESTED 
•$6 75 AN HOUR FOR TEST RE ADY 
•0 75 PER HOUR ATTENDANCE BONUS 
•ONE WEEK VACATION AFTER ONE YEAR 
EMPLOY 
•MEDICAL    INSURANCE/PRESCRIPTION 
CARDAVAL. 
•7 PAID HOLIDAYS 
•RATIO OF 7 RESIDENTS TO ONE NURSE 
AOE 
PLEASE APPLY AT BLAKELY CARE 
CENTER. 600 STERLING DRIVE. NORTH 






Hickory Farms is now hiring ful and part-time 
seasonal Order Entry personnel to input orders 
into our order processing system Positions are 
open now through December on day, evening 
and third shift, during tie week and on week- 
ends. $.75 per hour shift differential on third 
shift. Must have basic computer and typing 
skills. Positions are also open for customer 
service and clerical personnel. Attendance in- 
centives, generous employee discount, and 
professional supervision. Apply in person at 
our    corporate    offices    Mon Fri    from 
9:00am-7O0pm   SATURDAYS   1000am   to 
2:00pm   Hickory Farms.   1505 Holland  Rd . 
Maumee. OH 43537 EOE 
RETAIL-Management positions available at 
local Goodwill store. Retail eipenence with su- 
pervisory experience a must. We offer competi- 
tive wages and benefit options Must be able to 
work flexible hours, including nights, week- 
ends, and holidays. Send resume- to Goodwin 
Industries of Northwest Ohio. Inc . PO Box 
336. Toledo. OH. 43697, Al IN Rebecca Hil 
ton EOE. 
SPRING BREAK PLAN NOW 
Cancun, Jamaica. Ma2atlan, 
$ S Padre Free Meals 4 Free 
Parses. Campus sales reps 
wanted. Earn tree trips • cash 















Now leasing fur Fall 1999-2000 
Management Inc. 
HilMal. Apn.. Jbdrm Townhomts very spa- 
cious, full bsmi. 1-1/2 bsth and car porti. 9 17- 
12 mo least Suns at $900 
Management Inc. 
Ililltdatr Aptav. 2bdm. Mats. v*r> spacious. 9 
fool ceiling, car pout. 9 I'2-12 mo lemurs 
Start* a(S610 
Management Inc. 
HIMtdale Apt*., Large studios, high vaulted 
ceilings, unique floor plan, ear pom 91/3-12 
mo leases. Starts at $350 
Management Inc. 
HcMuiite Apt*., I bdrms. high vaulted ceilings. 
unique floor pian 9 1/2-12 mo leases Clow t» 
( M-«L Starts M $380 
Management Inc. 
Heinrutr Apia.. 2 bdrms. 1 I 2 baths. 
washer'dryer included 9 C2-I2 mo leases 
ChMe uCaasptji Starts at $610 
Management Inc. 
EfTicitnciti « hole I txtrmi >IS E. Pee. 
Laundry on ulc Low of parkins Eff turn m 
S2)0. I bdrm suns M J140 
/tJEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
130 Four* St WHew Heese Apt I bdrm.. «as 
heal. A/C. Remodeled. Stamni at H*J 
^ttfEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
Slop by our office at 1044 y Main Si for 
complM lislini or call JJJ-SSO0 
www.wenet.orsj/-niecca 
Local manufacturer has immediate openings 
for dependable, hard working individuals. Ap- 
ply between 8am-3pm 20S84 Long Judson 
Rd.Weston.OH. 
We need PT evening waitress, grill cook. ft. bar. 
tender. Call Maggies Family Restaurant al 
874-IS43il interested  
Wei educated, experienced part or full time 
baby-sitter wanted in our P'burg home (a 
non smoking environment) for 2 preschool age 
children Must have reliable transportation and 










SAT M SUN 10-4 
BOWLING GREEN 353-7732 
$49 00 $98 00 Primestar Lowest install ever. 
Call lor details I 800-378 4968. 
3 - 26" 3-spd ladies bikes - *25/each Will de 
liver. 352-1912 
AAAA.I Early Spnng Break Specials' Baha 
mas Parly Cruiset 6 Days $279! Includes Most 
Mealsl Awesome Beaches. Nightlile1 Departs 
Irom   Flondal   springbreaktravel.com 
1 800 678 6386  
AAAA.i Early Specials! Panama Cityi Room 
with kitchen 91201 Includes 7 Free Parties' 
Daytona $149 New Hotspot-South Beach 
$129> Cocoa Beach $1491 springbreak- 
travel com 1.800-678 6386  
AAAA.i Early Specials! Cancun 8 Jamaica! 7 
nights Air & hotel From $399' Includes Free 
lood, Dnnks, Parties' springbreaktravel.com 
i .800-678 6386  
AAAA.' Spnng Break Travel was 1 ot 6 small 
businesses in the US recognized by the Coun- 
cil of Better Business Bureaus lor outstanding 
ethics in the marketplace! springbreak- 
travel com 1-800 678-6386 
AKAI 10" Reel to Reel tape deck. Classy add 
non to your stereo lor only $250 00 639-36?3 
Electric Guitar A Portable Amp for sale 
Ana Pro II Fullerton. Pignose port. Amp; case, 
cable  BRAND NEW  Worth $300. Best offer. 
can 353-7588. 
Hondas $100 $500 
Police Impounds 
Hondas. Chevys. Jeeps 4 Sport 
Utilities MUST SELL'I 
1 800 522 2730 X4S58 
Ibaner 7 string electric guitar. Mint condition 
$1200 or best oiler with case Call Chad @ 
373-0242. 
LOTIONS ft POTIONS now open Woooland 
Mall Custom scented body and bath products 
aroma therapy, and candles  
Macintosh Power PC 7100/66 w'extended 
key board & mouse, modem. CD-ROM drive 
(no monitor) 250 Mb H D 56 Mb RAM. some 
software      $400    OBO      hoe- 
mannrjUbgnet Pgsu edu 372 8403  
New wedding dress Size 16 white. $350 Call 
419877 0482 
Oak china cabinet. 
Amish oak glider. Antique 
rocking chars 354 2122, Mary 
FOR RENT 
"99 00S.Y • 2nd sem. LeaseW 
Houses and Apts. 
Listing Avail. 316 E. Merry (3 
Can mail listings 
Please call 353 0325 
Cinemark Theatres 
CINEMA 5 In    nd 
I 1234 N. Main St. 354-0558.. 
•The Walerboy (PG-13) 
(12:30 3:00)5:20 7:30 9:30 
Practical Magic (PG-13) 
(12:20 2:50) 5:10 7:40 10:00 
Antz (PG) 
(12:40 2:30)4:30 7:10 9:20 
The Siege (R) 
(12:50)4:00 7:00 9:50 
The Wizard of Oz (G) 
(12:10 2:40) 5:00 7:20 9:40 
(      | Sal 4 Sun only 
Sorry No Passes or Supersave 
Get your ■Babe   be 
Only   SO 00 
aepciytooe, 
1 bdrm. furnished apt. avail in Dec. Landlord 
pays   elec/wat or/sewer,   washer   A   dryer. 
Close   to   campus.   Ample   parking.    Can 
353-1731. 
2 bdrm. furnished apts 
352-7454 
2-4 subleasers needed for spring semester. 
*505/mo.. water included. 840 Sixth St.. Apt. 
B.Call3S4-7167orRE Mgmt. 
217 South College- i.S blocks Irom Hanna 
Hall, 3 BR House, tenants pay all util. sac. 
dap.. $S25/mo. Available unmedii-tely 
For more Information or to s'jn a leeae, 
contact Arbor Enterprise* et 354-2854 
Locally owned and managed. 
College Drive 2 bdrm. apt. $400 uH. inc. 
Non smoking, 2 mm. from campus, pets al- 
lowed. 352-5951 after 6 p.m.  
Female subieaser needed lor summer & follow- 
ing year. Kingswood apts $i62/mo plus utili 
ties. Call Amy 372-5564. 
Graduate student needed lo sublease apt now 
or spnng semester. Greet, i bdrm.. very new. 
dean and spacious, central air, of street park- 
ing, on site laundry. No pets. $350/mo. Cad 
Rachel (coilect)@ i 616-796-2927. 
Houses - 1,2, and 3 bedroom 
furnished apts.. tor 99 00 
school year. 352 7454 
Nice 3 bdrm house. Now or spring semester 
Please call 353-4370 
STRATOCASTER Made m the USA Black. 
perfect cond. First $550 00 Firm, Carvin 
Holdsworth Model. Beautiful quilted maple top- 
Cnmson Red finish, flawless cond $1100.00 
New Sell First $575 00 firm 639-3623  
Subieaser needed for spring semester on 
707 6lh Slreei 
CaflJacob & 352-4898 
Subleasers wanted, 2 BDR apartment 724 6th 
St., Take over whole lease at $500/monih til 




Seeking two Individuals to work 
part-time. Knowledge of high- 
speed copying, printing and 
graphic arts Is desirable. 
Experience assisting customers, 
handling cash, and |uggllng several 
lasks at one time are a must. 
Production Assistant... 
Experience operating high-speed 
copiers, binding and other finishing 
equipment required. Additional 
experience working with 
customers and with computers 
desirable. Two part-dme positions 
available. 
Pick-up and Delivery Courier... 
Knowledge of BGSU and Bowling 
Green area required. Valid driver's 
license and Insurabllty a must. 
Understanding of printing, copying 
and graphic arts desirable. Two 
part-time  positions available. 
To be considered for these 
positions: submit a letter stating 
Interest along with a resume to 
Fast Company. S25 Ridge Street, 
Bowling Green. OH 43402. No 
phone calls please. Fast Company 
Is an equal opportunity employer 
WE'RE LOOKIN' 
FOR A FEW 
GOOD MATES. 
AvMornr Auaaie thermrd tniiunnl 
•rcfu rr»rrni/rd individual* for biff fun 
and full timr employment. 
Phe Oulback Steakhoute will open too* it 
t.ndl.y. (H..O 
ALL POSITIONS 
Apply In person. 
Mon-Frl 104 ft Sat 10-3 
930 Interstate Dr. 
Acroas from Holiday Inn Express 
OUTBACK 
I       STEAKHOUSE* 
jK) lolfs. JuTr (*&•<*• 
FALL 1999 Leasing 
Starts Monday Nov. 2 
Fall 1999 Lists Now Available 
• 808 & 818 N. Enterprise 
• New Frazee (451 & 4 24) Ave. Apartments 
• Frazee Ave. Apartments 
• Columbia Court Apartments 
• East Merry Ave. Apartments 
• Field Manor Apartments 
• Mercer Manor Apart ment s 
• Rdge Manor Apartments 
• Campbell Hill Apartments 




GREENBRIAR, INC. Hours: 
224 E. Wooslw Monday - Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 Saturday 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
Come in today to pick 
up your Fall Listings 
00  l/l 
.£ CP 
Ft   > 
[•A>1 
/ I I 
